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Abstract
Radiation-induced natural convection can play an important role in developing
mixing and flow exchange within natural waters, including lakes and reservoirs which
are well-protected from wind and have a long residence time. The impact of nat-
ural convection on water quality has been reported by previous studies and shown
to be significant. In the daytime, incoming solar radiation transfers the radiative
energy uniformly across the water surface in such water bodies. However, due to
bathymetry variation between the near shore and deep water regions, the water col-
umn depth differs in the regions, leading to a horizontal temperature gradient. This
creates a horizontal convective motion between the near shore and deep regions. In
addition, as the incoming light penetrates the water column, the light intensity at-
tenuates with increasing depth according to Beer’s law. In near shore regions where
the water depth is less than the penetration depth of the light, there exists residual
radiation that is absorbed by the bed and re-emitted back to the water body as a
heat flux, so that a relatively warmer water layer is formed near the bottom. This
layer may become unstable leading to a vertical convective flow. Thus, the natural
convection induced by solar radiation in the near shore region of such water bodies
is comprised of the underlying horizontal convective flow coupled with the potential
vertical convective flow, which promotes mixing and contributes to the net transport
of nutrients and pollution between the near shore and offshore regions. This thesis
aims at characterising the convective motions induced by radiation to improve the
understanding of mechanisms that contribute to transport and mixing in the near
shore regions of lakes and reservoirs.
Chapter 2 focuses on understanding merely the vertical convective flow and the
effect of the temperature profile induced by solar radiation, which is characterised by
a stable stratification in the upper part and the potentially destabilising heat flux
on the bottom. Therefore, a flat bottom geometry is firstly considered so that no
horizontal temperature gradient driving a horizontal flow exists. This situation is
ii
modelled using a parallelepiped cavity on a laboratory scale using a theatre spotlight
to simulate sunlight. Concurrent shadowgraph and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
measurements are conducted to quantify and characterise the flow development, and
experimental results are compared with developed scales.
In Chapter 3, the 3D stability of the nonlinear temperature profile induced by
absorption of solar radiation is investigated in a parallelepiped cavity using a frozen
time model. The effect of water depth, time, and aspect ratio of the cavity on critical
conditions and flow pattern are evaluated. Further, the numerical results determining
critical wave numbers are compared with the laboratory experimental results.
Chapter 4 focuses on the radiation-induced natural convection in near shore re-
gions which is modelled using a triangular cavity on a laboratory scale. Concurrent
shadowgraph and PIV experiments are performed for a range of radiation intensities
and water depths and the flow development, flow structure and its dependency on
off-shore distance are quantified and compared with formerly developed scales. The
onset of convection is approximated at locations across the slope and compared with a
previously developed scale. Horizontal velocity along the slope is examined and com-
pared with a formerly developed scale prior to and following the onset of instability.
Plume rise height and velocity across the sloped bottom are investigated.
In Chapter 5, the main results of the current investigation are reviewed and con-
cluded, and the implication of the present study is discussed. At the end of this
chapter, some suggestions are provided for future work.
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znb Location of neutral buoyancy m
d∗ Full water depth m
d∗mixed Theoretical plume rise depth (the depth of lower mixed layer) m
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d∗m Maximum water depth m
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h∗ Water depth m
h∗(−u)max The corresponding depth to (−u)max m
p∗ Pressure N m−2
t∗ Time s
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem description
Transport and mixing play important roles in controlling water quality in lakes and
reservoirs. In the daytime, in lakes and reservoirs which have a large residence time
and are well-protected from wind, natural convection may have a key role in the trans-
port of dissolved and non-dissolved materials in the water body and in the mixing of
the water column. The importance of natural convection in maintaining water qual-
ity was reported previously through field observations (e.g.Adams and Wells (1984),
Macintyre and Melack (1995), and Monismith et al. (1990), Macintyre (2012), Rueda
et al. (2003), Schladow et al. (2002), Sharip et al. (2012), Verburg et al. (2011), Wells
and Sherman (2001), and Xing et al. (2014)).
According to Beer’s law, when light penetrates into water, its intensity decays
exponentially and the decay rate depends on the wavelength of the light and the
colour and turbidity of water (Kirk, 1986; Rabl and Nielsen, 1975). The penetration
depth of radiation is identified by an attenuation coefficient, which is a function of
the wavelength. It is, however, common in limnological studies to consider a bulk
attenuation coefficient, η, for a solar radiation spectrum (Kirk, 1986):
I = I0e
−ηh∗ (1.1)
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where I is the radiation intensity at depth h∗ and I0 is the radiation intensity at the
surface. As a result of incoming solar radiation and other surface heat exchanges,
the heat flux at the surface of lakes and reservoirs is approximately spatially uniform,
though will vary in time. However, the depth of the water column clearly differs
between shallow and deep regions. Consequently, the water column in the shallow
regions heats up or cools down faster than in the deeper parts, causing a horizontal
temperature gradient. This temperature gradient drives a convective circulation be-
tween the shore and the main water body. Further, a portion of the radiation that
penetrates into the water column reaches the lake or reservoir bed in the shallow
water regions, where it is absorbed by the bed and then re-emitted as a heat flux.
Consequently, the water layer adjacent to the bottom surface is heated and forms a
thermal boundary layer with an adverse temperature gradient, which may become
unstable leading to a vertical convective flow. In the upper part, the solar radiation
is absorbed, which results in a thermally stratified layer. As a consequence, the upper
part is stably stratified and the deeper part may be unstably stratified.
Hence, there exists an underlying flow driven by the horizontal temperature gra-
dient, coupled with the potential vertical convective flow caused by the adverse tem-
perature gradient at the bed.
The vertical convective flow, created as the result of the instabilities, may affect the
vertical structure of water quality by transferring dissolved and suspended nutrients
to water layers near the water surface. On the other hand, the aforementioned water
quality changes and any abrupt water quality changes in water layers near the surface
can be transported by the circulation towards deep water regions. Thus, the natural
convection induced by solar radiation in the near shore region of such water bodies is
made up the underlying horizontal convective flow coupled with the potential vertical
convective flow, which promotes mixing and contributes to the net transport between
the shore and the deeper regions.
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1.2 Literature review
In the following, the natural convection studies in near shore waters are presented
in which the rate of heating or cooling is determined by a parameter termed the
Rayleigh number. The Rayleigh number is defined in a number of different ways, but
in general it is a measure of the relative strength of the buoyancy forcing present. The
early studies of natural convection induced by absorption of radiation in near shore
regions were conducted in simple geometries with a horizontal, flat bottom. Further,
subsequent investigations focused on a triangular cavity as a near shore shallow water
model or a reservoir model in which a horizontal bed is appended to the deepest part
of the triangular model.
1.2.1 Natural convection in a horizontal flat bottom domain
The early models of the convective circulation due to the greater bulk volumetric
heating rate in near shore regions compared to that of deeper regions used simple
geometries. The transient natural convection driven by internal sources and sinks,
distributed linearly in the horizontal direction but uniformly in the vertical, was in-
vestigated through scaling and numerical approaches by Patterson (1984). A simple
circulating cell resulted, this was seen as a precursor to the flows driven by unequal
heat capture. The convection caused by a uniform radiation flux into a rectangular
cavity in which volumetric absorption capability varied spatially was investigated by
Trevisan and Bejan (1986). The absorption of radiation was simplified as a uniform
distribution between the water surface and penetration depth. The earliest stages of
flow movement were the foci of the study. Scaling analysis and asymptotic solutions
(as time goes to zero) were obtained, and numerical experiments were performed (Tre-
visan and Bejan, 1986). Later, a more realistic experiment considering variation of
radiation intensity as exponentially decaying with the depth was investigated through
scaling analysis and a numerical simulation, which confirmed the validity of the scal-
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ing for a set of parameters (Coates and Patterson, 1993). Then, a numerical code was
introduced and validated against the laboratory experiment (Coates and Patterson,
1994). These investigations all showed the importance of horizontally varying sources
of heat in driving a convective circulation.
In the context of oceanographic application, Rossby (1965) investigated horizontal
convection by establishing a constant horizontal temperature gradient at the bottom
of an enclosed cavity. The constant horizontal temperature gradient was maintained
by heating at one end and cooling at the other end of a conducting bar, which was
placed at the bottom of the cavity. The investigation, both experimental and ana-
lytical, revealed the formation of a single convective asymmetric cell. A numerical
simulation of this model was performed by Beardsley and Festa (1972) and the sta-
bility of this configuration was analysed by Hart (1972, 1983). Further numerical
experiments were carried out by Rossby (1998) suggesting that density gradients at
the surface caused thermohaline circulation, not convection per se. Mullarney et al.
(2004) investigated horizontal convection experimentally and numerically in a rect-
angular cavity in more detail with higher Rayleigh numbers and a smaller aspect
ratio than those of the previous studies. The horizontal convection was established
by imposing a uniform heat flux over the left-hand half of the cavity base whilst the
temperature of the right-hand half of the base was kept constant. A stable thermo-
cline was developed above the right-hand half of the base and the flow was identified
as an overturning circulation cell. It was shown that developed scales for veloci-
ties agreed with experimental and numerical results. A review paper (Hughes and
Griffiths, 2008) summarised these oceanographic applications.
As mentioned earlier, in shallow regions of lakes and reservoirs where the depth is
smaller than light penetration depth, a fraction of the incoming solar radiation reaches
the bed and is absorbed there whilst the rest is absorbed by the water column. Conse-
quently, the absorbed radiation heats up the bed and makes the adjacent water layers
warmer. This makes the lower water layers potentially unstable as a result of the ad-
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verse temperature gradient. Therefore, a nonlinear temperature profile is formed with
a stably stratified structure in the upper part and a potentially unstable structure
in the lower part which may cause instabilities penetrating into the upper thermally
stable structure. Penetrative convection is defined as the advancement of turbulent
fluid into a stably stratified fluid layer, for which there exist many applications partic-
ularly in the upper ocean and the lower atmosphere (Deardorff et al., 1969). Sparrow
et al. (1964) investigated the stability of a horizontal fluid layer analytically under
different boundary conditions and with an internal heat source that produces a non-
linear temperature profile which is potentially unstable as a higher density fluid layer
is underlain with a fluid layer of lower density. They found that a fixed temperature
boundary condition at the base stabilises the fluid compared to a fixed flux boundary
condition. In addition, they mentioned that the presence of more nonlinearity in the
temperature profile makes the fluid layer more unstable. Townsend (1966) conducted
a laboratory investigation to study penetrative convection into a stable layer, related
to ice layer formation. The fluid is initially thermally stratified so that the layer has
a maximum density on the bottom. Once the bottom layer is cooled with a layer of
ice, its density drops and the layer becomes unstable. The experimental observation
was made possible via dye streaks and suspended particles. Results showed that the
unstable layer induces rising plumes that could not pass through the stratified layer
entirely. As a consequence, once their vertical rise stopped, they were diverted hor-
izontally. Deardorff et al. (1969) performed a laboratory experiment on a stratified
fluid layer heated suddenly from below, which renders convective penetration into
the stable layer. This study was motivated by modelling atmospheric inversion above
heated ground. The rate of rising of the convective plumes was evaluated and the
interface between the unstable convective region and the stable region was inspected
although it was reported that the convective region eventually encompassed the whole
stable layer as the stratification was weak. Whitehead and Chen (1970) reported the
result of linear stability analysis and experimental observation of instability in a hor-
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izontal fluid layer with a stable structure below an unstable layer that was caused
by cooling from the top. It was revealed that the unstable layer penetrated into the
stable layer leading to a lower critical Rayleigh number and an increase in the size
of cells at the onset of instability. It was also found that the shape of the density
profile of the unstable layer affects the critical Rayleigh number. They also reported
that the post instability flow was comprised of vertical jets moving downward from
the cooled surface and penetrating into the stable layer. In addition, the number of
vertical jets and the frequency of their appearance increased with increasing Rayleigh
number. Matthews (1988) investigated the stability of a cubic temperature profile
in a horizontal fluid layer in which an unstable layer lies between two stable ones.
He evaluated the critical Rayleigh number for a bounded and infinite layer and men-
tioned that introducing a boundary condition would make the fluid unstable at a
lower critical Rayleigh number.
The penetration of incoming solar radiation and the re-emission of absorbed resid-
ual radiation back into the fluid was formulated for the first time by Farrow and
Patterson (1994). The formulation was used in subsequent investigations of natural
convection induced by the absorption of radiation including investigations where the
bottom boundary is horizontal.
The marginal three-dimensional linear stability of natural convection induced by
absorption of radiation in a parallelepiped cavity was investigated by Naghib et al.
(2014), which considered the effect of sidewalls. In this case, there is a thermally
stratified fluid layer, as a result of direct absorption of radiation, above a potentially
thermally unstable layer that is created as residual radiation reaching the tank bed,
absorbed and re-emitted back into the fluid whilst the sidewalls are insulated. Using
a coarse computational grid, preliminary results of the flow and temperature patterns
varying with time and water depth normalised by the light penetration depth and
aspect ratio were presented.
Under this thermal forcing, the bottom layer is potentially unstable and may be de-
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stroyed by the formation of rising plumes (Lei and Patterson, 2002b), which promote
mixing. Hattori et al. (2014a) considered a bounded horizontal fluid layer subjected
to solar radiation and proposed a theoretical relation for predicting the thickness of
the mixed layer generated by rising thermal plumes originating from destruction of
the unstable bottom boundary layer where an adverse temperature gradient exists
due to the bottom heating described previously. The relation is determined from
the calculation of the neutral buoyancy height based on a one-dimensional analyt-
ical solution for the temperature profile whilst the wavelength dependency of light
attenuation coefficient on the derived temperature profile was also considered. Later
Hattori et al. (2015a) further developed the theoretical relation and verified through
numerical simulation that the extent of the mixed layer is the same as the radiation
penetration depth (1/η). They also introduced a scale for the thickness and tem-
perature gradient of the bottom thermal boundary layer in the quasi-steady stage.
Hattori et al. (2015d) investigated the early stage of the flow development using di-
rect stability analysis. They also introduced an improved scale for bottom boundary
layer growth scale especially for deeper waters where the onset time of convection
is closer to the diffusion time scale. The scaling for the minimum normalised water
depth required for the onset of instability to occur was also developed and verified for
an order of magnitude range of the Rayleigh number (Ra). In addition, the effect of
normalised water depth, Ra, and aspect ratio on the critical onset time of instability,
perturbation growth rate and averaged wavelength on two horizontal directions was
inspected. However, the aspect ratio effect on wavenumber, critical onset time and
the perturbation growth rate was examined only for a given Ra and water depth that
was less than the light penetration depth.
Hattori et al. (2015b) studied the linear stability of a laterally confined fluid layer
with horizontal throughflow under the same thermal forcing considering two forms of
instability pattern, i.e. longitudinal and transverse rolls. It was discovered that the
horizontal throughflow does not affect the stability properties of the longitudinal rolls.
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For the transverse rolls, on the contrary, the throughflow had a stabilising role on the
flow such that the critical Rayleigh number (Rac) increased as the Reynolds number
(Re) is increased. It was also reported that longitudinal rolls are the preferred mode
of instability if Re is less than a critical value.
More recently, Hattori et al. (2015c) studied transient stability of a fluid layer
subjected to direct absorption of incoming radiation, as an internal heat flux. The
fluid layer is bounded at the surface by a Robin boundary condition (a flux condition
which depends on the temperature gradient and a transfer coefficient) to model heat
exchange between the water body and the ambient and a heat flux from below to
resemble the effect of the absorption of residual penetrated radiation.Two different
approaches, i.e. a frozen time model and a propagation theory were employed to
investigate the transient stability. However, they found that the stability results were
not affected by the approach. They also examined the effect of alternating the heat
exchange coefficient in the Robin boundary condition and found that it affects the
onset time of convection whilst it does not change the size of convective cells.
1.2.2 Natural convection in near shore waters
The aforementioned investigations all considered a geometry with a horizontal flat
bottom. However, in a lake or reservoir the bathymetry is varying toward the shore;
therefore, a more realistic geometry was required. A triangular geometry was identi-
fied as an idealised model for shallow waters in littoral regions.
The triangular geometry provided an important mechanism for onshore-off-shore
or cross-shore circulation. As noted previously, as the water surface is subjected to
a roughly spatially uniform incoming or outgoing heat flux, having varying depths
results in the water in any location becoming hotter or colder than its neighbouring
horizontal points. Hence a horizontal temperature gradient arises, and consequently
a convective circulation is generated, referred to as a thermal siphon.
While thermal forcing in the real situation will alter over the diurnal cycle, inves-
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tigations mainly have focused on more simple cases to understand the mechanism of
natural convection in near shore waters and to improve the insight to more complex
real cases. The investigations will be classified as follows so that one can pursue the
research domain more easily.
1.2.2.1 Constant heating
The daytime heating case has been mainly studied by constant thermal forcing.
The daytime circulation in a triangular cavity, assuming the heat input is uni-
formly distributed over the local depth, was investigated numerically by Patterson
(1987). It was also assumed that the bottom of the model reflected the radiation
perfectly. The result of the study showed that although vertically uniform internal
heating is considered, advection causes strong stratification with horizontal isotherms
in the majority of the cavity and with the vertical isotherms only in shallow tip region.
The first analytical study of unsteady natural convection forced by the absorption
of solar radiation in a sidearm geometry was carried out by Farrow and Patterson
(1994). The daytime circulation and unsteady natural convection was modelled in a
two-dimensional triangular cavity. In this investigation, the penetration of solar ra-
diation and the bottom heat flux, which is the heat absorbed by bottom surface and
re-emitted, were formulated for the first time. In this case the bottom heat flux was
a potential source for a Rayleigh-Be´nard type instability, in which plumes were rising
up from the bottom. The bottom heat flux obviously increased toward the shore. The
zero order asymptotic solutions for temperature and stream function were obtained,
which show some features of the daytime circulation in a reservoir sidearm in which
absorption of radiation brings about a strong vertical temperature gradient. Results
indicated that the sidearm was divided into two regions. In the first region, isotherms
were vertical and the horizontal gradient was large, generating a circulation with sur-
face outflow. In the second region, isotherms were horizontal, which must be curled
over to meet the boundary condition heat flux at the bottom. Consequently, an up-
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welling flow was induced according to Phillips mechanism (Phillips, 1970). Based on
the Phillips mechanism, for a basic stratification and sloping boundaries an upwelling
motion at the wall is induced in order to satisfy the flux condition.
Assuming longitudinal rolls as a form of instability, Farrow and Patterson (1993b)
conducted a linear stability analysis based on zero-order asymptotic solutions as the
bottom slope approached zero in a wedge model. The critical Rayleigh number as a
function of the distance from the tip was derived. A numerical method for solving
the stability equation was also presented (Farrow and Patterson, 1993b).
The unsteady natural convection induced by the bottom heating mechanism de-
scribed earlier in shallow waters was visualised using a shadowgraph technique by Lei
and Patterson (2002b) in a triangular cavity. The development of convective flow in-
cluding the convective instability in the form of rising three-dimensional plumes were
observed in shadowgraph images as they provide information regarding the tempera-
ture field. Three stages of flow development, i.e. initial, transitional, and quasi-steady
stages were also identified from some temperature measurements along the bottom
boundary. The appearance of traveling waves in a region along the sloping bottom
was also observed while the previous stability investigation on the same configuration
(Farrow and Patterson, 1993b) had not mentioned either the formation of plumes, or
their roles in breaking down the initial stratification (Lei and Patterson, 2002b).
The same configuration was investigated analytically and numerically by Lei and
Patterson (2002c). From an analytical point of view, the water in the triangular
cavity was divided into two regions: shallow and deeper regions. Scaling analysis
was conducted for the shallow region where the depth is less than the light penetra-
tion depth. Three broad flow regimes -conductive, transitional, and convective- were
identified solely based on the Rayleigh number. Further flow regime properties were
quantified through scaling based on the Rayleigh number and some non-dimensional
parameters whilst a small bottom slope was assumed. In addition, scaling results
were verified by numerical analysis. However, the distinctive flow sub-regions were
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not identified from the provided scales. In addition, the interaction between the shal-
low region and the deeper region where the depth is greater than the light attenuation
depth was not studied.
The two-dimensional numerical simulation of natural convection induced by solar
radiation corresponding to the previously conducted experiment of Lei and Patterson
(2002b) was performed by Lei and Patterson (2002a). The full system of equations
was solved numerically with higher-order numerical schemes for the same thermal
forcing configuration as Farrow and Patterson (1994). The development of the flow
from stationary and isothermal state to an initial stage, transitional stage, and quasi-
steady stage was also revealed (Lei and Patterson, 2002a). A more comprehensive
three-dimensional numerical investigation for the same configuration was conducted
by Lei and Patterson (2003b). The formation of the first two-dimensional instability
(in the form of a hydraulic jump like structure in the deep corner) and then the
three-dimensional Rayleigh-Be´nard type instabilities elsewhere in the region were
clarified. The comparison of this three-dimensional simulation with the previous two-
dimensional simulation by the same authors (Lei and Patterson, 2002a) confirmed
that the two-dimensional simulation was capable of capturing the major features of
flow development and instability. However, it could not provide full details of the
three-dimensional convective instability.
Linear stability analysis is unable to characterise flow instability properties when
the amplitude of the disturbance becomes larger with time, and the response is non-
linear. Moreover, rising plumes as the form of convective instability were observed
in the laboratory investigation (Lei and Patterson, 2002b); nevertheless, it was not
reported in the stability analysis of Farrow and Patterson (1993b). Thus, a direct sta-
bility analysis was performed by Lei and Patterson (2003a). The stability properties
of the thermal boundary layer were determined by perturbing the previous three-
dimensional numerical solutions (Lei and Patterson, 2003b). It was realised that the
form of instability was much more complex than longitudinal rolls. For the unstable
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regime in which the flow development was classified as initial, transitional, and quasi-
steady by Lei and Patterson (2002c), the stability analysis in initial and transitional
stage were conducted (Lei and Patterson, 2003a). The result was in agreement with
the scaling results of the same authors (Lei and Patterson, 2002c).
Since the scaling analysis carried out by Lei and Patterson (2002c) did not identify
the relationship of the thermal flow properties with offshore distance, it was improved
by Mao et al. (2009) to consider the dependency of thermal flow properties on the
distance from the shore. Two critical Rayleigh number functions depending on the
offshore distance were identified to classify the overall flow into four scenarios, de-
pending on the maximum water depth and the bottom slope. In each flow scenario
the flow sub-regions, i.e., conductive, stable convective, and unstable convective, were
quantified by scaling analysis. Numerical simulation was also executed, the results of
which verified the scaling.
The stability of the convective flow induced by solar radiation in shallow waters
was investigated through direct stability analysis (Lei and Patterson, 2003a) only for
the initial and early transitional stages. Hence, characteristics of the flow instability
in shallow water regions for the quasi–steady stage were studied through spectral
analysis by Mao et al. (2010) at different positions from the tip for cases of different
Rayleigh numbers. The spectral analysis of time series over the quasi–steady stage
showed that the frequency modes of fluctuation remained approximately constant for
conduction and convection regimes (Mao et al., 2010). Furthermore, it was discovered
that at a certain distance from shore, the frequency modes of the instability are the
same over the depth, but the dominant frequency modes increased with depth and the
strongest power of vertical mixing occurred near the bottom slope. It was also shown
that with increasing offshore distance and Rayleigh number, the power of instability
and the dominant higher frequency modes increased (Mao et al., 2010). They also
found that the mean flow in the unstable convection region over the quasi–steady
stage was in the same scale as the stable-convection-dominated region (Mao et al.,
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2009).
To provide more comprehensive understanding of near shore natural convection
in daytime, the investigation of the natural convection flow induced by sensible heat
transfer at the surface in a reservoir model was conducted by Mao et al. (2012). The
effect of the sensible heat transfer imposed by a warmer atmosphere compared to the
water body was investigated by applying iso-flux heating on the surface the model.
A semi-analytical approach, which was a hybrid of an analytical solution and scaling
analysis, was used and the numerical simulation was performed to verify the analytical
solutions. The results determined two flow regimes based on the Rayleigh number
and the inverse of the squared bottom slope as a critical value. For Rayleigh numbers
lower than the critical value, there is conduction-dominated flow which maintained an
isothermal and stationary state eventually. For Rayleigh numbers higher than that
value, the flow was divided into two sub-regions: the conductive near shore sub-region
and the convective off-shore sub-region. Within the conductive sub-region, the flow
became eventually isothermal and stationary, whereas, within the convective sub-
region, a steady state was reached with a steady flow velocity and a distinct thermal
boundary layer.
Hattori et al. (2014b) reviewed previous analytical, experimental and numerical
work regarding natural convection induced by absorption of radiation in near shore
regions and suggested some modification to the scaling of flow regimes that was
introduced earlier by Mao et al. (2009). The scaling analysis of natural convection
induced by iso-flux surface heating in a reservoir model was performed by Yu et al.
(2015). They found that the effect of horizontal conduction was neglected in previous
studies, which plays an important role in the flow development. They identified three
possible flow development pathways depending on the Rayleigh number, which lead
to steady-state eventually. It was also revealed the region with indistinct thermal
boundary layer at some stage starts to diminishes with time and eventually reaches
the boundary of conduction-dominated subregion which moves offshore with time. It
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is also worth mentioning that the velocity scale increases with the distance from the
tip within the indistinct thermal boundary layer subregion and decreases with the
distance within the distinct thermal boundary layer subregion.
1.2.2.2 Time varying thermal forcing
Time varying thermal forcing is a more complex case than the constant heating and
cooling cases discussed previously. Investigation of the diurnal cycle of heating and
cooling is difficult; therefore, some simplifying assumptions have been made. The
diurnal cycle has been represented as time varying thermal forcing using a periodic
function over time. Another approach is the investigation of flow behaviour under
ramp heating and cooling, which demonstrates a trend that is similar to diurnal
forcing. In this approach, the water temperature changes linearly over a certain period
(P) with time, and then remains constant for each cycle. While steady and quasi-
steady state can be reached in constant thermal forcing, diurnal thermal forcing and
inertia of the flow result in an unsteady flow. The time lag between the flow response
and the thermal forcing was observed by field measurement (Adams and Wells, 1984;
Monismith et al., 1990; Rueda et al., 2003).
Natural convection induced by periodic thermal forcing was investigated for the
first time by Farrow and Patterson (1993a). The diurnal forcing was modelled by
a cosine term describing internal heating and cooling in the energy equation and
the uniform distribution of heat flux over the depth was considered. The zero-order
asymptotic temperature and velocity solutions, which included one dimensional con-
duction, and some numerical solutions for an idealised reservoir sidearm (triangular
cavity) were provided. The authors found that the response could be divided into
a shallow region where the flow is in a viscous/buoyancy balance (so the circulation
response was in phase with the prevailing pressure gradient) and a deeper region
where the flow is in an unsteady inertia/buoyancy balance (so the circulation re-
sponse lagged the pressure forcing). A six-hour (one quarter of the period) time lag
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between the flow response and the thermal forcing was revealed, consistent with field
observations.
The natural convection resulting from periodic thermal forcing with an arbitrary
bathymetry was studied by Farrow (2004). The second order asymptotic solutions,
which considered the effect of convection and horizontal conduction, have been pro-
vided for a triangular geometry. The flow response time lag relative to the thermal
forcing was not provided due to the complexity of the higher-order solution. How-
ever, more comprehensive numerical simulation results, which describe the flow better
when asymptotic solutions break down, have been obtained to compare to the previ-
ous study by Farrow and Patterson (1993a).
The aforementioned studies considered the simplified model using a uniform ver-
tical distribution of the thermal forcing, which is far from the realistic geophysical
situation. More appropriate models have been considered with daytime heating by
the absorption of radiation and night-time cooling at the water surface, which involves
more complexity. The numerical investigation of Lei and Patterson (2006) examined
the natural convection induced by periodic thermal forcing in a two-dimensional reser-
voir model. The absorption of radiation in thermal heating and uniform distribution
of cooling over the depth were included in the investigation. Further, two different
scenarios with the maximum water depth less (shallow water) and greater (deep wa-
ter) than the solar radiation penetration depth were considered. It was found that
the flow response time lag is less and greater than a quarter of the diurnal period for
the shallow and deep waters, respectively.
Later, a laboratory experiment for flow induced by periodic thermal forcing in the
reservoir model was conducted by Bednarz et al. (2009a). The surface heating and
cooling were applied in a manner similar to the situation in which surface temperature
only varies in the absence of radiation. Temperature and velocity fields were quantified
using combined Particle Image Thermometry and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIT-
PIV) techniques. The experimental results revealed the general characteristics of
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flow development corresponding to ambient temperature changes. The numerical
investigation of periodic thermal forcing as surface heating and cooling was performed
by Bednarz et al. (2009b) for a range of Ra. The investigation showed that when
thermal forcing changed from heating to cooling, thermal instabilities had a significant
role in breaking up the residual circulation and reversing flow circulation in deep
waters. This numerical investigation corresponded to the laboratory experiment of
Bednarz et al. (2009a).
To obtain more insight into natural convection induced by diurnal forcing in near
shore waters, the ramped iso-thermal surface heating was investigated in a reservoir
model through semi analytical solutions coupled with scaling and the numerical sim-
ulation (Mao et al., 2013). The flow domain was revealed to comprise conductive and
convective regions. Flow development for the conductive and convective regions was
quantified in two different scenarios considering ramp duration (P) and characteristic
time scale for each region. For the conductive region, the flow becomes stationary and
iso-thermal for both scenarios eventually. For the convective regions, a final steady
state is reached for both scenarios so that a steady velocity and a distinct thermal
boundary layer were maintained.
1.2.3 Summary
Field measurements have indicated the importance of natural convection flow for the
transport and mixing and environmental aspects of near shore waters in the lakes,
reservoirs and oceans.
Early numerical, analytical and experimental works regarding the transient con-
vection driven by internal source and sinks, or spatially varying volumetric heating
have improved our understanding of the convective circulation in the near shore re-
gions, which is induced by the horizontal temperature gradient. In addition, early
studies of penetrative convection using linear stability analysis and laboratory experi-
ments have enhanced our insight on the potential instability induced by the absorption
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of solar radiation in the bottom boundary layer on lake or reservoir bed.
Linear stability analysis and direct numerical simulation were conducted for nat-
ural convection induced by absorption of radiation in a parallelepiped cavity. Linear
stability analysis on the convective flow induced by the absorption of radiation in a
channel with a horizontal throughflow was also studied. A theoretical relation for pre-
dicting mixed layer thickness, based on one-dimensional temperature profile, caused
by mixing due to rising plumes from the unstable bottom boundary layer was sug-
gested. The effect of heat exchange between the ambient and the fluid was considered
in a transient stability investigation of a fluid layer. Scaling for growth of the bottom
boundary layer was advanced and a scale relation for the minimum normalised water
height required for instability to occur was provided.
Using laboratory experiments, numerical, and analytical approaches, our insight
into natural convection induced by solar radiation in near shore waters has been
gained. For constant heating in the daytime in near shore waters, both uniform dis-
tribution of heat with the depth and the distribution according to Beer’s law have
been considered in the investigations. Analytical quantification has been achieved
through zero-order asymptotic solutions, linear stability analysis, spectral analysis,
and scaling analysis. Numerical quantification has been obtained by two-dimensional
and three-dimensional numerical simulations and direct stability analysis. The labo-
ratory investigation has been conducted using the shadowgraph technique. A comple-
mentary study to daytime constant heating in near shore waters in which the effect
of sensible heat imposed by warmer ambient than the water body has been carried
out using a semi-analytical approach in a reservoir model. Scaling for iso-flux heating
in a reservoir model was also developed whilst the effect of horizontal conduction was
implemented.
For periodic thermal forcing in near shore waters, the zero-order and second-
order asymptotic solutions have been provided. The periodic thermal forcing in a
reservoir model has been studied through two-dimensional numerical simulation and
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laboratory experiments using PIV-PIT methods. The ramped iso-flux heating in
a reservoir model was investigated through semi analytical solutions coupled with
scaling and the numerical simulation.
Many investigations that have been carried out to understand the convective flow
in near shore waters. However, there exist insufficient experimental studies related
to natural convection induced by solar radiation in shallow water regions. Although
the instability in the form of rising plumes due to the absorption of radiation with
re-emission from bottom was observed by Lei and Patterson (2002b), there was no
discussion of the properties of the plumes. The interaction between the underlying
circulation, induced by the unequal heat absorption due to the varying bathymetry,
and thermal instability in the form of plumes has not been investigated. The quan-
tification of the flow through laboratory experiment for radiative heating need to be
examined as well.
Three-dimensional linear stability analysis was conducted earlier by Naghib et al.
(2014) for natural convection driven by absorption of radiation in a parallelepiped
cavity and preliminary results were provided. The details of the analysis and com-
prehensive results are presented in this thesis.
1.3 Thesis aims, scope and outline
This thesis aims at improving the understanding of mechanisms that promote mixing
and transport in near shore regions of lakes and reservoirs. Furthermore, it aims at
providing laboratory experimental evidence on the convective flows induced by the
absorption of solar radiation in such water bodies during the day. The other aim
of this thesis is to verify the previously developed scales that describe the overall
behaviour of the flow.
Evidently, there is only one laboratory work in which the radiation-induced nat-
ural convection was visualised in a triangular cavity using shadowgraph technique
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with temperature measurement at discrete points along the bottom boundary layer.
In order to understand the flow development of vertical natural convection that is
merely created by the residual radiation which is absorbed by the bed and re-emitted
back into the fluid, and the role that rising plumes play in mixing water columns, the
variation of bathymetry in near shore region was excluded. So a flat bottom geometry
was considered for the laboratory investigation in which flow development is quanti-
fied by concurrent shadowgraph and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurement.
The three-dimensional linear stability analysis is also conducted to compare the ex-
perimental results with numerical results. In addition, the linear stability analysis
enhances our understanding of the three-dimensional instability and flow patterns
while the perturbation grows linearly in a parallelepiped cavity for a range of con-
trol parameters. These investigations on the flat-bottom geometry will improve our
understanding of how nutrients near the sediment can be transported and mixed in
water columns due to the vertical natural convection during the day in near shore
of lakes and reservoirs where the light penetration depth is greater than water depth
and the slope is negligible.
In the next step, a triangular cavity is adopted to investigate the natural convec-
tion in shallow regions in near shore where the net transport is dictated by interac-
tion of the cross-shore circulation and the vertical convective motion. Through this
laboratory study, the flow development is observed and quantified using concurrent
shadowgraph/PIV technique for a range of Ra. This investigation will give us a more
realistic picture of transport and mixing driven by daytime heating in real environ-
ment compared to numerical simulations and will help us to examine the previously
developed scales in that regard. It is worth mentioning that the significance of the
latter laboratory investigation can be illustrated in an example where a point or line
source of pollution is created near a shore, and its dispersion from water surface and
its spread from the shore due to the convective motions can be estimated.
A concurrent shadowgraph/PIV technique is adopted and employed successfully to
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quantify the flow development including quantifying plumes formation and behaviour.
Through PIV, one is able to obtain the velocity field in a cross-section of a cavity.
On the other hand, shadowgraph represents information of the temperature field, as
described below in Section 2.2.1. Since a shadowgraph image is produced from the
integration of temperature signal images across the width, there exists a measure of
three-dimensionality in the shadowgraph image. In a strongly convective motion, the
presented shadowgraph image is also a good indication of the velocity field, which
allows comparison with PIV results. The concurrent shadowgraph/PIV technique
for investigating natural convection induced by radiation has not evidently reported
before and it is also the first study of fluid stability in which a concurrent measurement
technique is utilised. The developed linear stability analysis code which contributes
to a chapter of the thesis is of significance as it does not rely on any assumption
compared to a one-dimensional or two-dimensional linear stability analysis and can
be used to inspect the stability properties of any type of fluid in a parallelepiped
cavity of a arbitrary size with any type of temperature profile.
Chapter 2 concentrates on quantifying and characterising natural convection in-
duced by absorption of radiation in a square box filled with water using concurrent
shadowgraph/PIV measurement technique. In this chapter, flow development of the
natural convection is examined; rising plumes caused by destruction of bottom ther-
mal boundary layer are quantified and previously developed analyses are verified.
Chapter 3 focuses on the three-dimensional linear stability analysis of radiation-
induced natural convection in a parallelepiped cavity filled with water. The critical
Rayleigh number is evaluated and flow and temperature pattern at the onset of insta-
bility for a range of control parameters including normalised water depth, time and
aspect ratios are investigated. Further, results of a laboratory investigation, which is
elaborated in Chapter 2, for the square box are compared with linear stability results.
Chapter 4 provides laboratory experimental results of studying natural convec-
tion induced by absorption of radiation in a triangular cavity filled with water using
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concurrent shadowgraph/PIV technique. The flow development is quantified and re-
gional variation of flow with distance from the tip is inspected. The rising plumes
behaviour is characterised and the previously developed scales are examined with
experimental results.
Chapter 5 summarises the primary results of the performed research and suggests
some future works.
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Chapter 2
Experimental observations of
natural convection induced by
radiation in a water filled
parallelepiped cavity
In the present chapter, natural convection induced by radiation in a water filled paral-
lelepiped cavity is investigated experimentally. This investigation is motivated by the
interest in the mixing caused by the absorption of solar radiation in the near-shore
regions of lakes, especially lake sidearms where the bottom slope is almost negligible
(the bulk slope A = 0.02 is reported by Monismith et al. (1990) for example).
2.1 Introduction
As mentioned previously in section 1.1, the presence of radiation gives rise to the
potential for instability at the bed, as well as an underlying circulation. Clearly
the potential for instability plays an important role in the development of the flow.
There has been only one laboratory investigation of natural convection induced by
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absorption of radiation, which was conducted in a triangular cavity by Lei and Pat-
terson (2002b). That experiment, using shadowgraph for visualisation, demonstrated
both the underlying circulation and the emergence of rising plumes from the bottom
thermal boundary layer during the flow development.
To provide further insight into this mechanism giving rise to the plumes, it is
advantageous to eliminate the effect of the underlying circulation, and simply study
the stability properties of the temperature profile resulting from the radiation ab-
sorption and re-emission from the bottom; that is considering the mechanism in a
parallelepiped cavity with a horizontal bottom.
The linear stability of natural convection induced by absorption of radiation in
a three-dimensional parallelepiped cavity was investigated by Naghib et al. (2014)
who reported some preliminary results. A theoretical prediction for the mixed layer
in the base of the cavity caused by the rising thermal plumes was suggested by Hat-
tori et al. (2014a), based on a one-dimensional analytical solution for temperature
increase, which included the effects of the wavelength dependency of the attenuation
coefficient on the induced temperature profile. Later, the penetration height model
of rising thermal plumes was further developed and verified by numerical simulation,
and a scale for the bottom boundary layer resulting from a bottom heat flux due to
residual radiation reaching the bottom was also provided in the quasi-steady state
(Hattori et al., 2015a). The early stage of the flow development induced by absorption
of solar radiation in a water-filled parallelepiped cavity was investigated by Hattori
et al. (2015d) through scaling and three-dimensional numerical simulation where the
effects of the water depth and the box aspect ratio were studied. The recent study
by Hattori et al. (2015c) investigated the transient stability of penetrative convection
induced by absorption of solar radiation while a Robin boundary condition was im-
plemented. The study examined the effect of the heat exchange coefficient, related
to the Robin boundary condition, on critical conditions and the properties of the
primary convective rolls.
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In summary, in the cavity problem with a horizontal bottom, there is an unstably
stratified layer adjacent to the bottom due to the re-emission of residual radiation from
the bottom, and a stably stratified upper layer owing to absorption of the incoming
radiation by the water column. Although some theoretical and numerical investiga-
tions have revealed some features of the instability, there have been no experimental
investigations which focus on the formation of the plumes. This chapter will evaluate
the experimental observations of the flow development stages under these conditions,
with the underlying principle that the presence of an unstable thermal layer at the
bed may give rise to ascending plumes; the stable layer in the upper part may limit
the rise of these plumes.
2.2 Experimental procedures
In the present study, shadowgraph and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) are em-
ployed concurrently to visualise the development of the plumes arising from the con-
vective instability induced by the absorption of radiation. By its nature, PIV gives
details of velocities associated with the plumes present in a single cross section of
the cavity. Shadowgraph, on the other hand, provides information about the tem-
perature field. In this case, as shadowgraph integrates the thermal signal across the
width of the cavity, there is a measure of the three-dimensionality present in the
shadowgraph image. In this highly convective flow, the temperature signal displayed
by the shadowgraph is also a good representation of the velocity field, and allows a
determination of the characteristics from the two sources. A concurrent use of PIV
and shadowgraph technique for this type of problem has evidently not been reported
previously.
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2.2.1 Experimental model and method
The experiment is carried out in a parallelepiped tank with a square base of side 140
mm, with an open top. The tank is assembled from double glazed glass (low iron)
sidewalls with a 6 mm air gap for thermal insulation, as shown in Figure 2.1, where
the full water depth is shown by d∗. The bottom of the tank is made of black anodised
aluminium that absorbs and re-emits the incoming radiation that penetrates to the
bottom after absorption by the upper water column.
Figure 2.1 – Schematic of a cross-section of the tank used to conduct experiments.
The thermo-physical properties of the glass and matte black painted anodised
aluminium are provided in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 – Themo-physical properties of the double glazed glass tank. λ, ǫs, αs
and ρs are thermal conductivity, emissivity, absorptivity and reflectivity of the
material, respectively.
Material λ ǫs αs ρs
Low iron glass 0.94 0.84 0.005 0.095
Black anodised aluminium 94 0.97 0.97 0.03
To determine a suitable light source to conduct experiments using the 140 mm
square base tank, several different light sources, such as various types of profile spot-
lights, fresnels, followspots, and solar simulators were assessed. The requirement was
that a sufficiently wide range of light intensities at the water surface in the tank was
available while maintaining spatial beam non-uniformity and beam divergence angle
minimal. It is important to keep the beam divergence angle small especially when the
full water depth is not small. This is because penetrating light rays into the water
volume may be reflected by the tank sidewalls after hitting the walls, which affects
the uniformity of spatial light distribution on the bottom.
Undoubtedly, a solar simulator can be identified as the most appropriate light
source as it simulates spectrum of the sun (spectrum corresponding to 5800 K colour
temperature) very well for a wide range of radiation intensities whilst maintaining
a low spatial beam non-uniformity as good as 2% over a 300 mm by 300 mm area
and also retaining the beam divergence angle below 1.5◦. However, a chosen light
source should be able to be used in another laboratory setup of a larger dimensions
as well - refer to Chapter 4. Therefore, as the solar simulator provides radiation
on a relatively small area, it was not suitable for the wider project. Further, stage
lights with Xenon filament lamps- for example, followspots- provide closer colour
temperature (6000 K) to the sunlight’s colour temperature (5800 K) and therefore
are of closer light spectrum to the solar spectrum when compared to those of halogen
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lamps (3000 K). However, they cannot provide an acceptable spatial beam uniformity
across an illuminated area when they are placed in a relatively close distance (2-3 m)
to it. So it was decided to compromise on the spectrum of light, which is the result of
colour temperature of lamp filament, and to use a light fixture with a halogen lamp.
Stage lights of halogen lamps have a larger variety in model (available intensity) and
illuminate the area at a close distance (1 − 2 m) with better beam uniformity when
compared to those of Xenon lamps. Hence, the source of radiation was chosen to be
a profile theatre spotlight with a 1000-W halogen lamp and a colour temperature of
3000 K. The light beam has a maximum divergence angle of 17.5◦.
The intensity of the radiation at the water surface was measured with a radiometer
(LI-COR LI-250) with an accuracy of 0.4% of the reading at 25◦C. The flow visu-
alisation was conducted with concurrent shadowgraph and PIV measurements, the
setup of which is shown schematically in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2 – Concurrent PIV/shadowgraph setup.
PIV is a well-developed measurement technique to obtain the velocity field based
on monitoring the displacement patterns of particles in a field by analysing two con-
secutive images recorded over a small time period. The basic PIV procedures are
described in, for example, Adrian and Westerweel (2011). The process allows visual-
isation and analysis of the transient velocity over the whole field of view.
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The current PIV setup includes a pulsed 532 nm Nd:YAG laser with a maxi-
mum energy of 145 mJ at 15 Hz, a laser arm to guide laser illumination safely to
the measurement plane and cylindrical and spherical lenses to produce a laser sheet
and to adjust its thickness. In addition, an Imager SX 4M (2360 × 1776 pixels) 12
bit camera with a maximum capture rate of 30 fps -fitted with an 85 mm f/1.8D
Nikkor lens and a compatible Line pass filter of 532 nm- is connected to a computer
and its operation is synchronised with the laser through a Programmable Timing
Unit (PTU). To illuminate the tracer particles in the fluid at the centreline of the
tank, the parallel laser sheet with a thickness of approximately 1-2 mm is produced
as shown in Figure 2.3. The camera was positioned 1250 mm from the illuminated
plane to allow measurements for the required field of view for experiments. Accord-
ingly, for a 145 mm vertical field of view and the corresponding camera sensor pixel
size of 5.5 µm, the image magnification (M0) is calculated to be 0.067. According to
Prasad (2000), the depth of the field is 36 mm using f-number 8. Polyamide Seeding
Particles (PSP) of 20 µm size with a specific gravity of 1.03- manufactured by DAN-
TEC (http://www.dantecdynamics.com/)- are used as the tracers. For PIV recording
and obtaining velocity vectors, LaVision FlowMaster 2D PIV software- developed by
LAVISION (http://www.lavision.de/)- was utilised. In the PIV measurements, single
frame/single-pulse recording was adopted because the flow is relatively slow.
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Figure 2.3 – Photo of the experimental setup.
The particle image density and the particle image diameter are the two primary
parameters that control the performance of PIV measurements. The particle image
density is defined as the number of particles that can be seen in the interrogation area
of an image. According to Prasad (2000), the least particle image density is suggested
to be 5 - 10 in a 32×32 pixel interrogation window. Consequently, the particle image
density of 20-40 in each 64 × 64 pixel interrogation window was achieved by setting
the density of the tracer to 25 mg/l. The particle image diameter was determined to
be approximately two pixels according to the formula given in Adrian and Westerweel
(2011). The velocity resolution from PIV is calculated to be 4.10× 10−5 m/s as the
size of a pixel in a recorded image is 0.082 mm and the time increment of 1 s is
considered in the vector calculation from two successive images. In addition, the
Stokes settling velocity range is obtained as 1.44 × 10−6 − 1.99 × 10−6 m/s which is
insignificant compared to the velocity resolution of the PIV.
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Shadowgraph has been identified as a successful procedure for visualising the
motion driven by temperature gradients in highly convective flows. The basis of
shadowgraph was first demonstrated in the seventeenth century. A more modern
description has been given by, for example, Merzkirch (1974). Here, temperature
variation in space/time causes a change in the refractive index of the working fluid.
Consequently parallel light rays entering the working fluid are deflected according to
the refractive index pattern, resulting in an interference pattern that can be displayed
on a screen or otherwise visualised. The basic optical setup used here to visualise
the motion driven by temperature gradients was described by Scho¨pf and Patterson
(1995). However, the usual white light sources cannot be used in this experiment since
the radiative heating would disturb the uniform illumination for the shadowgraphy.
Therefore, a He-Ne laser, which is of much higher intensity than the incoming light
from the theatre light, is used. In the present configuration (Figure 2.2) the laser
source is located at the focal point of a 300 mm-diameter spherical mirror, resulting
in a parallel light beam entering the working fluid normal to one of the sidewalls. A
CCD camera (Basler A102f) with 1.44 MP resolution and a maximum recording rate
of 15 fps is used to record shadowgraph images on the screen placed at 5 m for the
illuminated plane. In addition, a band pass filter (632.8-10 nm) is attached to the lens
of the camera so that the camera sensor only captures laser light to produce a higher
quality shadowgraph images. The data corresponding to recoreded shadowgraph
images is transferred to a computer using a PCI Fire Wire card (IEEE 1394A) and
Pylon frame grabber software and the camera is remotely controlled using StreamPix
software. As noted previously, the shadowgraph technique provides an image of the
temperature distribution in the working fluid, which as noted previously, is indicative
of the flow velocity. Further, quantitative measurements of temperature are not
possible with this basic implementation of shadowgraph.
Prior to conducting an experiment, the radiation intensity (I0) at the water surface
was adjusted and measurement of the spatial light uniformity was carried out at the
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water surface and at the bottom of the tank. A typical spatial distribution of light
over the water surface using the maximum divergence angle of 17.5◦ is shown in
Figure 2.4. The spatial non-uniformity of light distribution is approximately 10% on
the surface and 15% on the bottom, which are deemed acceptable.
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Figure 2.4 – The spatial light intensity distribution over the water surface (top
view) where y is the direction along the width of the tank .
Although the fluid temperature in the tank was set to the ambient temperature
±0.1 ◦C, the top of the tank was covered with transparent plastic film before con-
ducting an experiment to suppress heat exchange between the water surface and the
ambient. Without this measure, surface cooling may generate weak sinking plumes
prior to the start of the experiment.
In addition, before conducting an experiment, the background flow was checked
through primary PIV measurements to ensure that the fluid reaches a stationary
state. Once a stationary state was established, shadowgraph and PIV recording were
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synchronised.
Finally after a 30 s-shadowgraph and PIV recording verifying the fluid pre-exp-
eriment state, the spotlight was illuminated instantaneously and the light intensity
retained at a constant value during the experiment. Changes in radiation intensity
were achieved with 150 mm neutral density filters (manufactured by MidOpt) placed
in front of the lamp to attenuate the incoming radiation intensity reaching the water
surface by 50% and 25% respectively in the wavelength range of 400− 1100 nm. By
using neutral density filters, the spectrum of the incoming radiation was unchanged.
2.2.2 Experimental parameters
The flow is characterised by the Rayleigh number (Ra) and the Prandtl number (Pr),
defined as:
Ra =
gγI0
ρCpνκ2η4
(2.1)
Pr =
ν
κ
(2.2)
where g is the gravitational acceleration, γ is the thermal expansion coefficient, ρ the
density, Cp the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, ν the kinematic viscosity,
and κ the thermal diffusivity. The previous definition of the Rayleigh number is of
the flux Rayleigh number kind and uses the penetration depth η−1 as the length
scale (Hattori et al., 2015a). To calculate Ra, the light attenuation coefficient is
required. In general, the attenuation coefficient depends on the wavelength of the
light. In limnological application, it is common to use a bulk attenuation coefficient
(η). The shorter wavelengths, close to the blue end of the spectrum, have a small
attenuation coefficient, so radiation penetrates into deep waters; on the other hand,
the longer wavelengths have a large attenuation coefficient and radiation is absorbed
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in layers near the water surface. The intensity of the theatre light may be controlled
by adjusting the voltage supplied to the lamp. Clearly, a specific voltage introduces
a specific spectrum of radiation as the temperature of the lamp filament changes.
Consequently, the bulk attenuation coefficient depends on the lamp voltage. For this
reason the intensity of the light was altered only by the use of neutral density filters
in the present experiment, as mentioned previously. Further, the bulk attenuation
coefficient of the light also depends on the water depth since the wavelengths that
are actually absorbed by water depend on the total depth.
In order to determine the attenuation coefficient for a specific water depth, the
light intensity was measured at the water surface and at the base of the cavity while
the water depth was increased up to the desired depth. As a result, the ratio of
the light intensity at the base to that at the water surface (I/I0) is specified as a
function of the water depth. Plotting ln (I/I0) over the water depth, the attenuation
coefficient is determined as the slope of the curve according to Equation 1.1. For
example, Figure 2.5 shows the measured intensity as a function of the water depth up
to 55 mm, for the lamp voltage of 235V. The slope of ln (I/I0) yields an attenuation
coefficient of 11.87 m−1. A similar procedure was followed to determine the bulk
attenuation coefficients using the lamp voltage of 235V for various water depths. The
results are provided in Table 2.2.
As can be seen in Table 2.2, as the water depth increases, the bulk attenuation
coefficient decreases. This is a consequence of higher attenuation coefficients for the
longer wavelengths of incoming radiation, which are absorbed in layers near the water
surface. That means a high fraction of the total radiation wavelength absorbed in a
shorter water column is of long wavelength with high attenuation coefficients. In con-
trast, in a deeper water column, the absorbed long wavelengths contribute to a smaller
fraction of the total absorbed radiation wavelength. Further, the shorter wavelengths,
which provide a significant contribution of the total radiation in a deeper water col-
umn, have lower attenuation coefficients. As a consequence, the bulk attenuation
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Figure 2.5 – Measurement of light attenuation coefficient for 55 mm water depth
and the voltage of 235V.
Table 2.2 – Light attenuation coefficient measurement. η∗∗ is a bulk attenuation
coefficient with the neutral density filter that attenuates radiation intensity by 50%.
d∗(m) η(m−1) η∗∗(m−1)
0.046 12.29 12.22
0.055 11.87 11.74
0.065 11.42 11.29
0.080 10.88 10.75
0.095 10.56 10.32
0.110 10.03 9.85
0.140 9.33 9.16
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coefficient in a shallower water depth is larger than that in a deep water depth.
The light attenuation coefficient employing the neutral density filters was also
checked for various water depths. Table 2.2 also provides measured light attenuation
coefficients (η∗∗) for various water depths with a neutral density filter to reduce the
radiation intensity by 50%, as an example. There is less than 3% variation in the
measured attenuation coefficient with and without the neutral density filters, con-
firming that the filters do not affect the radiation spectrum. Based on the results of
light attenuation coefficient measurements presented in Table 2.2, a curve was fitted
to the calculated values of η so that Equation 2.3 was obtained:
η = 6.2848 ∗ h∗−0.218. (2.3)
Equation 2.3 can be used to estimate the attenuation coefficient of a given water
depth (h∗), bearing in mind that only the wavelengths in the range of 400 − 1100
nm could be detected by the radiometer used in the measurements. This equation
will also be used frequently in Chapter 4 to determine the attenuation coefficients of
different water depths in a triangular cavity. It is worth mentioning that the equation
maybe used to estimate light attenuation coefficient in natural waters. To illustrate
this, the value for the light attenuation coefficient in 1 m and 10 m water depth
is estimated from Equation 2.3 to be 6.2 m−1 and 3.8 m−1, respectively, which are
within the common range of field data (Kirk, 1986).
Two sets of experiments were conducted. The standalone PIV technique was
used in the first set of experiments as shown in Table 2.3, whereas the concurrent
PIV/shadowgraph visualisation was employed for the second set of experiments shown
in Table 2.4. In these tables, d∗ is the full water depth and d is the full water depth
normalised by the penetration depth (η−1).
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Table 2.3 – Standalone PIV experiments.
Case d∗ (m) η (m−1) d I0 (W/m
2) Ra Pr
1 0.055 11.87 0.65 31.50 3.74E+07 6.24
2 0.055 11.87 0.65 60.70 7.21E+07 6.07
3 0.055 11.87 0.65 60.70 7.21E+07 5.87
4 0.055 11.87 0.65 141.64 1.68E+08 5.91
5 0.055 11.87 0.65 289.06 3.43E+08 6.00
6 0.095 10.6 1.01 60.70 1.14E+08 5.91
7 0.095 10.6 1.01 60.70 1.14E+08 5.87
8 0.11 10.03 1.1 289.06 6.76E+08 6.08
9 0.14 9.33 1.31 60.70 1.90E+08 5.97
10 0.14 9.33 1.31 289.06 9.03E+08 6.10
Table 2.4 – Concurrent PIV/shadowgraph experiments.
Case d∗ (m) η (m−1) d I0 (W/m
2) Ra Pr
11 0.055 11.88 0.65 60.70 7.21E+07 5.84
12 0.055 11.88 0.65 141.64 1.68E+08 5.87
13 0.055 11.88 0.65 289.06 3.43E+08 5.94
14 0.08 10.88 0.87 141.64 2.39E+08 5.70
15 0.08 10.88 0.87 289.06 4.88E+08 5.67
16 0.095 10.6 1.01 141.64 2.66E+08 5.67
17 0.11 10.03 1.1 141.64 3.31E+08 5.59
18 0.14 9.33 1.31 141.64 4.42E+08 5.66
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2.3 Results
Shadowgraph images are processed before presentation below. The images are en-
hanced by subtracting a background image, taken immediately before the experiment
began, and the contrast increased. It is also noted that the PIV calculation is car-
ried out using multi-pass iterations in which the size of the interrogation window
decreases from 64 × 64 to 32 × 32 pixels. Accordingly, PIV results initially are in
the form of velocity vectors corresponding to 32 × 32 pixel interrogation windows.
Therefore, an interpolation operation has been used to cover the data gap between
each two consecutive interrogation windows, and velocity vectors are produced for
further analysis.
2.3.1 Flow stages
In order to provide a development map of the instabilities, which are dominated by the
vertical velocity component (w), vertical velocity values along a horizontal row 8 mm
above the base of the cavity are extracted and the standard deviation of the signal
across that row is calculated at different time instants. This gives a measure of the
disturbance of the flow from an unperturbed and stationary state. This operation
is conducted for all PIV vector fields taken over time for a given experiment. For
example, the result for Case 15 is plotted in Figure 2.6. The curve is marked on
certain time instants for which concurrent PIV/shadowgraph images are provided in
Figure 2.7. Different stages of the flow development are illustrated in Figures 2.6
and 2.7. These stages are observed in all of the experimental cases although only the
images related to Case 15 are shown.
The first stage is when the growth of the upper and lower thermal boundary layers
is observed whilst the fluid is stationary, as demonstrated in Figure 2.7(a) and 2.7(b),
corresponding to the period prior to about 134 s, as shown in Figure 2.6. The sec-
ond stage is initiated by the onset of convection and is followed by the appearance
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Figure 2.6 – The time series of the standard deviation of vertical velocity signal
(Std) extracted from a horizontal row at 8 mm above the bottom (Case 15).
of perturbations in the form of roll-like structures as shown in Figure 2.7(c), corre-
sponding to the rapid rise in the amplitude of the standard deviation between 134 s
and 192 s shown in Figure 2.6. The perturbations then evolve into mushroom-shape
plumes rising towards the water surface as demonstrated in Figure 2.7(d), correspond-
ing approximately to the peak in the standard deviation at approximately 240 s in
Figure 2.6. The third stage is the cyclic behaviour following 240 s where the plumes
disappear and the first and second stages are subsequently repeated, as shown in
Figure 2.7(e), 2.7(f), and Figure 2.6.
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(a) Shadowgraph and PIV-33 s. (b) Shadowgraph and PIV-134 s.
(c) Shadowgraph and PIV-192 s. (d) Shadowgraph and PIV-240 s.
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(e) Shadowgraph and PIV-318 s. (f) Shadowgraph and PIV-618 s.
Figure 2.7 – Concurrent PIV/shadowgraph images illustrating different flow stages
(Case 15). (a) 33 s. (b) 134 s. (c) 192 s. (d) 240 s. (e) 318 s. (f) 618 s.
It is worth mentioning that the initial plumes, shown in the shadowgraph image
in Figure 2.7(d), rise and impinge on the underside of the upper thermal boundary
layer. There they break down the distinct boundary of the top thermally stratified
layer to a diffuse layer as a result of mixing at the interface. Therefore, the subsequent
plumes have a smaller rise as is evident in the shadowgraph image of Figure 2.7(f).
This Chapter focuses on the first and second stages.
2.3.2 Thermal boundary layer growth
As noted previously, as the experiment is initiated, a portion of the radiation from
the long wave part of the spectrum is absorbed near the water surface and forms a
stable thermal boundary layer. As radiation penetrates further, the radiation inten-
sity decreases due to absorption within the water column according to Beer’s law;
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and finally the residual radiation reaches the tank base. The latter portion heats up
the bottom and the thermal energy is re-emitted back to the water. Hence, a bottom
thermal boundary layer also grows, though in this case the layer is potentially unsta-
ble. As shown in the shadowgraph images in Figures 2.8(a) and 2.8(b), again for Case
15, when radiation commences, two totally dark regions grow; one immediately below
the water surface and another, much smaller, above the tank bed. The dark regions
are delineated by bright bands. The shadowgraph remains approximately unchanged
in the middle part, indicating that temperature is almost uniform in that region.
According to the shadowgraph principle, the intensity of the image is approximately
proportional to the second spatial derivative of the temperature field (Merzkirch,
1974). The heating at the surface due to the radiation absorption and at the bottom
from the re-emission of the residual radiation creates a nonlinear temperature profile.
The dark regions at the top and bottom are the result of the strong temperature
gradients there; the bright strips identify the regions where the second derivative of
the temperature profile is the highest, and may be approximately interpreted as the
boundaries of the thermal boundary layers. This stage of experiment is called the
initial stage as the development of the thermal boundary layers is observed while no
motion of the fluid exists.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.8 – Original shadowgraphs from Case 15. (a) t∗ = 0 s. (b) t∗ = 108 s
when dark regions were established below the water surface and above the tank bed
indicating the growth of top and bottom thermal boundary layers. The curvature
on the edge of the bottom boundary layer (bright line) is due to optical effects.
The growth of thermal boundary layers at any time of the experiment can be
determined by measuring the position of the two bright bands. In order to determine
the top boundary layer thickness, the thickness of the dark region from the top
at a particular horizontal location is obtained from the vertical profile of the grey
scale intensity of the shadowgraph image; the position of the maximum intensity
is considered to be the lower boundary of the top thermal boundary layer, which
indicates the thickness of the top boundary layer. The same procedure is applied to
measure the thickness of the bottom boundary layer. The thicknesses of the top and
bottom boundary layers at three locations where plumes will appear at a later time
are shown in Figure 2.9(a). As can be seen in the figure, the bottom boundary layer
thickness grows at a much lower rate than the top boundary layer. In Figures 2.9(a)
and 2.9(b), the position is determined up to the resolution of the shadowgraph images,
in which a pixel corresponds to 0.2 mm. Consequently, the data appears in bands at
the same measured thickness over a small time span. It is seen that the thickness of
the bottom boundary layer increases at a decreasing rate until approximately 130 s
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and then it remains constant until about 150 s. The trend until 130 s is consistent
with what is expected prior to the onset of convection for this case at 134 s (refer
to Figure 2.6). The thickness scale of the bottom boundary layer (δt) is obtained by
considering a balance between the unsteady term and conduction term in the energy
equation (Patterson and Imberger, 1980):
δt = (κt
∗)1/2 (2.4)
where t∗ is time and κ is the thermal diffusivity (κ = 1.47× 10−7 for Case 15).
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Figure 2.9 – The growth of thermal boundary layers for Case 15. (a) The
thickness of the top and bottom thermal boundary layers in the three locations
measured from the tank wall. (b) The thickness of the bottom thermal boundary
layer at x = 28 mm against (κt∗)1/2 until 134 s.
The measured thickness of the bottom boundary layer at x = 28 mm from the tank
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wall is plotted against the scaling over 134 s as illustrated in Figure 2.9(b). Beyond
about 134 s the instability has commenced, and the scaling no longer applies. Similar
trends have been obtained for the other locations. This indicates that the bottom
boundary layer growth is on the scale of (κt∗)1/2 over that period, and conduction is
the dominant process of heat exchange within the boundary layer. Similar results are
found for the other shadowgraph experiments.
2.3.3 Onset of instability
The bottom boundary layer is potentially unstable because of the adverse temperature
gradient and may result in a Rayleigh-Be´nard type instability in the form of rising
plumes. This type of convective instability has been observed by Sparrow et al.
(1970) and characterised by Howard (1966) as a cyclic process: the growth of a
thermal boundary layer due to thermal diffusion; the onset of instability when the
layer grows sufficiently; initiation of convection in the form of rising plumes and
consequent demolition of the thermal boundary layer; and dissipation of convection
and re-formation of a boundary layer by diffusion. The three-dimensional nature of
the plume formation was observed by Lei and Patterson (2002b). Mao et al. (2009)
found a scale for the onset time of the instability, or the onset of convection, as:
tb =
(
RacνρCpe
ηd∗
gγI0
) 1
2
(2.5)
where Rac is the critical Rayleigh number for the simple Rayleigh-Be´nard problem
with free-rigid boundary conditions, i.e. Rac = 1101. The use of this particular value
of Rac is discussed in the following.
In order to determine the onset of convection from the experimental images, a
technique similar to that suggested by Lei and Patterson (2003b) is adopted. The
same procedure is used for the results from both the PIV and shadowgraph experi-
ments
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To determine the onset of instability from the velocity vector field, the standard
deviation of the vertical velocity values (Std) extracted along a horizontal row at a
specific height close to the bottom boundary layer is inspected, as a measure of the
amplitude of perturbation from the stable state, and plotted as a function of time,
similar to the way in which Figure 2.6 is generated. The time when this value starts
to increase exponentially determines the onset of instability. In order to maintain
the analysis consistently for all experimental cases, the row height has to be fixed.
Accordingly, the row at a specific height from the bottom is chosen and the onset time
of convection for all experiments is calculated. Then, using the calculated time, the
growth of the bottom boundary layer is determined for all experimental cases using
Equation 2.4, and it is checked whether or not the smallest bottom boundary layer
thickness scale among all the cases is greater than the chosen height. Consequently,
the height of 3.9 mm from the tank bottom is chosen so that it is smaller than the
scale value of the thinnest bottom boundary layer, 4.19 mm. This means that all of
the indications of the onset of instability are taken from within the bottom thermal
boundary layer. As shown in Figure 2.10, the intersection of the two trend lines, one
exponential growth (note that the standard deviation is plotted on a log scale) and
the other nearly constant period of the graph, may be interpreted as the onset time
of instability. There is some ambiguity with this estimate, but since these results will
be compared with a scaling value, so long as the process is consistent the comparison
will be valid. A similar procedure is sought to determine the onset of instability from
grey scale shadowgraph images in all shadowgraph experiments.
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Figure 2.10 – The onset of convection for Case 15 at 3.9 mm from the tank bed.
The comparison between the onset of convection results from all PIV and shad-
owgraph experiments and scaling prediction (Equation 2.5) is shown in Figure 2.11.
The experiments cover a relatively wide range of radiative heating Ra = 3.74× 107−
9.03× 108. As shown in Figure 2.11, the fitted line demonstrates a good correlation
(with a R2 of 0.916) between the scaling and experimental data, excluding the Case 1
data point. Further, the PIV and shadowgraph results are also in a good agreement.
The value of Rac chosen in Equation 2.5 affects only the slope of the fitted line, and
so the actual value is not important.
The experimental Case 1, from the standalone PIV experiment set, corresponds to
the experiment of the shallowest depth (55 mm) with the weakest radiation intensity
(32 W/m2). In this case, the magnitude of the measured velocity and its change
over time are low and close to the PIV resolution; therefore, the calculation of the
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standard deviation may be flawed. For this reason, it has been excluded for curve
fitting in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11 – Comparison of the onset of convection in all experiments versus
scaling.
The flow development after the onset of instability is controlled by convection in
the form of rising plumes, in sharp contrast to the initial stage in which the fluid is
stationary and conduction is the dominant mode of heat transfer. Therefore, a second
stage can be defined for the flow development when instability commences.
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2.3.4 Plume rise
As convection initiates, thermal plumes that originated from the unstable bottom
boundary layer start to rise. The plume rise can be approximated theoretically.
Hattori et al. (2014a) suggested that the theoretical plume rise could be calculated
from the location of neutral buoyancy (znb) as follows:
T (znb, t
∗) =
∫ znb
−d∗
T (z, t∗)dz
znb + d∗
(2.6)
where T (z, t∗) is the temperature profile obtained from a multiple-waveband model
for the colour temperature of 3000 K at the depth |z| and time t∗, and T (znb, t
∗) is
the temperature at the neutral buoyancy point. This is based on the observation that
the plume rise is limited by the top stable boundary layer and the assumption that
the temperature is uniform across the bottom mixed layer h∗mixed = (d
∗ + znb) (refer
to Figure 2.12). The bottom mixed layer thickness that is obtained numerically is
referred to as the theoretical plume rise, measured from the bottom boundary (Hattori
et al., 2015a).
Figure 2.12 – Schematic demonstrating the calculation of the theoretical lower
mixed layer thickness.
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To determine the plume rise from the PIV vector field, a similar procedure to
the method suggested by Hattori et al. (2015a) for numerical simulations is used. In
essence, the appearance of a plume at a given depth will be related to an increase in
the standard deviation of the vertical velocity values at that depth, as the result of the
appearance of a non-zero vertical velocity. The standard deviation of vertical velocity
values across the horizontal line at each depth is calculated and the vertical profile
of the standard deviation is plotted as a function of the water depth (h∗) below the
surface; For example, the standard deviation profile for Case 15 at a particular time
instant is shown in Figure 2.13(a). The actual plume rise depth (d∗plume) is estimated
as the intersection of two straight lines fitted with a correlation coefficient greater
than 0.99 to the upper part of the curve (which corresponds to the region to which
the plume has not yet penetrated) and to the part where the standard deviation
increases (which corresponds to the region influenced by the presence of the plume).
This is illustrated in Figure 2.13(a), yielding, in this case, a height (above the base)
of 54.19 mm (depth below the surface of 25.81 mm, i.e. d∗plume = 25.81 mm). There
is a degree of arbitrariness to this process, but so long as the process is applied
consistently, a comparison to scaling values is appropriate. This process is conducted
over time for a given experimental case. Accordingly, the approximated plume rise
curve can be obtained as a function of time.
For example, the approximated plume rise (d∗plume) and the calculated theoretical
plume rise depth (d∗mixed) as a function of time are shown in Figure 2.13(b) for Case 15.
As shown in Figure 2.13(b), the depth (below the surface) of the theoretical bottom
mixed layer (d∗mixed) increases with time as the growing top thermal boundary layer
limits the penetration of potential plumes. The PIV result, however, indicates that
plumes rise toward the surface, reaching a depth of 25.8 mm, a peak, and then decline
as they gradually disappear. At a later time, at about 450 s, plumes start to rise again
and reach to their maximum penetration into the boundary layer followed again by
a decline in the penetration rise.
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Figure 2.13 – (a) The standard deviation profile of the vertical velocity field for
Case 15 at 265 s. The circle shown in the figure identifies the turning point of the
profile which is the actual plume rise depth (d∗plume) at this time. (b) The measured
plume rise depth (d∗plume) from PIV results and the depth of theoretical bottom
mixed layer -theoretical plume rise depth (d∗mixed)- for Case 15, as a function of time.
In order to compare the plume rise from the PIV measurement results and the
theoretical value, the time when the plume rise curve, obtained from PIV results,
reaches its maximum rise for the first time is determined for each experimental case.
For example, the time corresponding to the peak for Case 15 is 265 s as shown in
Figure 2.13b. Then, the profile of the standard deviation as a function of the water
depth (h∗), similar to Figure 2.13(a), for the determined time instant is considered
and normalised by the theoretical bottom mixed layer depth (d∗mixed) at that time for
each experimental case. This procedure is carried out for all the PIV experiments
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and the resulting profiles are compared as shown in Figure 2.14(a).
In Figure 2.14(a), the horizontal coordinate is normalised by the maximum value
of the standard deviation of the vertical velocity, Max(Std), whilst the vertical co-
ordinate is normalised by the theoretical plume rise depth (d∗mixed). As shown in
Figure 2.14(a), profiles of the different cases collapse onto almost the same pattern,
verifying the correspondence between the theoretical predictions and the experimental
PIV results in terms of the plume rise.
In order to determine the plume rise from the shadowgraph images, the standard
deviation of each row of the grey scale image is calculated and the values are plotted
as a function of the depth. In the deeper part, the fluid is essentially mixed, and
the shadowgraph signal is weak; at the top of the plume, the temperature gradients
are significant, and a strong shadowgraph signal is observed. The profiles of the
standard deviation are shown in Figure 2.14(b), where the vertical coordinate has
been normalised by the theoretical plume rise depth (d∗mixed), and the horizontal
coordinate by the average value of the standard deviation of the grey scale (Stdave).
The Stdave is obtained by averaging the standard deviation values over the rows which
have approximately constant standard deviation. It is noted that although a precise
way of identifying the region with constant standard deviation is not possible, the
shape of the curve is not affected by the choice of the region.
The result of this process is demonstrated in Figure 2.14(b), illustrating that
the turning points of the profiles almost coincide, suggesting agreement between the
theoretical plume rise depth (d∗mixed) and the determined plume rise depth from shad-
owgraph images. It can also be seen that the turning points of the profiles determined
from shadowgraph are consistent with the PIV results (both are approximately at a
normalised depth of 1), and consequently the results from both visualisation tech-
niques are consistent.
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Figure 2.14 – Depth of theoretical bottom mixed layer (theoretical plume rise
depth) versus the approximated maximum plume rise determined from experiments.
(a) from PIV measurement. (b) from shadowgraph visualisation.
2.3.5 Plume rise velocity
The plume rise velocity is one of the main characteristics of the plumes, which con-
tributes to mixing in the water body. Once the local Rayleigh number becomes
greater than a critical value in the bottom thermal boundary layer, the boundary
layer becomes unstable, and plumes begin to form as noted previously. According
to Hattori et al. (2015a), a scale for the plume rise velocity (Wb) can be determined
by balancing the vertical advection and buoyancy terms in the vertical momentum
equation, which yields a velocity scale given by
Wb ∼
(
gγI0e
−ηd∗κ
ρCp
)1/4
. (2.7)
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Two different procedures are exercised to obtain the plume rise velocity from PIV
and shadowgraph images. The average velocity of a plume rise is obtained for the
first set of plume(s) in each experiment. In a PIV experiment, the initial time of
the period of plume rise corresponds to the peak of the onset of convection curve,
for example at t∗ = 224 s for the case shown in Figure 2.10 (Case 15). The end
of the period is when the initial plume reaches its maximum height, for example at
t∗ = 265 s ( also for Case 15) shown in Figure 2.13(b). The maximum plume height
is given also in Figure 2.13(b), and an average velocity is calculated.
A different approach is sought to find plume rise velocity from the shadowgraph
experiments. Here, the plumes are detected as moving objects using the moving tar-
get detection code described by Stauffer and Grimson (1999). In this case, the height
of the top of the detected plumes is tracked over the time period and the plume rise
velocities for all the plumes observed in shadowgraph images are obtained and aver-
aged. The averaged plume rise velocity results from both the PIV and shadowgraph
experiments (Wp,exp) are compared with the scale (Equation 2.7) in Figure 2.15 which
shows a reasonably good agreement, although with some scatter. There is no obvious
explanation for the outlier, which corresponds to Case 8.
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Figure 2.15 – Comparison of experimental plume rise velocity results to scaling.
2.4 Conclusions
This chapter describes experimental observations of the stability properties of the
natural convection boundary layer in a water-filled parallelepiped cavity subjected
to radiative heating. The water temperature profile is characterised by a stably
stratified layer in the upper part due to the direct absorption of radiation and an
unstably stratified layer at the bottom due to the re-emission of the residual flux. The
previous laboratory investigation of Lei and Patterson (2002b) focused on the flow
development in a triangular cavity in which the presence of a horizontal convection
flow made the detailed analysis of stability properties difficult. Therefore, the present
study considers a cavity with a horizontal base.
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The flow development is described through concurrent shadowgraph and PIV im-
ages. The water body passes through three distinct stages from a stationary isother-
mal state: the initial stage that is distinguished by conduction dominating near the
bottom and radiation absorption near the surface, the second stage that is initiated
by onset of instability followed by rising plumes and their interaction with the upper
stratified layer, and the third stage where the cyclic behaviour of the instability is
observed, that is, repeatedly observing the demolition of the bottom boundary layer
while plumes are disappearing followed by re-development of the first and the second
stages. The onset of instability is reported for two sets of experiments over a range
of water depths and Ra values, and the results are in a good agreement with the
previously developed scaling predictions. The plume rise is approximated through
image processing from velocity vector fields and shadowgraph images and the results
are compared with the theoretical bottom mixed layer depth, which also shows a good
agreement. It is important to note that the theatre spotlight used in the experiment
has a 3000 K colour temperature compared to 5800 K for solar radiation; however
the temperature profile used in calculating the theoretical bottom mixed layer depth
takes into account the wavelength dependant attenuation coefficient. The plume rise
velocity is also calculated from both the shadowgraph and PIV images and shows a
reasonably good agreement with the scaling result.
A concurrent PIV/shadowgraph technique is employed to document the stability
characteristics. Having concurrent shadowgraph and PIV results not only provide us
the qualitative temperature structure and quantitative velocity field information at
an instant, but also it enables some limited comparison of the 2D and 3D behaviour
of the fluid flow, which are deemed to be in good correspondence with each other.
The incoming radiation starts instantaneously in the experiment and the intensity
is kept constant. In nature, the intensity of solar radiation not only changes with the
diurnal cycle but is also affected by sudden climate changes and shading by clouds.
Hence, the complex reality is simplified here; nevertheless, the mechanism that has
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been described in this chapter is expected to occur in reality in reservoir sidearms
where the bottom slope is almost negligible. It is also worth noting that in nature
the Rayleigh number is of orders 1011− 1012, which represents much higher radiative
heating than achievable in the laboratory. Therefore, the plume rise velocity would
be of much higher order of magnitude in reality, and consequently would lead to a
significantly higher rate of mixing beneath the top thermally stratified layer than
that investigated in the current laboratory investigation. Nonetheless, this study
improves the understanding of one mechanism that promotes vertical mixing of the
water column during the daytime in shallow regions of lakes and reservoirs, where
slope is negligible.
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Chapter 3
Three-dimensional linear stability
analysis of natural convection
induced by absorption of radiation
in a Parallelepiped Cavity
The study reported in this chapter follows the experimental investigation of natural
convection induced by radiation in a water filled parallelepiped cavity described in
the previous chapter. This chapter mainly focuses on three-dimensional marginal
stability of internally heated natural convection flow due to the absorption of incoming
radiation in a parallelepiped cavity. In addition, results of the linear stability model
are compared with the experiments, which were conducted on the parallelepiped
cavity as described in Chapter 2.
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3.1 Introduction
As mentioned above, during the day, solar radiation penetrates into water body and
the intensity of the radiation decays due to absorption according to Beer’s law:
I = I0e
−ηd∗ (3.1)
where d∗ is water depth, η is a bulk attenuation coefficient of water and I0 is the ra-
diation intensity at the water surface (d∗ = 0). The absorption of incoming radiation
produces a thermally stably stratified layer. Any residual radiation at the bottom
is assumed to be absorbed by the bed and forms a bottom heat flux which is a po-
tential source of a Rayleigh-Be´nard type instability. Thus, there are two competing
thermal layers: a stable surface layer due to the direct absorption of solar radiation
and a potentially unstable bottom layer resulting from the residual heat flux at the
bed, leading to the formation of a nonlinear temperature profile. The thermal struc-
tures evolve with time, and hence the pattern formation and critical conditions of the
convective instability vary with time.
The amplification theory, the propagation theory and the frozen time model are
the three prevalent approaches that have been used in the stability analysis of tran-
sient systems. In the frozen time model, which is used in the current study, the
unsteady source of instability is considered to be static and further it is assumed that
the perturbation growth time scale is much shorter than the static signal growth time
scale. Accordingly in the present study, the unsteady temperature profile is consid-
ered to be static and its change in time is assumed to be much more slowly than the
perturbation growth. Hence, the linear stability analysis can be performed to reveal
the form of instability based on the evolution of perturbation at a given time. The
nonlinear temperature profile along with the free surface condition considered here,
differentiates the present problem from the conventional Rayleigh-Be´nard problem.
Despite a large body of literature available for the classical Rayleigh-Be´nard con-
vection (Catton, 1970, 1972; Davis, 1967; Mizushima and Matsuda, 1997; Mizushima
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and Nakamura, 2003; Mukutmoni and Yang, 1995, for example), the stability analysis
on internally heated convection within a confined domain is very limited.
Stability of this type of flow has been studied for an infinite horizontal fluid layer
by Farrow and Patterson (1993b). Assuming longitudinal rolls as the form of the con-
vective instability, Farrow and Patterson (1993b) conducted a linear stability analysis
based on zero-order asymptotic solutions as the bottom slope approached zero in a
wedge model. In addition, a numerical method for solving the stability equation was
presented.
The marginal stability of natural convection induced by the absorption of incoming
radiation in a square cavity was studied by Naghib et al. (2014).The study aimed at
extending the previous study to consider the effects of insulating sidewalls in a three
dimensional domain. Preliminary results of flow and temperature patterns varying
with time and normalised water depth and aspect ratio were provided using a coarse
computational grid in this paper. The details of the analysis and more comprehensive
results using a higher resolution are presented in this thesis chapter.
Natural convection induced by the absorption of incoming radiation in a par-
allelepiped cavity using direct stability analysis was investigated by Hattori et al.
(2015d). A scale for the required minimum normalised water depth to cause insta-
bility was developed and verified for a range of Rayleigh numbers within an order
of magnitude. In addition, the effect of the normalised water depth, Ra, and aspect
ratio on the critical time of the onset of instability, perturbation growth rate and
calculated average wavelength in two horizontal directions were examined. However,
the effect of the Rayleigh number on the wavelength was examined by only using two
values with an order of magnitude difference. It was also argued that there was some
inconsistency in the general increasing trend of the wavelength with increments in
the normalised water depth, which will be clarified in this chapter. Furthermore, the
aspect ratio effect on the wavenumber was examined only for a given Ra and a water
depth which is less than the light penetration depth.
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Linear stability of a laterally confined fluid layer with horizontal throughflow un-
der the same thermal forcing was studied by Hattori et al. (2015b). Two forms of
instability pattern, i.e. longitudinal and transverse rolls, were considered to perform
linear stability analysis. It was revealed that the stability properties of the longitu-
dinal rolls are not affected by the horizontal throughflow. On the contrary for the
transverse rolls, the throughflow stabilises the flow and increases the critical Rayleigh
number (Rac) such that Rac increases as the Reynolds number (Re) is increased. It
was also revealed that longitudinal rolls are the preferred mode of instability if Re
is less than a critical value. This critical value of Re reduces rapidly as the lateral
extent increases such that it reaches zero for the normalised lateral extent of 2.0.
Hattori et al. (2015c) studied the one-dimensional transient stability of a fluid
layer subjected to the direct absorption of incoming radiation, which is modelled as an
internal heat source, whilst the effect of the heat exchange between the water body and
ambient is considered. A Robin boundary condition was applied at the top boundary
of the fluid layer to model the heat exchange between the water body and the ambient,
while the effect of the absorbed residual penetrated radiation was applied as a heat
flux on the bottom boundary. The frozen time model and propagation theory, as
transient approaches, were employed to investigate the transient stability of the fluid
layer. They found that the stability results are not sensitive to the approach. It
was also found that alternating the heat exchange coefficient in the Robin boundary
condition only affected the onset time of convection but not the size of convective
cells.
The objectives of this chapter are to evaluate the critical Rayleigh number for the
onset of three-dimensional instability induced by the absorption of solar radiation
in a parallelepiped cavity, to obtain disturbance patterns, and to investigate their
dependencies on the aspect ratio of the cavity, water depth and time. Furthermore,
the result of spectral analysis of the experiments conducted on the square base par-
allelepiped cavity is compared with the linear stability results and the effect of Ra on
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the wave number is examined. Some preliminary results of this investigation using a
relatively coarse mesh were presented earlier in Naghib et al. (2014).
3.2 Problem formulation
The geometry of the problem under consideration is shown in Figure 3.1. The co-
ordinate origin is at the centre of the top surface of the parallelepiped cavity. As-
suming constant water properties at the ambient temperature with the Boussinesq
approximation, the governing equations are written as the following:
0
x* , u*
y* , v*
z* , w*
Figure 3.1 – Parallelepiped cavity. The dimensions in the x and y directions are Lx
and Ly respectively, while the dimension in the z direction is the water depth d
∗.
∂u∗
∂x∗
+
∂v∗
∂y∗
+
∂w∗
∂z∗
= 0 (3.2a)
∂u∗
∂t∗
+ u∗
∂u∗
∂x∗
+ v∗
∂u∗
∂y∗
+ w∗
∂u∗
∂z∗
= −
1
ρ0
∂p∗
∂x∗
+ ν∆∗u∗, (3.2b)
∂v∗
∂t∗
+ u∗
∂v∗
∂x∗
+ v∗
∂v∗
∂y∗
+ w∗
∂v∗
∂z∗
= −
1
ρ0
∂p∗
∂y∗
+ ν∆∗v∗, (3.2c)
∂w∗
∂t∗
+ u∗
∂w∗
∂x∗
+ v∗
∂w∗
∂y∗
+ w∗
∂w∗
∂z∗
= −
1
ρ0
∂p∗
∂z∗
+ ν∆∗w∗ + gγ(T ∗ − T ∗0 ), (3.2d)
∂T ∗
∂t∗
+ u∗
∂T ∗
∂x∗
+ v∗
∂T ∗
∂y∗
+ w∗
∂T ∗
∂z∗
= κ∆∗T ∗ +
I0
ρ0Cp
η exp(η(z∗)), (3.2e)
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where u∗, v∗ and w∗ are the velocity components in x, y and z directions respectively;
T ∗ is the temperature; p∗ is the pressure; ∆∗ is the Laplacian operator; d∗ is the full
water depth; T ∗0 is initial temperature; t
∗ is time. The density, kinematic viscosity,
thermal diffusivity, gravitational acceleration and thermal expansion coefficient are
ρ0, ν, κ, g, γ , respectively. The source term in the energy equation represents the
direct absorption of solar radiation according to Beer’s law. The boundary conditions
on the sidewalls are expressed as:
u∗ = v∗ = w∗ =
∂T ∗
∂x∗
= 0 (x∗ = ±
Lx
2
) (3.3a)
u∗ = v∗ = w∗ =
∂T ∗
∂y∗
= 0 (y∗ = ±
Ly
2
) (3.3b)
The top boundary is a stress-free surface and is assumed to be adiabatic:
∂u∗
∂z∗
=
∂v∗
∂z∗
= w∗ =
∂T ∗
∂z∗
= 0 (z∗ = 0) (3.4)
The bottom boundary is a rigid wall, and the residual radiation at the bottom
is assumed to be absorbed and re-emitted as a boundary heat flux. The following
boundary conditions are applied at the bottom (Farrow and Patterson, 1993b):
u∗ = v∗ = w∗ = 0, (3.5a)
∂T ∗
∂z∗
=
I0
ρ0Cpκ
exp(−ηd∗) (z∗ = −d∗) (3.5b)
3.2.1 Perturbation of the governing equations
In order to linearise the governing equations (Equation 3.2-3.5), the equations are
perturbed from a base state. It is noted that at the base state, all velocity components
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are zero (u∗ = v∗ = w∗ = 0), accordingly, Equation 3.2 is reduced as follows:
∂p∗
∂x∗
= 0, (3.6a)
∂p∗
∂y∗
= 0, (3.6b)
∂p∗
∂z∗
= ρ0gγ(T ∗ − T
∗
0 ), (3.6c)
∂T ∗
∂t∗
= κ∆∗T ∗ +
I0
ρ0Cp
η exp(ηz∗), (3.6d)
where the base temperature (T ∗) is a function of time (t∗) and the vertical distance
(z∗) while the base pressure is only a function of z∗.The perturbation of variables
around the base state is introduced as:
u∗ =   ✒
0
u∗ + εu∗′, (3.7a)
v∗ =   ✒
0
v∗ + εv∗′, (3.7b)
w∗ =✚✚❃
0
w∗ + εw∗′, (3.7c)
T ∗ = T ∗ + εT ∗′, (3.7d)
p∗ = p∗ + εp∗′, (3.7e)
where ε is the perturbation parameter that is much smaller than 1 (ε << 1).
Substituting Equation 3.7 into Equation 3.2 whilst applying Equation 3.6 yields a
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system of perturbation equations shown in Equation 3.8.
∂u∗′
∂x∗
+
∂v∗′
∂y∗
+
∂w∗′
∂z∗
= 0 (3.8a)
∂u∗′
∂t∗
= −
1
ρ0
∂p∗′
∂x∗
+ ν∆∗u∗′, (3.8b)
∂v∗′
∂t∗
= −
1
ρ0
∂p∗′
∂y∗
+ ν∆∗v∗′, (3.8c)
∂w∗′
∂t∗
= −
1
ρ0
∂p∗′
∂z∗
+ ν∆∗w∗′ + gγT ∗′, (3.8d)
∂T ∗′
∂t∗
+ w∗′
∂T ∗
∂z∗
= κ∆∗T ∗′, (3.8e)
3.2.2 Normalisation and simplification
Normalization is carried out using the following scales: the length scales are Lx, Ly,
and η−1 in the x, y and z directions respectively; the velocity scales are κ/Lx, κ/Ly and
κη in the x, y and z directions respectively; the time scale is (κη2)−1; the temperature
scale is I0/(ρ0Cpκη) and the pressure scale is γgI0/(ρ0Cpκη
2). The Laplacian operator
(∆∗) is normalised by η2, hence, the dimensionless Laplacian operator is written as:
∆ = ∇2 =
1
α2
∂2
∂x2
+
1
β2
∂2
∂y2
+
∂2
∂z2
, (3.9)
where α = Lxη and β = Lyη. Normalising Equation 3.8 using the above-described
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scales leads to a system of normalised perturbation equations as:
1
α2
∂u′
∂x
+
1
β2
∂v′
∂y
+
∂w′
∂z
= 0, (3.10a)
∂u′
∂t
= −PrRa
∂p′
∂x
+ Pr∆u′, (3.10b)
∂v′
∂t
= −PrRa
∂p′
∂y
+ Pr∆v′, (3.10c)
∂w′
∂t
= −PrRa
∂p′
∂z
+ Pr∆w′ + PrRaT ′, (3.10d)
∂T ′
∂t
+ w′
∂T
∂z
= ∆T ′, (3.10e)
where Ra and Pr are the Rayleigh number and the Prandtl number, defined
respectively as:
Ra =
gγI0
ρ0Cpνκ2η4
Pr =
ν
κ
, (3.11)
and the base temperature (T ∗) is obtained from solving a one-dimensional con-
duction equation (Equation 3.6d) with boundary conditions (Equation 3.4 and 3.5b)
(Farrow and Patterson, 1993b). The normalised base temperature (T ) is:
T (z, t) =
t
d∗η
− exp(z) +
z2
2d∗η
+ z +
1
3
d∗η +
1
d∗η
(1− exp(−d∗η))
−
2
d∗η
∞∑
n=1
[
1
(nπ/d∗η)2
−
1− (−1)nexp(−d∗η)
1 + (nπ/d∗η)2
]
exp
[
−(
nπ
d∗π
)2t
]
cos
[
nπ
d∗η
(z)
]
,
(3.12)
where the value of the normalised water depth (d or d∗η) determines the relative
strength of a stable surface layer over a potentially unstable bottom layer. For shallow
water depth (d ≤ 1), the penetration depth of solar radiation is greater than the water
depth, which results in the formation of potentially unstable thermal layer across the
full depth. On the other hand, for a deep water depth (d > 1), a substantial amount
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of the radiation is directly absorbed by the water body, which leads to the formation
of a stably stratified surface layer (Farrow and Patterson, 1993b). To illustrate,
T is plotted for d = 1 and d = 3 over different time instants in Figure 3.2. As
mentioned in Farrow and Patterson (1993b), it is noted that the base temperature
profile T cannot reach the steady state since it increases with time due to the fact
that heat is being added continuously into the fluid layer whilst there is no means
of escape for the heat under the insulated boundaries in all directions (Equation 3.4,
3.5b and 3.3). Nevertheless, it is the base temperature gradient (∂T
∂z
) that enters
in the stability equation system in Equation 3.10e, which reaches a steady state
because the transient term in ∂T
∂z
becomes insignificant with time. This behaviour
is demonstrated in Figure 3.2(c). Therefore, the stability analysis can be performed
and stability properties can be obtained.
In order to simplify the numerical calculation, the solenoidal velocity field
−→
U∗ is
introduced using two scalar functions ψ1∗ and ψ2∗ (Kessler, 1987):
−→
U∗ = ∆∗ × ψ1∗
−→
i +∆∗ × ψ2∗
−→
j , (3.13)
where
−→
i and
−→
j are the unit vectors in the x and y directions respectively. Per-
turbing ψ1∗ and ψ2∗ and further normalising Equation 3.13 yields
u′ = −
∂ψ′2
∂z
(3.14a)
v′ =
∂ψ′1
∂z
(3.14b)
w′ =
1
α2
∂ψ′2
∂x
−
1
β2
∂ψ′1
∂y
. (3.14c)
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Figure 3.2 – ((a) and (b)): Normalised base temperature profile (T ) over various
time instants. (a) d = 1; (b) d = 3.(c): Normalised base temperature gradient (∂T
∂z
)
over various time instants for d = 1.
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Based on the frozen-time assumption, perturbation components are expanded as
follows:
u′(x, y, z, t) = uˆ(x, y, z)exp(σt) (3.15a)
v′(x, y, z, t) = vˆ(x, y, z)exp(σt) (3.15b)
w′(x, y, z, t) = wˆ(x, y, z)exp(σt) (3.15c)
T ′(x, y, z, t) = Tˆ (x, y, z)exp(σt) (3.15d)
p′(x, y, z, t) = pˆ(x, y, z)exp(σt) (3.15e)
ψ′1(x, y, z, t) = ψˆ1(x, y, z)exp(σt) (3.15f)
ψ′2(x, y, z, t) = ψˆ2(x, y, z)exp(σt) (3.15g)
where σ is the growth rate of the perturbation. It is important to note that no
preference concerning the direction (longitudinal or transverse) of the wave num-
ber/wavelength is given in Equation 3.15. Therefore, the critical wave number (kc),
which is the wave number corresponding to the instability pattern, can only be deter-
mined from the shape of the eigenfunctions such as Tˆ and wˆ. Putting Equation 3.14
into Equation 3.10 and using Equation 3.15 results in Equation 3.16:
[(
∂2
∂z2
+
1
β2
∂2
∂y2
)]
∆ψˆ1 −
1
α2
∂2
∂x∂y
(∆ψˆ2)− Ra
∂Tˆ
∂y
=
+
σ
Pr
(
1
β2
∂2ψˆ1
∂y2
+
∂2ψˆ1
∂z2
−
1
α2
∂2ψˆ2
∂x∂y
)
,
(3.16a)
[
−(
∂2
∂z2
+
1
α2
∂2
∂x2
)
]
∆ψˆ2 +
1
β2
∂2
∂x∂y
(∆ψˆ1)− Ra
∂Tˆ
∂x
=
−
σ
Pr
(
1
α2
∂2ψˆ2
∂x2
+
∂2ψˆ2
∂z2
−
1
β2
∂2ψˆ1
∂x∂y
)
,
(3.16b)
∆Tˆ +
(
1
β2
∂ψˆ1
∂y
−
1
α2
∂ψˆ2
∂x
)
∂T
∂z
= σTˆ . (3.16c)
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Similarly, corresponding boundary conditions to Equation 3.16 are obtained by
perturbing and normalising Equation 3.3-3.5 while using the conversion of the velocity
field components to the two scalar functions from Equation 3.14. Consequently, the
obtained boundary conditions are as follows:
ψˆ1 = ψˆ2 =
∂ψˆ2
∂x
=
∂Tˆ
∂x
= 0 (x = ±
1
2
), (3.17a)
ψˆ1 = ψˆ2 =
∂ψˆ1
∂y
=
∂Tˆ
∂y
= 0 (y = ±
1
2
), (3.17b)
ψˆ1 = ψˆ2 =
∂2ψˆ1
∂z2
=
∂2ψˆ2
∂z2
=
∂Tˆ
∂z
= 0 (z = 0), (3.17c)
ψˆ1 = ψˆ2 =
∂ψˆ1
∂z
=
∂ψˆ2
∂z
=
∂Tˆ
∂z
= 0 (z = −d). (3.17d)
Equations 3.16 and 3.17 at σ = 0 (marginal stability) form an eigenvalue problem
for Ra and the corresponding eigenfunctions, i.e., ψˆ1, ψˆ2, Tˆ . It is noted that if σ < 0,
the fluid is stable; on the contrary, if σ > 0, the fluid is unstable. As can be seen
in Equation 3.16, it is clear that the value of Ra at the marginal stability, which is
termed the thecritical Rayleigh number (Rac) hereafter, is independent of the fluid
type, specified by Pr; however, it depends on α, β, d, and t.
It is again important to note that the critical wavenumber (kc) can only be de-
termined from the flow pattern of the convective instability because no assumption
is made regarding the preferred mode of instability when the perturbation compo-
nents are expanded and the growth rate of perturbation (σ) is introduced. The most
unstable mode for a flow pattern of convective instability is expected to be either lon-
gitudinal rolls with their axes parallel to the x direction, transverse rolls with their
axes parallel to the y direction, or plumes. It is also worth mentioning that each pair
of the full rolls (either longitudinal or transverse) creates one full wavelength and the
number of identified full wavelengths in the domain determines the wave number,
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which is a normalised quantity here.
3.3 Numerical procedure
The aim of this section is to solve the eigenvalue problem stated in Equations 3.16
and 3.17 at σ = 0 (marginal stability). In this eigenvalue problem for the critical
Rayleigh number (Rac), the eigenfunctions are ψˆ
1, ψˆ2, and Tˆ are dependent on x, y
and z. Rac is the minimum obtained value of Ra over the set of parameters, i.e. α,
β, d, and t in the eigenvalue problem.
It is also worth mentioning that the classical Rayleigh-Be´nard (RB) problem such
as that described by Davis (1967) and Luijkx and Platten (1981) has symmetrical
boundary conditions and a linear temperature profile, and therefore the Galerkin
method is appropriate due to the simplicity of trial functions, which is not the case
in the present study. The Galerkin method converts the differential equations into
a discrete problem and simplifies solving the discrete problem by decomposing trial
functions using symmetry conditions. As mentioned in Hattori et al. (2015b), the
decomposition cannot be applied in the present study because the temperature profile
(Equation 3.12) is not an odd function on the z direction. Thus, the finite difference
method is used in the present study.
3.3.1 Discretisation
The parallelepiped volume of fluid shown in Figure 3.1 is discretised over a uniform
grid. A second-order discretisation scheme on a uniform mesh is also employed us-
ing the finite difference method to discretise Equations 3.16 and 3.17. Discretising
Equations 3.16 forms an algebraic system of equations as:
Aϕ = σMϕ (3.18)
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where A, and M are coefficient matrices pertinent to the left and right side of
Equations 3.16, respectively; σ is the eigenvalue and ϕ is the array of eigenfunctions
for computational nodes in the three-dimensional domain as:
ϕ = [ϕ1,1,1, ϕ2,1,1...ϕL,1,1, ϕ1,2,1...ϕL,2,1...ϕL,J,1, ϕ1,1,2, ϕ2,1,2...ϕL,1,2, ϕ1,2,2
...ϕL,2,2...ϕL,J,2...ϕL,J,K ] (3.19)
where L, J , and K are the number of computational grid nodes in the fluid volume in
the x, y and z direction, respectively; each element of ϕ (ϕi,j,k) is comprised of three
elements, i.e. ψˆ1, ψˆ2 and Tˆ , in which i, j, k are indices on the x, y and z co-ordinates.
It is noted that the computational nodes do not include nodes on the boundaries.
To impose the boundary conditions ( Equation 3.17), imaginary computational nodes
are defined such that the i, j and k indices are in the range of −1 ≤ i ≤ L + 2,
−1 ≤ j ≤ J + 2 and −1 ≤ k ≤ K + 2. By discretising Equation 3.17, the value
of imaginary computational nodes can be written with respect to the computational
nodes. It is noted that this procedure is practiced to reduce the computational cost
of solving the equations. Accordingly, the information on the boundary conditions
are transferred into the discretised system of equation provided in Equation 3.18 with
the matrices of the coefficients (A, and M) modified such that:
Aˆϕ = σMˆϕ (3.20)
where Aˆ and Mˆ are square matrices of 3LJK × 3LJK size.
In the discretisation process of Equation 3.16, the second-order central difference
scheme is used for most computational nodes and the second-order one-sided scheme is
used for the computational nodes close to the boundaries where the central difference
scheme cannot be applied. The central and one-sided derivative approximations can
be obtained from generalised derivative approximation finite difference scheme for-
mula, for any order, provided in Patterson (1983). The following examples illustrate
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how the information of the boundary conditions represented by imaginary nodes is
being transferred to computational nodes. For example, ( ∂
2
∂x3∂y
)ψˆ2 is discretised using
a central difference second-order accuracy approximation for computational nodes:
(
∂2
∂x3∂y
)
ψˆ2 =
1
4△x3△ y
(
ψˆ2i+2,j+1,k − ψˆ
2
i+2,j−1,k − 2ψˆ
2
i+1,j+1,k
+2ψˆ2i+1,j−1,k + 2ψˆ
2
i−1,j+1,k − 2ψˆ
2
i−1,j−1,k − ψˆ
2
i−2,j+1,k + ψˆ
2
i−2,j−1,k
)
(3.21)
where △x and △y are the spacing between two consecutive computational nodes
in the x and y direction, respectively. For i = 1, the term in Equation 3.21 becomes:
(
∂2
∂x3∂y
)
ψˆ21,j,k =
1
4△x3 △ y
(
ψˆ23,j+1,k − ψˆ
2
3,j−1,k − 2ψˆ
2
2,j+1,k
+2ψˆ22,j−1,k + 2ψˆ
2
0,j+1,k − 2ψˆ
2
0,j−1,k − ψˆ
2
−1,j+1,k + ψˆ
2
−1,j−1,k
)
(3.22)
where ψˆ20,j+1,k, ψˆ
2
0,j−1,k, ψˆ
2
−1,j+1,k and ψˆ
2
−1,j−1,k are imaginary nodes and they are
not entered in the the system of equations mentioned in Equation 3.20 so that they
need to be replaced by values or computational nodes using the boundary conditions.
At x = −1/2 plane, the boundary conditions for ψˆ1 and ψˆ2 are discretised as:
ψˆ10,j,k = ψˆ
2
0,j,k = 0 for any j and k (3.23a)
ψˆ21,j,k − ψˆ
2
−1,j,k
2△ x
= 0. (3.23b)
Thus, using Equation 3.23, Equation 3.22 is simplified to:
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(
∂2
∂x3∂y
)
ψˆ21,j,k =
1
4△x3 △ y
(
ψˆ23,j+1,k − ψˆ
2
3,j−1,k − 2ψˆ
2
2,j+1,k
+2ψˆ22,j−1,k +✘✘✘
✘✘✿02ψˆ20,j+1,k −✘✘✘
✘✘✿02ψˆ20,j−1,k − ψˆ
2
1,j+1,k + ψˆ
2
1,j−1,k
)
=
1
4△x3 △ y
(
ψˆ23,j+1,k − ψˆ
2
3,j−1,k − 2ψˆ
2
2,j+1,k + 2ψˆ
2
2,j−1,k − ψˆ
2
1,j+1,k + ψˆ
2
1,j−1,k
)
(3.24)
However, for computational nodes where i = 1, the one-sided forward difference
with a second-order accuracy approximation is used to discretise ( ∂
2
∂x3∂y
)ψˆ1 as there
are not sufficient boundary conditions to use the central difference approximations.
Therefore, the discretisation is as:
(
∂2
∂x3∂y
)
ψˆ1i,j,k =
−1.5ψˆ1i−1,j+1,k + 1.5ψˆ
1
i−1,j−1,k + 5ψˆ
1
i,j+1,k − 5ψˆ
1
i,j−1,k − 6ψˆ
1
i+1,j+1,k
2△ y△x3
+
6ψˆ1i+1,j−1,k + 3ψˆ
1
i+2,j+1,k − 3ψˆ
1
i+2,j−1,k − 0.5ψˆ
1
i+3,j+1,k + 0.5ψˆ
1
i+3,j−1,k
2△ y△x3
(3.25)
and at i = 1 using the boundary condition (Equation 3.23), it becomes:
(
∂2
∂x3∂y
)
ψˆ11,j,k =
−✘✘✘
✘✘✘✿
0
1.5ψˆ10,j+1,k +✘✘✘
✘✘✘✿
0
1.5ψˆ10,j−1,k + 5ψˆ
1
1,j+1,k − 5ψˆ
1
1,j−1,k − 6ψˆ
1
2,j+1,k
2△ y△x3
+
6ψˆ12,j−1,k + 3ψˆ
1
3,j+1,k − 3ψˆ
1
3,j−1,k − 0.5ψˆ
1
4,j+1,k + 0.5ψˆ
1
4,j−1,k
2△ y△x3
=
+5ψˆ11,j+1,k − 5ψˆ
1
1,j−1,k − 6ψˆ
1
2,j+1,k + 6ψˆ
1
2,j−1,k + 3ψˆ
1
3,j+1,k − 3ψˆ
1
3,j−1,k
2△ y△x3
+
−0.5ψˆ14,j+1,k + 0.5ψˆ
1
4,j−1,k
2△ y△x3
(3.26)
A similar procedure is applied for other terms in Equation 3.16 using the boundary
conditions. Consequently, 27 different cases are obtained from the discretisation of
Equation 3.16, depending on the value of i, j and k, to form Aˆ and Mˆ in Equa-
tion 3.20.
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It is also worth mentioning that Equation 3.16c for Tˆ is a Poisson’s equation
with flux boundary conditions at all boundaries in the x, y, and z directions, and
therefore there is no unique solution to be found although the difference between
infinite solutions of the equation is a constant quantity. Hence, Tˆ is pinned to zero
only at one computational node located at the centre of the domain to resolve the
issue. Tests have shown that the location of the pinned node is not important so long
as it is not on the boundaries.
3.3.2 Algorithm
To examine the linear stability of such configuration through solving Equation 3.20,
the minimum value of Rac that makes σ = 0 and its corresponding eigenfunction (ϕ)
are sought. The method used here firstly finds the interval of a range of Ra where
σ changes its sign. The Matlab function eigs is used to determine the eigenvalue σ
and the corresponding eigenvector ϕ. The next step is to increase Ra from the lower
bound of the interval gradually towards the upper bound to determine a guess for
Rac using the bisection method, in which the largest real part of σ is examined to be
close to zero (σr = 0) with an accuracy of O(10
−15). In the end, the obtained guess
value is used as the initial input value for the Matlab function fzero to find Rac
with an accuracy of O(10−12) whilst making the largest real part of σ zero (σr = 0)
with an accuracy of O(10−15). This method is less time consuming and less expensive
than calculating det(Aˆ) = 0 to find Rac where the right-hand side of Equation 3.20
is considered to be zero. The latter method was used by Farrow and Patterson
(1993b) to investigate the linear stability of unconfined fluid layer subject to the same
thermal forcing while employing a mathematical technique to reduce computational
costs. However, it could not provide eigenfunctions corresponding to Rac, which
is of interest in the present study. In addition, the method of finding Rac from
solving det(Aˆ) = 0 is only valid when the most unstable σ has zero imaginary part,
σi = 0 (the principle of exchange of stability). Hence, in the present study it is
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preferred to use an iterative method using the fzero function in Matlab to find the
minimum Rac and the corresponding eigenfunctions. It is worth mentioning that the
memory requirement in the present study is of significantly higher compared to the
two-dimensional investigation of the same problem because the size of matrix Aˆ in
the current study is of O(9n6) compared to O(9n4) for the two-dimensional problem,
in which n is the number of computational nodes uniformly distributed in the x, y
and z directions. Therefore, the computational costs are significantly high in the
present study although the Matlab code that forms Aˆ and Mˆ matrices is written
such that it only allocates memory to non-zero values (sparse form). The benefit of
the developed Matlab code is its capability to investigate the three-dimensional linear
stability of a flow driven by any complicated temperature profile in a parallelepiped
cavity using the frozen time model. It is noted that the code can be easily adapted for
a temperature profile dependent on the x, y and z direction as the base temperature
only affects the coefficient of the two first-order derivative terms in Equation 3.16c.
The boundary conditions can be easily modified to consider conductive walls as well
since they were modified to verify the Matlab code using the result of RB problem in
a cubic cavity with conductive walls, which will be presented in the forthcoming.
3.4 Numerical results
The local high performance computing cluster of The University of Sydney (Artemis)
is utilised for running the Matlab code on CentOS 6.x operating system. The compu-
tations are performed on one node of the cluster, which uses PowerEdge R630s. The
node has 24 cores with 2.5GHz Intel Xeon E5 2600 v3 processors and up to 512 GB
RAM (for the High Mem node). The computational time that will be mentioned in
the following is based on using this hardware.
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3.4.1 Model validation
Before using the stability model to evaluate the critical Rayleigh number (Rac) and
to obtain the corresponding eigenfunctions for given values of α, β, d and t, the model
needs to be verified using models of similar problems. The perturbation equations
(Equation 3.16) are the same as those for the conventional RB problem. In order to
validate the computational code, the boundary conditions and the base temperature
profile are modified for the RB convection in a cubic cavity with conductive sidewalls.
As also reported in Naghib et al. (2014), the critical Rayleigh number for the onset
of convective instability in a parallelepiped cavity with α = β = 1 is evaluated for
different number of computational nodes (n). It is confirmed that the critical Rayleigh
number converges to the value of 6798 (reported in Mizushima and Matsuda (1997))
using n = 25 as shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 – The critical Rayleigh number (Rac) versus the number of
computational nodes (n) for RB problem in a parallelepiped with α = β = 1 and
conductive sidewalls.
Further, the boundary conditions are also modified for the RB problem in a cubic
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cavity (α = β = 1) with insulated sidewalls to ensure the verification of the developed
Matlab code. However, as shown in Figure 3.4, it is realised that a greater number of
computational nodes than 25 is required to achieve an acceptable convergence for Rac
in the RB problem with insulated walls compared to the RB case with conductive
sidewalls. Mizushima and Nakamura (2003) reported the critical Rayleigh number
of 3388.5 for the RB problem with insulated walls for a cavity with α = β = 1. As
shown in Figure 3.4, the difference between the critical Rayleigh numbers when the
number of computational nodes in the three directions (n which refers to the number
of computational nodes in each of three directions in the uniform grid) increases from
35 to 41 is less than 0.5%. Therefore, n = 35 or higher is needed to perform the
present numerical work. It is noted that the convergence rate towards the reported
critical Rayleigh number is very slow although increasing n significantly increases the
memory usage and the computational time. It is also noted that the RB problem is
a computationally less expensive problem to solve compared to the present stability
problem because of the forms of matrices Aˆ and Mˆ associated with the corresponding
temperature profiles. For such a RB problem (α = β = 1), for example, the computa-
tional time using n = 70 is approximately 370 hours, which is seven times higher than
that using n = 35, but the corresponding Rac still deviates by 1.8% from the reported
critical Rayleigh number (3388.5). To compromise, n = 41 is deemed acceptable and
used in the present study while the corresponding calculated Rac differs by 2.9% from
the reported critical Rayleigh number in Mizushima and Nakamura (2003).
In order to confirm that n = 35 or higher is sufficient to perform the numerical
work where the aspect ratios (α and β) are not equal to 1, another comparison is
conducted between the calculated Rac and the reported critical Rayleigh number for
the α = 2, β = 1 case in Mizushima and Nakamura (2003). It is found out that for
the α = 2, β = 1 case, doubling the computational nodes in the x direction (L = 70,
J = K = 35) does not make a discernible change to the calculated value of the
critical Rayleigh number (+0.2% change). Hence, the uniform grid with an equal
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number of computational nodes in all the three directions (n = 35 or higher) is also
valid in the domain where one of the aspect ratios is greater than unity. Figure 3.5
shows the comparison between the previously reported critical Rayleigh numbers for
the different cases of the RB problem in a parallelepiped cavity with insulated walls
(Mizushima and Nakamura, 2003) and the calculated values from the modified Matlab
code using the uniform grid with n = 35 and n = 41. As shown in Figure 3.5, the
calculated values of Rac using n = 41 and n = 35 are close to each other although
using n = 41, the results are better. As demonstrated in Figure 3.5, the calculated
Rac using n = 41 is sufficiently close (2.5 − 3% deviation) to the reported critical
Rayleigh number for these three cases and therefore, the developed stability model is
verified.
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Figure 3.4 – The critical Rayleigh number (Rac) versus the number of
computational nodes (n) for the RB problem in a parallelepiped cavity with
α = β = 1 and insulated side walls.
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Figure 3.5 – Comparison between the reported critical Rayleigh number
(Mizushima and Nakamura, 2003) and the calculated critical Rayleigh number for
different cases of the RB problem in a parallelepiped with insulated sidewalls.
The mesh dependency of the calculated Rac in the present stability problem needs
to be examined as well. To do this, it is usual to check the mesh dependency for a
case with the largest Rac. For the case with the aspect ratio of 1 (α = β = 1),
t = 0.01 and d = 1.25, the mesh dependency of the calculated Rac is checked using
n = 35, n = 41 and n = 47. As the result, △Rac between the cases with n = 35
and n = 41 is 2.1% while △Rac between the cases with n = 41 and n = 47 is 1.3%.
Therefore, n = 41 is deemed acceptable to conduct the numerical work. It is worth
mentioning that the computational cost was also checked for several numerical cases
using n = 47 and it was found that the computational time for n = 47 is almost three
times greater than that for n = 41. So it was not feasible to determine Rac and its
corresponding eigenfunctions using n = 47 at the given time. To illustrate this, the
computational cost for the case α = β = 4, t = 0.01 and d = 0.5 using n = 41 was
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700 hours and it would take almost three times more (2100 hours) using n = 47 to
improve the accuracy of Rac only by 1.4%.
It is estimated that the calculated Rac for the most stable case reported here,
which has the highest value of Rac amongst the presented cases here, using n = 41 is
3.5% less than the actual value. This difference is consistent with the results of the
similar comparison on the RB problem with insulated walls, as discussed earlier.
In order to confirm that increasing the computational node in the direction of a
higher aspect ratio (α 6= 1 or β 6= 1) only marginally affects the calculated values of
Rac, a comparison is conducted between the calculated values of Rac using n = 35
as the first option and L = J = 95, K = 35 as the second option for the case
α = 3, β = 3, t = 0.025 and d = 1.25. It is found that for this case, increasing
the computational nodes to almost 2.7 times in the x and y coordinate directions
(L = J = 95) compared to that in the z direction (K = 35) only improves the accuracy
of Rac by 0.5% which is negligible while the computational time significantly increases
to 1400 hours (that is 47 time greater than the computational cost for n = 35). This
test was carried out for n = 35 to prove the argument since a similar result would be
obtained using n = 41 but with much higher computational cost.
Thus, the uniform grid with n = 41 is used for all the numerical cases reported
here so there are at least seven computational nodes to resolve the bottom boundary
layer. However, further increasing the number of computational nodes from n = 35
would not change the form of obtained eigenfunctions (ψˆ1, ψˆ2 and Tˆ ).
3.4.2 The effect of the aspect ratios
In this section, the water depth d and the flow time t are kept constant while the
effect of the aspect ratios is evaluated. As the aspect ratios (α and β) increase, the
value of the critical Rayleigh number (Rac) declines and converges to the value for
a one-dimensional vertically confined fluid layer case. For example, as demonstrated
in Figure 3.6, as the aspect ratios increase from α = β = 1 to α = β = 4, the value
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of Rac converges to 2.94E+4 which is the critical Rayleigh number for the horizontal
unconfined fluid layer of the same parameters (Farrow and Patterson, 1993b). It can
be seen from Figure 3.6 that at α = β = 4 the behaviour of the fluid is sufficiently close
to the behaviour of the horizontally unconfined fluid layer of the corresponding case
and further increasing the aspect ratios only marginally affects the value of Rac. The
asymptotic convergence of the critical Rayleigh number with the increasing lateral
extent has also been shown in Hattori et al. (2015b).
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Figure 3.6 – The effect of the aspect ratios on Rac at t = 0.05 and d = 1.25.
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Figure 3.7 – Rac versus d for different aspect ratios whilst t = 0.05.
The decreasing trend in the value of Rac as the aspect ratios are equally increased
is shown for various d in Figure 3.7 at t = 0.05 as an example, which is consistent with
the trend found in the previous studies. As shown in Figure 3.8, similar behaviour
is also observed when only one of the aspect ratios (α or β) is increased. As widely
reported for the conventional Rayleigh-Be´nard convection, e.g. Davis (1967), and
also shown by Hattori et al. (2015b), reducing the lateral extent of the flow domain
stabilises the flow and the critical Rayleigh number therefore increases. The stabilising
effect of the lateral confinement is explained in Davis (1967) as follows: decreasing the
size of the box dissipates the potential energy due to an increase in viscous effects.
It is also seen from the comparison between the results shown in Figure 3.8 and
Figure 3.7 that when only one of the domain lateral extents (here α) is increased, the
decreasing change in Rac is less pronounced when compared to the situation where
both α and β are equally increased.
The three-dimensional eigenfunction results for the cases where t and d are fixed
(t = 0.05 and d = 1.5) whilst the aspect ratios are equally increased from α = β = 2 to
α = β = 4 are shown in Figure 3.9. The cross sections of the three-dimensional results
for ψˆ1, Tˆ and wˆ are also plotted in Figure 3.10. It is noted that to reveal the form of
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iso-contours of high magnitudes, some level of transparency was applied on the faces
of the three-dimensional plots shown in Figure 3.9. Furthermore, similar modifica-
tions are applied on all following figures where three-dimensional eigenfunction results
are presented. As shown in Figure 3.9((b), (e), (h)) and Figure 3.10((b), (e), (h))
corresponding to Tˆ or Figure 3.9((a), (d), (g)) and Figure 3.10((a), (d), (g)) corre-
sponding to ψˆ1, with equally increasing α and β, the wave number increases, which is
also consistent with what is reported in Hattori et al. (2015b). The effect of unequal
aspect ratios on the pattern of the convective instability at the critical state σ = 0
is examined in Figure 3.11, as an example, where the aspect ratio in the y direction
is kept constant (β = 1) whilst the aspect ratio in the x direction is increased from
α = 2 to α = 4 for t = 0.05 and d = 1.5.
As shown in Figure 3.11, as α is increased whilst β is fixed, the number of
transverse rolls and consequently the wave number increases. It is also seen in Fig-
ure 3.11((b), (e), (h)) and Figure 3.11((c), (f), (i)) that as the number of transverse
rolls increases, the maximum magnitude of the temperature (Tˆ ) reduces, whereas the
vertical extent of the convective rolls declines. Some selected cross sections of the
three-dimensional instability eigenfunction results are also shown in Figure 3.12 to
provide a better understanding.
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Figure 3.8 – Rac versus d for different values of α whilst β = 1 and t = 0.05.
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Figure 3.9 – Three-dimensional iso-contours of ψˆ1, Tˆ and wˆ- with applying some
level of transparency on the plotted contours- at the critical state (σ = 0), d = 1.5
and t = 0.05: i) The first column is α = β = 2 ((a)− (c)); ii) The second column is
α = β = 3 ((d)− (f)); iii) The third column is α = β = 4 ((g)− (i)).
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Figure 3.10 – Two-dimensional iso-contours of ψˆ1 on the x = 0 plane, Tˆ on the
x = 0 plane and wˆ on the z = −1.35 plane at the critical state (σ = 0) for d = 1.5
and t = 0.05: i) The first column is α = β = 2 ((a)− (c)); ii) The second column is
α = β = 3 ((d)− (f)); iii) The third column is α = β = 4 ((g)− (i)).
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Figure 3.11 – Three-dimensional iso-contours of ψˆ1, Tˆ and wˆ- with applying some
level of transparency on the plotted contours- at the critical state (σ = 0), d = 1.5
and t = 0.05: i) The first column is for α = 2, β = 1 ((a)− (c)); ii) The second
column is for α = 3, β = 1 ((d)− (f)); iii) The third column is for α = 4, β = 1
((g)− (i)).
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Figure 3.12 – Two-dimensional iso-contours of ψˆ2 on the y = 0 plane, Tˆ on the
y = 0 plane and wˆ on the z = −1.35 plane at the critical state (σ = 0) for d = 1.5
and t = 0.05: i) The first column is for α = 2, β = 1 ((a)− (c)); ii) The second
column is for α = 3, β = 1 ((d)− (f)); iii) The third column is for α = 4, β = 1
((g)− (i)).
3.4.3 The effect of water depth
The effect of normalised water depth (d) on the value of the critical Rayleigh number
(Rac) and the corresponding eigenfunctions (ψˆ
1, Tˆ and wˆ ) are investigated in this
section. In Figure 3.13 Rac is plotted against d at three different time instants for
α = β = 2, as an example. Similar results are obtained for the cases of different equal
aspect ratios (α = β). As is evident from Figure 3.13, Rac decreases first and then
increases with d, which agrees with the trend reported for the one-dimensional linear
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stability results (Farrow and Patterson, 1993b) and also the results of the more recent
linear stability study (Hattori et al., 2015b). It is also clear that the smallest Rac at
a certain time lies at a normalised water depth where 0.5 < d < 1. This behaviour is
confirmed for three different values of t shown in Figure 3.13 and is also consistent with
the previous two-dimensional investigation on a rectangular channel with a through
flow (Hattori et al., 2015b) where the through flow does not change the stability
properties when the Reynolds number is very small. It is seen that the most unstable
depth lies in the short water depth region (d < 1) although for the depth d < 1 the
destabilising effect of the unstable bottom thermal boundary layer growth could be
suppressed by the diffusion caused by both the top stratified layer and the bottom
boundary layer so that it stabilises the flow, yielding to a greater Rac. Therefore, it
appears that at the most unstable depth (about d = 0.75) the corresponding critical
Rayleigh number is minimally affected by the diffusion. On the contrary, for large
normalised water depth (d > 1) as d increases, less residual radiation reaches the
bottom boundary - which is the source of potential instability. Accordingly, a higher
Rac is required to destabilise the fluid volume. This also explained in the scale
provided by Mao et al. (2009) in Equation 3.27.
Rac ∼
exp(d)
t2
(3.27)
Similar results and trend are concluded for the cases of unequal aspect ratios (α 6= β).
To illustrate, Figure 3.14 shows Rac against d at three different time instants for
α = 2, β = 1.
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Figure 3.13 – The effect of the normalised water depth (d) on Rac for α = β = 2
at t = 0.01, t = 0.025 and t = 0.05.
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Figure 3.14 – The effect of the normalised water depth (d) on Rac for α = 2, β = 1
at t = 0.01, t = 0.025 and t = 0.05.
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The effect of d on the convective instability pattern at the critical state (σ = 0)
is shown in Figure 3.15 for α = β = 4 as an example from the cases where α = β. As
can be seen in Figure 3.15((b), (e), (h)) or Figure 3.15((c), (f), (i)), the penetration
of the unstable layer becomes more limited as d increases. In addition, as d increases,
the wave number increases. Hattori et al. (2015b) argued that this general increase
in the wave number is related to the extent of the top stratified layer, which is larger
for a greater d. It was explained by Hattori et al. (2015b) that this stably stratified
layer isolates the growth of the unstable thermal bottom boundary layer from the
top boundary which is insulated. Accordingly, the unstable boundary layer has the
direct interface with the top stably stratified layer that effectively acts as the top
boundary condition and is not necessarily insulated. This affects the wavelength of the
instability flow pattern as mentioned by Farrow and Patterson (1993b). Figure 3.16
also illustrates that the increasing trend in the wave number (due to increase in the
number of transverse rolls) as d increases also takes place for the cases of unequal
aspect ratios.
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Figure 3.15 – Three-dimensional iso-contours of ψˆ1, Tˆ and wˆ- with applying some
level of transparency on the plotted contours- at the critical state (σ = 0), α = β = 4
and t = 0.05: i) The first column is for d = 0.75 ((a)− (c)); ii) The second column
is for d = 1.15 ((d)− (f)); iii) The third column is for d = 1.5 ((g)− (i)).
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Figure 3.16 – Three-dimensional iso-contours of ψˆ1, Tˆ and wˆ- with applying some
level of transparency on the plotted contours- at the critical state (σ = 0),
α = 4, β = 1 and t = 0.05: i) The first column is for d = 0.5 ((a)− (c)); ii) The
second column is for d = 1.15 ((d)− (f)); iii) The third column is for d = 1.5
((g)− (i)).
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3.4.4 The effect of time
In the present linear stability analysis which employs a frozen-time model, time plays
an important role. It influences the value of Rac and also the corresponding eigen-
functions. Figure 3.13 shows the change of the critical Rayleigh number (Rac) against
d at three different normalised time instants (t) for α = β = 2 as an example. As
demonstrated in Figure 3.13, Rac reduces with an increase in t, which is in agreement
with previous studies (Farrow and Patterson, 1993b; Hattori et al., 2015b). This is
because as time proceeds, the temperature profile introduced into the stability model
becomes more nonlinear due to the fact that the heat flux on the bottom bound-
ary increases and consequently there exists a greater source of potential instability,
leading to the stationary state being disrupted for a smaller Rayleigh number at the
critical state. Sparrow et al. (1964) also investigated the stability of a horizontal
fluid layer analytically under different boundary conditions and with an internal heat
source that produced a nonlinear temperature profile which is potentially unstable.
They mentioned that the presence of more nonlinearity in the temperature profile
destabilises the fluid layer. This behaviour is observed for all the cases where α = β
and also applies to the cases of unequal aspect ratios (α 6= β) as shown, for instance,
in Figure 3.14.
The effect of time on instability flow pattern results such as ψˆ1, Tˆ and wˆ at the crit-
ical state is shown in Figure 3.17 for three different time instants (t = 0.01, 0.025, 0.1)
whilst the other parameters were kept constant. To provide a better understanding of
that effect, some cross sections of the shape of the three-dimensional eigenfunctions
are provided in Figure 3.18. As can be seen in Figure 3.17, the wave number reduces
as time advances, which is consistent with the results of Hattori et al. (2015b). This
observation is underpinned by the fact that as t increases the bottom thermal bound-
ary layer also grows vertically, which is evident in Figures 3.17(e), 3.17(h), 3.18(e)
and 3.18(h)- producing a larger unstable pattern that leads to a greater wave length
whilst the dimension of the parallelepiped cavity is fixed. Similar results are obtained
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for the cases of unequal aspect ratios (α 6= β) as shown, for example, in Figure 3.19.
Figure 3.17 – Three-dimensional iso-contours of ψˆ1, Tˆ and wˆ- with applying some
level of transparency on the plotted contours- at the critical state (σ = 0), α = β = 4
and d = 1.15: i) The first column is for t = 0.01 ((a)− (c)); ii) The second column
is for t = 0.025 ((d)− (f)); iii) The third column is for t = 0.1 ((g)− (i)).
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Figure 3.18 – Two-dimensional iso-contours of ψˆ1 on the x = 0 plane, Tˆ on the
x = 0 plane and wˆ on the z = −0.82 plane at the critical state (σ = 0) for
α = β = 4 and d = 1.15: i) First column is for t = 0.01 ((a)− (c)); ii) Second
column is fort = 0.025 ((d)− (f)); iii) Third column is for t = 0.1 ((g)− (i)).
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Figure 3.19 – Three-dimensional iso-contours of ψˆ1, Tˆ and wˆ- with applying some
level of transparency on the plotted contours- at the critical state (σ = 0),
α = 4, β = 1 and d = 1.15: i) The first column is for t = 0.01 ((a)− (c)); ii) The
second column is for t = 0.05 ((d)− (f)); iii) The third column is for t = 0.1
((g)− (i)).
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3.4.5 Regime pattern
The stability analysis was conducted for a large number of cases with various sets
of the parameters (α, β, t and d) at the critical state (σ = 0). Consequently, from
the shape of the resultant eigenfunctions, the primary instability mode and the wave
number (kc) are evaluated. The most unstable mode for an unstable flow at the crit-
ical state is determined to be either transverse rolls with their axes parallel to the y
direction, longitudinal rolls with their axes parallel to the x direction, or plumes. To
determine the critical wave number (kc) from the eigenfunction results, the tempera-
ture eigenfunction (Tˆ ) or the vertical velocity eigenfunction (wˆ) is used since ψˆ1 and
ψˆ2 do not have physical meaning. The value of kc is calculated on the y = 0 plane
for the transverse roll flow patterns or on the x = 0 plane for the longitudinal roll
flow patterns, using the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). For plume flow patterns
selecting either of the y = 0 plane or the x = 0 plane yields the same result from
DFT. On the selected plane, the Tˆ signal on the bottom boundary is extracted and
spectral analysis is performed to identify the first dominant wave number, which is
called kc. It is also important to mention that (kc) is a normalised quantity here.
Thus, the regime patterns (the most unstable mode and its corresponding kc) for
various normalised water depths (d) against the normalised time (t) is determined at
different aspect ratios. These results are shown in Figure 3.20.
As shown in the legend of Figure 3.20, four different modes of instability at σ = 0
are observed. The four primary modes of instability are diagonal rolls, transverse rolls,
longitudinal rolls and plumes, which are marked by©,△,  and ♦, respectively. The
value of kc is shown inside of each shape.
In the diagonal roll group, the instability patterns with kc = 0.25 and kc = 0.5
were demonstrated, for example, in Figure 3.15((a)− (c)) and Figure 3.9((a)− (c)).
In the transverse roll group, the flow patterns with kc = 0.25, kc = 0.34 and
kc = 0.5 were shown, for example, in Figure 3.16((a)− (c)), Figure 3.11((d)− (f)),
Figure 3.16((g)− (i)), respectively.
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From the longitudinal roll group, convective flow with kc = 0.5 as an example is
shown in Figure 3.15((g)− (i)).
In the plume group, the instability patterns with kc = 0.25, kc = 0.34 and kc = 0.5
were illustrated, for example, in Figure 3.17((d) − (f)), Figure 3.9((d) − (f)) and
Figure 3.17((a)− (c)).
Interestingly, in the present study for the numerical cases of equal aspect ratios
(α = β) where the primary mode of instability is determined to be in the form of
longitudinal rolls, it appears that the number of rolls obtained from the present work
is consistent with the result of the two-dimensional linear stability analysis conducted
by Hattori et al. (2015b). However, in some cases of equal aspect ratios, the plume
is identified as the primary mode of instability at the critical state (σ = 0) in the
present study, whereas the longitudinal rolls are identified as the most unstable mode
in the previous two-dimensional linear stability analysis. For example, for the case
β = 4, d = 1, t = 0.01 in the two-dimensional analysis, the flow pattern with two
longitudinal rolls was reported as the most unstable mode at the critical state (Hattori
et al., 2015b). Nevertheless, in the current three-dimensional analysis, for the same
parameters (having two aspect ratios here: α = β = 4) it is realised that the plume
is the most unstable flow pattern at the critical state although the value of critical
wave number remains the same when compared to the two-dimensional results.
It is also noted that, contrary to the result of the present work, the plume and
the diagonal rolls were not identified as the primary mode of instability pattern for
any cases in the two-dimensional linear stability analysis conducted by Hattori et al.
(2015b).
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( f ) α = 4, β = 4
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(g) α = 4, β = 2
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Figure 3.20 – Flow patterns calculated for various d against t over different aspect
ratios at the critical state (σ = 0): (a) α = 2, β = 1; (b) α = 3, β = 1; (c)
α = 4, β = 1; (d) α = 2, β = 2; (e) α = 3, β = 3; (f) α = 4, β = 4; (g) α = 4, β = 2.
The value of kc is displayed inside each shape and the indicative boundaries between
flow patterns of different wave numbers or of different mode of instabilities are
shown with dash lines.
3.4.6 Numerical verification of experimental results
In order to verify experimental results, pertinent to the performed experiments in
the square base parallelepiped cavity as reported in Chapter 2, the dominant wave
numbers from the experiments and from the linear stability analysis need to be com-
pared. Therefore, linear stability analysis is performed for all the experimental cases
using an identical set of parameters corresponding to each experiment as the in-
puts. Consequently, dominant wave numbers are determined from the linear stability
eigenfunction results and are compared with the wave numbers obtained from the
experiments. It is noted that one of the input parameters is the onset time of con-
vection which was approximated for each experiment from the procedure explained
in Chapter 2 on page 44 and is deemed acceptable. However, the determined onset
time of convection is not precisely correct. In fact, at the real onset of instability
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the perturbations are infinitesimal and no instability flow is expected to be actually
observed, and therefore no distinct wave number exists. Hence, the obtained onset
time from the experimental cases are in fact greater than the actual onset time of
instability. However, this issue would not interfere with the results presented here.
To simulate an experiment and obtain results from the linear stability analysis,
time (t∗), water depth (d∗), bulk attenuation coefficient (η), Ra and the dimensions
of the square base parallelepiped tank are entered to the verified Matlab code as the
inputs and the outputs are the eigenfunctions ψˆ1, ψˆ2, Tˆ and σ. It is also worth men-
tioning that the verified Matlab code is modified to consider the effect of wavelength
on the attenuation coefficient of incoming radiation to make a proper comparison
with real laboratory situation. Accordingly, in the present three-dimensional linear
stability model, a temperature profile corresponding to the light spectrum of 3000 K
(colour temperature) using a fifty-waveband attenuation model is introduced. The
method of obtaining the temperature profile corresponding to the light spectrum with
a certain colour temperature using three-waveband attenuation model was explained
in Hattori et al. (2014a), which is implemented for fifty wavebands here to provide a
better accuracy. It is noted that as the Matlab function eig in stability code is needed
to run only once to verify the experimental results in this section, a higher grid res-
olution than n = 41 can be used. Hence, 55 computational nodes (n = 55) are used
to conduct the stability analysis in order to simulate the flow fields corresponding to
the experiments. Further increasing the computational nodes to n = 70, for example,
only affects the wave number values by about 1.8% which is negligible in comparison
with the experimental results.
Figure 3.21 shows the simulated temperature field (Tˆ ) from the linear stability
analysis at the calculated onset time for Case 16, the specification of which is provided
in Chapter 2 on page 32. As can be seen in Figure3.21, it appears that the wavenumber
is identical in the x and y directions as the geometry of the simulated parallelepiped
cavity is symmetric in both horizontal directions.
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Figure 3.21 – Temperature field (Tˆ ) obtained from linear stability analysis at the
onset of convection (t∗ = 251 s) for Case 16 on z = −0.9 plane.
To determine the wave number (k) from linear stability eigenfunction results such
as the temperature field (Tˆ ), the wave number can be examined on the centreline
planes (on x = 0 or y = 0 plane) or can be calculated as an average value across
the x or y direction. In the following, the procedure is explained for both single and
averaged wave number value in the x direction as an example. To calculate the wave
number on the middle plane in the x direction (x = 0 plane) from the temperature
field (Tˆ ) data, the data row of Tˆ on the bottom boundary along the y direction is
extracted as the input signal. Next, the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is used
to determine the dominant wavenumber(s) from the input signal. Figure 3.22 shows
the result of the analysis for Case 16 as an example. As can be seen in Figure 3.22,
there is only one dominant wave number. It is noted that if the signal was taken
from a row at a distance from the bottom boundary such as 3.9 mm (rather than on
the bottom boundary), the result of the spectrum analysis would remain the same.
The result of the dominant wave number would be different only if the row was taken
outside of the bottom thermal boundary layer.
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Figure 3.22 – The DFT result (spectrum) of the temperature signal (Tˆ ) extracted
on the bottom boundary along y direction on x = 0 plane at the onset of convection
(t∗ = 251 s) for Case 16.
To calculate the average value of the dominant wave number across the domain in
the x direction, for each plane in the x direction the same procedure that was explained
for the x = 0 plane is followed. As the result, the average of the spectra (DFT results)
from all the fifty-five planes (as L = n = 55) is calculated and the dominant wave
number is identified from the averaged spectra. To illustrate, the result of calculating
the averaged value of wave number across the x direction is shown in Figure 3.23. As
is evident from Figure 3.23, there is only one dominant wave number. In addition, the
averaged value for the dominant wave number -calculated from the averaged spectra-
in the x direction is identical to the value of the dominant wave number determined
on the x = 0 plane which was shown in Figure 3.22. Thus, it can be concluded that
the dominant wave number is maintained across all planes in the x direction. The
same conclusion is obtained by following the similar procedure in the y direction and
consequently the identical value of 29.1 is determined for the dominant wave number.
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Hence, it is confirmed that, if the geometry has symmetry in the x and y directions
and the driving factor of motion (here is the nonlinear temperature profile) does not
depend on x and y, the dominant wave number is the same in the x and y directions.
Therefore, the spectral analysis is needed to be performed only on the middle plane
(x = 0 plane) of the temperature field (Tˆ ) in the x direction for each linear stability
case.
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Figure 3.23 – The averaged DFT results (spectra) of the temperature signal (Tˆ )
extracted on the bottom boundary from all y-z planes in the x direction at the onset
of convection (t∗ = 251 s) for Case 16.
Consequently, the dominant wave numbers from the linear stability results (kLSA)
corresponding to the experiments presented in Chapter 2 on page 32 are obtained and
the results are shown in Figure 3.24. It should be noted that the results represented
by the same colour are of the same water depth. In addition, only for water depth
d∗ = 140 mm (d = 1.31) represented by the red colour, as an example, the sensi-
tivity of kLSA to the value of Ra is checked –while the other parameters were kept
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unchanged– to examine the variation of kLSA in a relatively wide range of Ra for a
given water depth. As the result, the variation trend of kLSA with increasing Ra is
revealed. It is clear in Figure 3.24 that the overall trend is that kLSA increases with
increasing Ra although the increment take places in bands of Ra, which clarifies the
inconsistency observed for the general increase trend in Hattori et al. (2015d). The
stepwise increments observed in Figure 3.24 is due to the fact that the eigenfunctions
are in the form of instability rolls and the wave number value depends on the number
of rolls, which is an integer number.
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Figure 3.24 – Wave number (kLSA) obtained by linear stability analysis for the
experimental cases presented in Chapter 2 on page 32 and the sensitivity of kLSA
versus Ra for d = 1.31. It is noted that the represented results of the same colour
are of an identical water depth.
Further, the increment from a certain number of rolls to a greater number of rolls
needs a certain extra amount of energy (a greater Ra). Therefore, as demonstrated
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in Figure 3.24, kLSA remains constant over a range of Ra until it reaches a certain
Rayleigh number. Then it increases to a greater wave number value since another
roll is added to the shape of the eigenfunction. Thereafter, it stays unchanged over
another range of Ra until another instability roll is fully developed and the number of
rolls in the instability flow pattern is enhanced. It is also important to mention that
the overlap between the bands as can be seen in the figure is due to comparing cases
of different water depth. Hence, for the cases of an identical water depth, shown by
the same colour in Figure 3.24, such overlap does not exist.
It is again noted that the value of the onset time of convection, which was used as
one of the input parameters to calculate kLSA, was approximated from the procedure
explained on page 44 and considered acceptable although it is not precisely correct.
However, it is argued that the result of the linear stability analysis model (kLSA) is
not sensitive to the value of time, as one of the inputs. This argument is confirmed
in Figure 3.25 where variations in time is examined for two different water depths
(Case 13 and Case 10). kLSA for the identical sets of parameters corresponding to
two experimental cases is calculated and the results are shown in Figure 3.25 by
the circle markers of black and red colours. To investigate the sensitivity of time on
kLSA, the time from the two sets of parameters is changed whilst the other parameters
(including Ra) are kept constant. The results of this sensitivity analysis are shown
by the squares of black and red colours. It is evident from Figure 3.25 that kLSA
does not change as the time deviates from the experimentally approximated values
corresponding to the two experiments. Therefore, kLSA changes in bands of time.
Hence, by solely changing time in the vicinity of the actual onset time of convection
for a simulated experimental case, it is demonstrated that kLSA is not sensitive to
time. It is noted that if the time is increased to the time when a plume appears, the
wave number (kLSA) certainly changes since the presence of any plume disturbs the
fluid environment and therefore changes the wave number value.
It is worth mentioning that Figure 3.25 demonstrates that the water depth also
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affects the value of kLSA. As shown in Figure 3.25, Case 10 with a greater Ra has a
smaller corresponding wave number (kLSA) compared to Case 13. This is due to the
fact that Case 10 has a greater water depth (d = 1.31) compared to that of Case 13
(d = 0.65) and therefore the vertical extent of instability rolls for Case 10 is greater
than that of Case 13. Hence, a smaller number of rolls is formed for Case 10 compared
to Case 13, leading to a smaller wave number (kLSA).
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Figure 3.25 – The sensitivity of kLSA with time using the sets of parameters
corresponding to the experimental cases: Case 10 and Case 13. It is also noted that
results represented with the same colour are obtained with the same water depth.
Next, the wave number values from the experiments are calculated to be compared
with the dominant wave numbers obtained from the linear stability analysis (kLSA),
which has been conducted for parameters corresponding to the experiments. To
determine the wave number from the PIV results at a time instant, a two-dimensional
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velocity field from the PIV data, which was obtained on the x = 0 plane of the square
base cavity, is constructed. Since a 3.9−mm distance from the bottom of the square
cavity was used for extracting data to determine the onset of convection from both
the shadowgraph images and PIV results( refer to Chapter 2 on page 44 for details)
a row of the same distance from the bottom boundary in the constructed velocity
field is considered for extracting the input signal to calculate the spectrum using
DFT. The result of the DFT analysis is shown in Figure 3.26 at t∗ = 320 s after the
approximated onset of convection (t∗ = 251 s) for Case 16 as an example. As it can
be seen in Figure 3.26, there is more than one dominant wave number determined
from the spectral analysis of the experiment as opposed to that of the linear stability
analysis, in which only one dominant wave number was recognised.
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Figure 3.26 – The DFT result (spectrum) of PIV signal extracted at 3.9 mm above
the bottom boundary on the PIV measurement plane (x = 0 plane) at t∗ = 320 s for
Case 16.
Figure 3.27 shows the time series of the values of three most dominant wave
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numbers obtained from DFT. As can be seen in Figure 3.27, three different stages
can be identified for the three most dominant wave numbers. In the first stage (until
about 120 s), there is no preference for the three most dominant wave numbers as
their values fluctuate substantially. In the second stage where the time lies mostly
earlier than the onset time of convection (t∗ = 251 s), some preference for the most
dominant wave numbers can be seen since their values fluctuate about a limited range
of wave numbers. This stage continues after the onset time of convection for a time
period until the last stage appears. In the last stage the values of the three most
dominant wave numbers do not vary with time. The values of the dominant wave
numbers at this stage are chosen to be compared with the corresponding results of
kLSA. As also demonstrated in Figure 3.27, the value of the first dominant mode
remains unchanged from the second stage to the last stage whilst the values of the
second and the third dominant wave numbers decline from the second stage to the
last stage. This clearly demonstrates the wave number selection pattern for the first
dominant wave number as it is the only one that survives from the second stage to
the last stage. The wave number selection pattern was also observed in the numerical
investigations of Lei and Patterson (2003a) and Hattori et al. (2015d).
To determine the wave numbers from the shadowgraph images of each experiment,
a similar procedure to that described for the spectral analysis of PIV data is used.
The inspected row still lies at 3.9 mm above the bottom boundary in the shadowgraph
images.
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Figure 3.27 – Time series of three most dominant wave numbers and their
amplitudes obtained from DFT results of PIV signal which is extracted at 3.9 mm
above the bottom boundary on the PIV measurement plane (x = 0 plane) for Case
16.
Figure 3.28 demonstrates the time series of values for the two most dominant wave
numbers obtained from the spectral analysis of the shadowgraph images related to
Case 16 as an example. As can be seen from Figure 3.28, the spectral analysis of the
shadowgraph images does not provide as a clear demonstration as that of PIV for
the wave number selection pattern although the last stage is identifiable in the figure.
The values of the dominant wave numbers at the last stage, which is after the onset
of convection, are compared with the corresponding results of kLSA. In addition, as
is shown in Figure 3.28, the amplitude growth of the first and second dominant wave
numbers are close to each other near the last stage whilst at t∗ = 0 s their amplitudes
are not equal. Similar comparison of the magnitudes corresponding to the first and
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second dominant wave numbers has been found in the spectral analysis results of
shadowgraph images in most experiments, which may be due to the low quality of
shadowgraph signals. Therefore, it seems that the first dominant wave number and
the second dominant wave number can be interchangeably used in the spectral results
of the shadowgraph experiments.
Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 3.27 and Figure 3.28, the result of the spectral
analysis close to the onset time of convection indicates that the values of the two
most dominant wave numbers from the shadowgraph images and PIV data for Case
16 are consistent.
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Figure 3.28 – Time series of two most dominant wave numbers and their
amplitudes determined from the DFT results (spectrum) of the grey scale signal
extracted at 3.9 mm above the bottom boundary in the shadowgraph images of
Case 16.
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The results of the spectral analysis from the shadowgraph and PIV experiments
are shown in two subfigures in Figure 3.29 where the first dominant wave number
(k1) is shown with the same marker type as the second dominant wave number (k2)
but with a bigger marker size while they are connected by a line. It is also noted that
the results shown by the same colour have the same water depth. Furthermore, the
result of the linear stability analysis (KLSA) corresponding to the experiments are
also marked by + in Figure 3.29.
As is shown in Figure 3.29, KLSA generally increases in bands with increasing Ra.
In addition, the calculated wave numbers from the linear stability analysis (KLSA)
are generally greater than those from the experiments. Considering the experimental
cases with an identical water depth, it is evident in Figure 3.29(a) that the value of
k1 obtained from the spectral analysis of the PIV experiments generally rises as Ra
increases although the increase take places in bands. This trend is also observed from
the results of the concurrent shadowgraph experiments as shown in Figure 3.29(b).
However, it appears that such a trend cannot be observed for the experimental cases
of different water depths whilst Ra increases.
To provide a clearer picture for the comparison between the trend of the exper-
imental and analytical results while Ra is being increased, only the experiments of
the same water depth are considered and their first dominant wave numbers are com-
pared with the corresponding KLSA. To illustrate, the comparison for the cases with
d∗ = 55 mm is shown in Figure 3.30. As can be seen in Figure 3.30, the PIV and
shadowgraph results have almost the same slope for the increasing trend which is
also in a good agreement with the linear stability results although the number of
data points is limited.
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Figure 3.29 – Results of spectral analysis from the shadowgraph and PIV
experiments versus those of the linear stability analysis; the horizontal coordinate is
shown in a log scale. Note that only the first and second dominant wavenumber (k1
and k2) from the spectral analysis of the experiments are shown. It is also noted
that k1 is shown with the same marker type as k2 but with a bigger marker size.
The results represented by the same colour are from the same water depth. The
legend is shown only for PIV as the legend for shadowgraph would be the same.
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Figure 3.30 – Spectral analysis results of the linear stability versus spectral
analysis results of the experiments (both shadowgraph and PIV) for the cases with
d∗ = 55 mm. It is noted that only the first dominant wave numbers (k1) from the
experimental results are shown.
It is also interesting to compare the spectral analysis results of the experiments
and those of the linear stability analysis for the cases where the water depth varies
from d∗ = 55 mm (Case 12) to d∗ = 140 mm (Case 18) whilst the radiation intensity
at the water surface is kept constant (I0 = 141 Wm
−1). The result of this comparison
is demonstrated in Figure 3.31.
As shown in Figure 3.31, the value of kLSA remains the same (kLSA = 29.1 m
−1)
whilst the value of k1 and k2 for most of the experimental cases are also retained.
Hence, the experimental results are consistent with the linear stability analysis results
for the cases of the same radiation intensity at the water surface (I0) whilst the water
depth is varied.
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Figure 3.31 – Linear stability results (kLSA) versus experimental results (kExp) for
the cases of the same I0 whilst the water depth increases from d
∗ = 55 mm (Case
12) to d∗ = 140 mm (Case 18). As shown in the figure, kLSA remains the same for
all the considered cases. Again, the first dominant wave number (k1) is shown with
the same marker type as the second dominant wave number (k2) but with a bigger
marker size.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the three-dimensional marginal stability of convection induced by
solar radiation in a parallelepiped cavity with insulated sidewalls is investigated using
a frozen time model. In this model, the absorption of radiation in the fluid volume
governed by Beer’s law is modelled as an internal heat source. Further, the residual
solar radiation reaching the bottom of the parallelepiped cavity, which is absorbed
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and re-emitted back into the fluid, is modelled as a bottom heat flux. Hence, this non-
uniform volume heating gives rise to a nonlinear temperature that consists of a stable
thermal structure in the upper part due to the direct absorption of radiation and an
unstable thermal structure in the lower part due to the heat flux. This temperature
profile, which varies with time, is introduced into the perturbation equations at a
certain time to reveal the stability properties of the flow.
It is important to mention that frozen time linear stability analysis is a reliable
approach to investigate transient stability of a flow. It provides consistent results
compared to the propagation theory (the other transient approach) in similar prob-
lems where the destabilising source is a temporal temperature increase in the bottom
boundary flux while the rate of change is kept small (Hattori et al., 2015c; Yang and
Choi, 2002).
Contrary to previous similar linear stability analyses, in the present linear stability
model all the three velocity components are taken into account in the perturbation
equations and no assumption is made regarding the form of disturbances (the direction
of wave number/wavelength) when deriving the perturbation equations. As a result,
diagonal rolls and plumes as the primary mode of instability at the critical state
(σ = 0) are revealed for some cases in the present study, which has not been reported
in the previous linear stability analysis of Farrow and Patterson (1993b) and Hattori
et al. (2015b).
It is shown that three-dimensional marginal stability properties of the flow is
independent of the Prandtl number. The effect of varying normalised water depth (d),
time (t) and the aspect ratios( α for the x direction and β for the y direction) on the
critical conditions and the most unstable mode of convective instability are studied.
It is realised that when the aspect ratios are equally increased to 4 (α = β = 4), the
calculated Rac becomes very close to that calculated from the one-dimensional linear
stability analysis of Farrow and Patterson (1993b) for the unconfined fluid layer of the
same parameters. It is also confirmed from the three-dimensional model results that
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the evaluated critical Rayleigh number (Rac) decreases with an increase in the aspect
ratios (α or β) or time. However, there is a decreasing and then increasing trend for
the calculated Rac as d increases while the other parameters are kept constant. It is
confirmed that the minimum value of Rac for the cases with 2 ≤ α ≤ 4, 2 ≤ β ≤ 4
and time is in the range 0.01 ≤ t ≤ 0.05 occurs at the water depth over the range
0.5 < d < 1, which is consistent with the previous analysis of Hattori et al. (2015b).
In addition, it is demonstrated that with increasing aspect ratios, regardless whether
the increase is only in one direction or in both the x and y directions, and d, the wave
number of the primary mode of instability increases whilst with increasing time the
wave number decreases. Further, the regime pattern map indicating the wave number
variation at the critical state and the corresponding mode of instability is provided
for various values of d and t at different aspect ratios.
In the last section of this chapter, spectral analysis is conducted for the concurrent
shadowgraph/PIV experiments, which were performed on a square base parallelepiped
cavity and described in Chapter 2, in order to compare with the wave number de-
termined from linear stability results of the same parameters. To do so, the linear
stability model is modified such that it employs the temperature profile correspond-
ing to the light spectrum of 3000 K corresponding to the light source used in the
laboratory experiments.
It is observed from the spectral analysis that there are two dominant wave numbers
corresponding to each experiment, whilst only one dominant wave number is identified
from the stability analysis, which is generally 7.14 larger than the corresponding first
dominant experimental result. This difference is due to one-wavelength increase to
the number of wavelengths in the 140 mm domain in the stability analysis results
compared to experimental ones, which is equivalent to an increase in the value of
wave number by 7.14.
The effects of Ra and water depth on the obtained dominant wave numbers from
the spectral analysis of the concurrent shadowgraph/PIV experiments and also on
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those of the linear stability are investigated. The experimental and linear stability
analysis results are compared and the comparison shows a good agreement. It is
revealed from both the experimental and the linear stability analysis results that
with increasing Ra, the wave number shows a general increase in bands such that
increasing Ra within a band does not affect the obtained wave number.
Despite a large body of literature available for the classical Rayleigh-Be´nard con-
vection, the stability analysis of internally heated convection within a confined domain
is very limited. The purpose of the present study was to investigate the dependence
of three-dimensional pattern formation and critical conditions on the aspect ratio of
the cavity and the water depth, and their time evolutions. Further, this developed
stability model is useful to identify wave numbers so that they can be compared
with the results of experiments. Another valuable aspect of this developed model is
that any complex temperature profile can be readily introduced to determine crit-
ical conditions and primary mode of instability at the onset of instability. This is
also feasible after the onset of instability while the pertinent perturbation growth is
changing linearly.
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Chapter 4
Experimental investigation of
unsteady natural convection
induced by absorption of radiation
in near shore waters
4.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, unsteady natural convection induced by the absorption of radiation
near the shores of lakes and reservoirs is investigated experimentally. Farrow and
Patterson (1994) performed a preliminary study of the flow induced by a nonlin-
ear temperature profile in a two-dimensional triangular cavity. They provided the
zero-order asymptotic solutions for the temperature and streamline of the flow devel-
opment where the bottom slope approaches zero. However, their study did not take
into account the effect of horizontal conduction and advection on the flow as such
effects could only be considered if a second-order solution was provided. In addition,
the study explained the development of circulation, but did not investigate the impact
of temperature flux on the bottom boundary and its potential instability. An exper-
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imental investigation modelling the natural convection induced by the absorption of
radiation in near shore regions was conducted using shadowgraph visualisation (Lei
and Patterson, 2002b). The visualisation along with discrete temperature measure-
ments in a number of locations in the bottom boundary layer revealed three stages
of the flow development: initial growth, transitional, and quasi–steady stages. In the
initial stage, the growth of the top and bottom boundary layers was observed, fol-
lowed by three-dimensional convective instabilities in the form of rising plumes that
characterise the transitional stage. The authors observed the quasi–steady stage by
the quasi–regular appearance of plumes with reduced intensity. Another investiga-
tion was conducted by Lei and Patterson (2002c) to understand the mechanism of
the flow development through scaling analysis in a wedge. The study classified the
overall flow in the wedge into three possible flow regimes (conductive, transitional,
and convective) depending on the Rayleigh number. However, it was assumed in their
study that the maximum water depth in the wedge was less than the length scale of
radiation penetration depth (1/η). In addition, the dependency of the flow charac-
teristics and regimes on the horizontal position was ignored because a fixed length
scale (the length of the wedge) was used to simplify the problem. Mao et al. (2009)
improved the developed scales significantly by introducing two functions of critical
Rayleigh numbers and a variable length scale to consider the dependency of the scales
on the horizontal position. This study illustrated four scenarios of the flow based on
the bottom slope and the maximum water depth with the possibility of having mul-
tiple subregions in the domain in each scenario. Three different subregions, namely,
conductive, stable convective and unstable convective were described, the presence of
which in the domain depends on the global Rayleigh number. Further, it was found
later that the horizontal velocity scale that had been developed by Mao et al. (2009)
for the stable convection region could also be used for a time-averaged mean flow in
the unstable region at the quasi-steady state(Mao et al., 2010).
There has been only one reported laboratory study (Lei and Patterson, 2002b)
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that investigated the natural convection induced by absorption of radiation in the near
shore of lakes and reservoirs. This study investigated the flow development for only
one experimental case using the shadowgraph technique with limited temperature
measurements in the bottom boundary layer. The aim of this chapter is to provide
experimental data on the flow development over a range of Rayleigh numbers to
quantify the flow properties and to compare the laboratory results with the previously
developed scales. Moreover, the present experimental investigation aims at bringing
a closer view to what is actually happening in a real field by examining the flow
for experimental parameters up to Rayleigh numbers one order of magnitude greater
than that reported by Lei and Patterson (2002b).
4.2 Experimental procedure
4.2.1 Experimental model and method
The natural convective motion induced by the absorption of solar radiation in near
shore regions of lakes and reservoirs is modelled using a triangular cavity filled with
water and a light source that simulates the sun. The flow development of an initially
stationary fluid following a sudden initiation of radiation is examined through concur-
rent shadowgraph/PIV measurements. The present experiment reveals different flow
stages including the interaction between a horizontal cross-shore flow and vertical ris-
ing plumes, which arise due to the instability in the bottom thermal boundary layer.
The latter vertical flow was examined and discussed in Chapter 2 for a parallelepiped
cavity. PIV provides velocity field on a cross-sectional plane of the triangular cavity.
Shadowgraph, on the other hand, provides an integration of the temperature sig-
nals across the width of the tank, therefore offering a degree of three-dimensionality.
Since the driving force of the motion is temperature, such motion can be detected
from the temperature signals. Therefore, the shadowgraph may represent the veloc-
ity field as well in a highly convective flow. Thus, two sets of data are available to
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characterise the flow development and may be used to compare the flow behaviour in
two-dimensional and three-dimensional domains. It is noted that quantitative tem-
perature measurement cannot be performed with the basic setup of the shadowgraph
technique.
Although the bathymetry in the near shore of lakes and reservoirs is complicated,
it is believed that the main features of the convective flow induced by the absorption
of daytime radiation heating can be revealed using a triangular cavity as an idealised
model. Therefore, many studies have used a triangular cavity model to investigate
natural convection in near shore of lakes and reservoirs (Horsch and Stefan, 1988;
Farrow and Patterson, 1993a, 1994; Sturman et al., 1999; Lei and Patterson, 2002b,c,
2003b; Mao et al., 2009, 2010).
In the present laboratory study, experiments were conducted in an open top
595 mm long and 300 mm wide cavity filled with water as sketched in Figure 4.1,
similar to that used for shadowgraph visualisation in the study of Lei and Patterson
(2002b). A slice with a width of 30 mm was made on the transverse sidewall in the
deeper end of the tank to allow passing through of the Nd:YAG laser sheet needed
for PIV measurements. The tank has a sloped bottom with slope (A) of 0.1 giving a
maximum water depth of 59.5 mm. The longitudinal walls of the tank are made of
transparent Perspex and the bottom of black Perspex which absorbs the residual light
when the light reaches the bottom after its absorption by the water column, according
to Beer’s law as discussed previously. The bottom then re-emits the absorbed energy
back to the water as the sloped bottom is insulated by a 20 mm thick polystyrene
layer from the outside.
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Figure 4.1 – The schematic of the cross-section of the tank used to conduct
experiments. The dashed lines determine the field of view that is illuminated for
shadowgraph visualisation.
A variety of light sources such as profile spotlights, ellipsoidal reflector spotlights,
fresnels, followspots, and floodlights were checked to examine which could provide
an acceptable spatial light uniformity across the water surface in the tank (approxi-
mately 300 mm by 600 mm ). It was concluded that the best available light source
to provide an acceptable spatial light uniformity over the area with minimal light
divergence whilst providing a sufficiently strong intensity to conduct the experiments
was the 1000 W Fresnel stage light. Therefore, a Fresnel stage light with a 1000-W
halogen lamp (3000 K colour temperature) and a maximum diversion angle of 25◦,
manufactured by Selecon PHILIPS, was chosen. The best spatial uniformity of the
light source radiation intensity over the area was determined, as shown in Figure 4.2.
This was achieved by applying a diversion angle of 25◦. As can be seen in Figure 4.2,
the spatial non-uniformity of the light intensity was less than 15% over most of the
area, which is deemed to be acceptable.
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A radiometer (LI-COR LI-250 with Pyranometer sensor) was used with an ac-
curacy of 0.4% of the reading at 25◦C to measure the radiation intensity. Neutral
density filters (manufactured by MidOpt) of 150 mm in diameter were used in front
of the light source to reduce the radiation intensity reaching the water surface by
50% and 25% in the wavelength range of 400−1100 nm so that experiments could be
conducted over a Rayleigh number range of up to an order of magnitude variation.
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Figure 4.2 – The spatial light intensity uniformity over the water surface (top
view). y is the direction along the width of the tank .
As mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, the shadowgraph technique was introduced
in the Seventeenth Century. However, a more modern description was given by
Merzkirch (1974). In this description, the refractive index of a fluid changes with
temperature variation which may occur in space and time. As the result, collimated
light rays coming into the fluid are deflected according to the refractive index dis-
tribution, resulting in an interference pattern which can be visualised or displayed
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on a screen. Since the refractive index is a function of the temperature, the inter-
ference pattern may be interpreted as a visualisation of the temperature field. The
usual white light could not be used as the shadowgraph light source here due to the
effect of the scattered light from the source of the radiation on the shadowgraph im-
ages. Therefore, a HeNe laser (632.8 nm) was used which emits significantly stronger
radiation than that of the heat source.
The schematic of the shadowgraph setup is demonstrated in Figure 4.3. Two
concave lenses were placed at the focal points of two 300 mm-diameter spherical
mirrors. The laser beams from two 0.8 mW continuous HeNe lasers were expanded by
the lenses. Consequently, the spherical mirrors collimate the expanded laser beams,
resulting in parallel laser beams coming towards the working fluid in a direction
normal to the tank longitudinal walls. The parallel laser beams illuminate part of the
area of the working fluid which is shown by the dashed-line circles in Figure 4.1, that
is x = 78− 295 mm and x = 330− 520 mm from the tank tip. As mentioned earlier,
the parallel laser beams are deflected as they pass through the fluid due to refractive
index change caused by temperature change, and interference patterns are formed
after the laser beams exit the flow domain. The resulting shadowgraph is projected
onto a screen placed 5 m from the tank. Two 8-bit CCD cameras (Basler A102f) with
1.44 MP resolution were used to record the images on the screen with a framing rate of
1 fps (maximum recording rate is 15 fps) as the flow is very slow. A band pass filter
(632.8 − 10nm) was attached to the lens of each camera to filter out any ambient
light except for the HeNe laser rays. Two PCI Fire Wire cards (IEEE 1394A)
were adopted to transfer the recorded image data from each camera to a computer
using Pylon frame grabber software. The cameras were adjusted remotely employing
StreamPix software to capture shadowgraph images.
PIV measurement was conducted concurrently with the shadowgraph visualisa-
tion. PIV is a well-established measurement protocol based on tracking the movement
of patterns of particles in the flow field by analysing images taken at small time in-
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crements. The essential details of PIV have been described and explained in many
references, for example by Adrian and Westerweel (2011). The PIV setup is also
shown schematically in Figure 4.3.
The present PIV setup includes a pulsed 532 nm Nd:YAG laser with a maximum
energy of 145 mJ at 15 Hz, a laser arm, cylindrical and spherical lenses to produce
a laser sheet and to adjust its thickness, three Imager SX 4M (2360 × 1776 pixels)
12-bit camera with a maximum capture rate of 30 fps– fitted with an 85 mm f/1.8D
Nikkon lens and a compatible Line pass filter of 532 nm. There is a Programmable
Timing Unit (PTU) to synchronise the laser and the camera operation. A parallel
laser sheet with a thickness of approximately 1− 5 mm is produced to illuminate the
tracer particles in the fluid. The laser sheet illuminates the centre plane of the tank,
as shown in Figure 4.3. The cameras were placed 1590 mm from the illuminated area
to cover the required field of view for experiments. As the images taken from the
cameras needed to be stitched together, a 20% overlap was considered between the
captured field of view from each two consecutive cameras. As a result, the image
magnification, M0, is calculated to be 0.052 for a 595 mm horizontal field of view and
the corresponding camera sensor pixel size is 5.5 µ m. Using f-number 8, the depth
of the field was 55 mm, according to Prasad (2000). To track the fluid motion, 20 µm
Polyamide Seeding Particles (PSP) with a specific gravity of 1.03, manufactured by
DANTEC, were used as the tracer. LaVision FlowMaster 2D PIV software was used
for calibrating the cameras, PIV recording, stitching images from the three cameras
and obtaining velocity vectors. Single frame/single-pulse recording was chosen in the
PIV measurements because the flow of interest is very slow.
A photograph of the experimental setup is presented in Figure 4.4. As can be
seen, the light source is located on top of the triangular tank. There are two optical
tables. On the front optical table, two HeNe lasers and some optics are assembled
to expand the HeNe laser beams for shadowgraph visualisation. The two spherical
mirrors can be seen at the back of the room which collimate the expanded HeNe laser
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beams to parallel laser beams. The parallel laser beams are deflected after entering
into the fluid and the resulting pattern is depicted on the white screen that is shown
on the right side of Figure 4.4. There are also two cameras for capturing shadowgraph
images formed on the screen, one of which can be seen in Figure 4.4 as it is located in
front of the screen. There are also three cameras on a rail to capture positions of the
seeded particles on the illuminated plane in the fluid to obtain patterns of moving
particles.
Figure 4.3 – The sketch of optical setup for concurrent PIV/shadowgraph. The
spherical mirrors are slightly tilted up in the vertical direction. The PIV cameras
are of slightly lower elevation than that of the HeNe parallel laser beams. Therefore,
they are slightly tilted in the vertical direction as well. Thus, the parallel HeNe
laser beams are not blocked by the PIV cameras.
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Figure 4.4 – The photo of experimental setup
The particle image density and the particle image diameter adopted in the present
experiment meet the specified requirements and the Stokes settling velocity is found
to be negligible compared to the velocity resolution of the PIV, which is 5 × 10−5
m/s (see page 29 for details). This value is determined as the size of a pixel in a
taken image is 0.10 mm and the time interval considered in vector calculation from
two consecutive images is 1 s.
Prior to performing an experiment, the radiation intensity on the water surface
(I0) was set and the background flow was monitored by taking PIV images and
analysing them to ensure the fluid is stationary. It normally takes 1 − 3 hours to
achieve a stationary state, depending on the environment situation. Next, HeNe
and Nd:YAG lasers were switched on and the recording of the shadowgraph images
was started. After a 30 s delay, the recording of the PIV image was synchronised
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with the recording of the shadowgraph images. After 30 s concurrent recording of
the shadowgraph and PIV images, the light source was switched on instantaneously
with a 235−V power supply, and the light intensity and voltage were maintained
throughout the experiment.
4.2.2 Experimental parameters
The main parameters that characterise the flow are the Rayleigh number (Ra) and
the Prandtl number (Pr), which are defined as:
Ra =
gγI0d
∗
m
4
ρCpνκ2
(4.1)
Pr =
ν
κ
(4.2)
where g is the gravitational acceleration, γ the thermal expansion coefficient, I0 the
radiation intensity at the fluid surface, d∗m the maximum fluid depth, ρ the fluid
density, Cp the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, ν the kinematic viscosity,
and κ the thermal diffusivity. The previous definition of the Rayleigh number was
used in previous investigations of the same configuration such as Lei and Patterson
(2002b,c) and Mao et al. (2009), in which it was assumed that d∗m <
1
η
and η is the
bulk attenuation coefficient.
To conduct experiments over an order of magnitude range of Rayleigh numbers,
I0 was altered using neutral density filters and the voltage supplied to the lamp of the
light source was kept fixed (235 V) to ensure the light spectrum remained unchanged.
The set of experiments conducted in this study is presented in Table 4.1 including
the water temperature (Tw) and the ambient temperature (Tair). Here dm is the
normalised maximum water depth using η−1 as the vertical length scale, which is
calculated for the water depth of h∗ = d∗m.
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Table 4.1 – Concurrent PIV/shadowgraph experiments using the triangular cavity
Case d∗m (m) η (m
−1) dm I0 (W/m
2) Ra Pr Tw(
◦C) Tair(
◦C)
1 0.046 12.29 0.5653 62.5 6.63E+06 6.29 24.0 24.6
2 0.046 12.29 0.5653 145.9 1.55E+07 6.30 23.9 24.2
3 0.06 11.42 0.6852 50 1.56E+07 6.33 23.7 23.9
4 0.06 11.42 0.6852 62.5 1.92E+07 6.50 22.7 23.1
5 0.06 11.42 0.6852 145.9 4.48E+07 6.38 23.4 23.6
6 0.06 11.42 0.6852 285.5 8.76E+07 6.40 23.3 23.5
7 0.06 11.42 0.6852 485 1.49E+08 6.32 23.8 23.5
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the bulk attenuation coefficient depends on the lamp
voltage and the water depth. As can be seen in Table 4.1, by increasing the maximum
water depth, the corresponding bulk attenuation coefficient reduces. The determina-
tion of the bulk attenuation coefficient and the influencing factors were explained
comprehensively in Chapter 2 on page 32 so it will not be discussed further here.
Equation 4.3, which is the same as Equation 2.3 on page 35, again shows that the
bulk attenuation coefficient can be estimated for a given water depth (h∗) as:
η = 6.2848× h∗−0.218 (4.3)
This equation will be further used in scaling equations where the calculation of
the bulk attenuation coefficient for the water depth in a given horizontal location x
is needed. To ensure the precision of the experimental results so that they can be
reproduced, a number of procedures were followed. After measuring and adjusting
incoming radiation at the water surface, the first important step was the alignment
of all cameras and optical setup. The second one was to use a thin perspex sheet to
cover the tank from the top and to prevent evaporative cooling on the water surface.
The third step was to wait some time for all disturbance and background flow to
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settle by taking PIV images and monitoring the velocity field.
4.3 Results
Before presentation, shadowgraph images are enhanced by subtracting a background
image that is captured before the experiment sets in and further by increasing the
contrast. It also should be noted that multi pass iterations in which the size of the
interrogation window decreases from 64 × 64 to 32 × 32 pixels are performed in the
PIV calculation. Correspondingly, initial PIV results are velocity vectors pertinent to
32×32 pixel interrogation windows. Thus, the data gap between each two consecutive
interrogation windows is obtained by interpolation and the results are used for further
analysis. A Matlab program is used to analyse PIV and shadowgraph results, and to
perform image processing.
4.3.1 Flow regime and stages
The study of flow development can be divided into temporal and spatial categories.
Three temporal flow stages are observed from analysing the experimental results,
which is consistent with the findings of the earlier numerical and experimental inves-
tigations (Lei and Patterson, 2002a,b).
In order to demonstrate the flow development over time, horizontal velocity values
along a sloped row- which is parallel to the sloped base of the cavity- and at a specific
height (3.5 mm for example) above the base of the cavity are extracted and the
standard deviation of the signal across the row is calculated (Stdu) at different time
instants. The result is shown in Figure 4.5 for Case 6, as an example. As shown
in Figure 4.5, the time series of Stdu is determined at three different heights to
demonstrate that identical flow development is observed at different heights. It is
worth mentioning that the fluid is at the stationary state at t = 0 although as shown
in Figure 4.5 the value of Stdu is not zero at this time. This is because the value
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of Stdu is affected by the resolution of PIV (5 × 10
−5 m/s). It is noted that the
horizontal velocity values are used rather than vertical velocity ones for the purpose
of demonstrating temporal flow stages. This is because the flow in the cavity initially
starts parallel to the bed and for a small sloped bed the horizontal velocity is a
good approximation of the velocity parallel to the slope. Figure 4.6 shows concurrent
velocity field and shadowgraph images demonstrating different flow stages in Case 6,
as an example.
The first stage is termed the initial stage as boundary layers are growing from
the top and bottom of the tank, shown in Figure 4.6(a) and 4.6(c), while a growing
cross-shore circulation is identified from the comparison between Figure 4.6(b) and
Figure 4.6(d). The circulation originates in the bottom thermal boundary layer. Since
the flow in the bottom boundary layer close to the shallow end discharges into the
main body, warmer waters from the shallow end shift towards the deep end along
the water surface. Thus, the cross-shore circulation is created. The flow development
before 58 s as marked by  in Figure 4.5 is considered to be in the initial stage.
The second stage is the transitional stage where there exist some instabilities in
the bottom boundary layer which manifest later in the form of rising plumes while the
circulation is generally becoming stronger as shown in Figure 4.6(e) - Figure 4.6(l).
As can be seen in Figure 4.6(e), the plumes emanate from the shallow region and
then emerge across the whole region as shown in Figure 4.6(g). Interestingly, it is also
observed from Figure 4.6(f) and Figure 4.6(h) that velocity vectors are almost vertical
at the locations from where primary plumes are emerging, which means that initially
the plume locations do not change while they are rising. After the primary plumes are
developed and interact with the top thermal boundary layer, the circulation becomes
strong enough to move upcoming plumes towards the shallow end. The comparison
between Figure 4.6(j) and 4.6(l) clearly demonstrates the circulation.
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Figure 4.5 – Time series of the standard deviation of the horizontal velocity (Stdu)
along the slope at 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 mm heights from the bottom (Case 6). Vertical
dashed lines are used to delineate the boundary between two consecutive stages.
As the circulation carries the plume towards the shallow end, the conduction
dominated region is compressed and cut back as illustrated in Figure 4.6(i) and 4.6(k)
compared to Figure 4.6(c) and 4.6(e). This behaviour is consistent with the prediction
of Yu et al. (2015) where it is mentioned that the region with indistinct thermal
boundary layer - which covers the conduction-dominated region - starts shrinking at
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a certain stage of flow development over time. This phenomenon is observed here
after the appearance of initial plumes for Case 6. However, it is not related to the
vertical motion of plumes, but is relevant to the strength of cross-shore circulation
after the initial plume appearance. According to Figure 4.5, the second stage of the
flow development is observed until about 263 s which is marked by .
The last stage, which initiates approximately at 263 s as shown in Figure 4.5, is
the quasi-steady stage where the standard deviation of the horizontal velocity (Stdu)
in the bottom boundary layer fluctuates within a certain range while the presence
of up-slope moving plumes with diminished strength is observed as demonstrated in
Figure 4.6(m) and 4.6(n). It is also observed from Figure 4.6(m) that the diffused
layer that is produced as a result of the interaction between the rising plumes and
the top thermal boundary increasingly becomes thicker. Therefore, a shorter pene-
tration of plumes is evident in Figure 4.6(m) and 4.6(n) compared to Figure 4.6(k)
and 4.6(l). The reduced strength of the plumes at the quasi-steady stage can be
quantitatively proved by plotting time series of the averaged value of the magnitude
of vertical velocity along the sloped bottom (wave) at a specific height as well. This
is shown, for example, in Figure 4.7 at 3.5 mm where the first peak shown in the
figure corresponds to the time that first plumes appear, which agrees well with the
observation in Figure 4.6(e) and 4.6(f). The reduction in vave after the first peak is
evident and is consistent with the images in Figure 4.6(m) and 4.6(n) compared to
the images shown for earlier time instants.
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Figure 4.6 – Concurrent PIV/shadowgraph images demonstrating different flow
stages for Case 6. (a) and (b) 15 s. (c) and (d) 52 s. (e) and (f) 92 s. (g) and (h)
107 s. (i) and (j) 134 s. (k) and (l) 146 s. (m) and (n) 404 s. It should be noted
that the velocity arrows in (b) and (d) are shown 7.5 times greater than their actual
size with respect to the rest of the figures.
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Figure 4.7 – The time series of the averaged magnitude of the vertical velocity
(wave) at 3.5 mm height from the bottom along the slope (Case 6).
As mentioned earlier, as the experiment sets in, three different regions gradually
appear in the enclosure.These three regions, i.e. conduction, stable convection, and
unstable convection regions, are named based on the dominant mode of heat transfer
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within the region and can be identified in Figure 4.8. The identification of the regions
is consistent with earlier investigations (Lei and Patterson, 2003a; Mao et al., 2009).
According to Figure 4.8, by averaging the horizontal velocity (ut−ave) over the total
experiment time (690 s for Case 6 here) at a certain height, the region from the tip
(x = 0 mm) to x = 46 mm- which is marked by  on the figure- remains stationary
and conduction is the dominant mode of heat transfer. It should be noted that the
velocity data gap in x = 0 − 34 mm is due to PIV resolution of the laboratory
setup: the size of each interrogation window used for the calculation of PIV vectors is
3.4× 3.4 mm, and therefore, if the depth of the region is smaller than 3.4 mm, there
is no interrogation window in the region to calculate velocity vectors. The stable
convection region can be identified between x = 46 mm and x = 176 mm, marked
by  on the figure, as the velocity generally increases although it increases in bands.
The presence of these bands indicates that positions of different distance from the
tip at the same height above the bottom lie in different groups of streamline such
that the variation of the horizontal velocity of different positions lying between each
two consecutive streamlines create the bands. The fluctuation in ut−ave occurring
from x = 176 mm introduces the unstable convection region where the appearance
of plumes prevents ut−ave from further increase with the distance. The unstable
convection region ends at x = 546 mm which is marked by  on the figure. It
can also be seen in Figure 4.8 that near the end wall ut−ave decreases, changes its
direction as velocity values become negative, and ultimately becomes zero in the last
ten millimetres from the end wall, which is due to viscous boundary layer of the wall.
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Figure 4.8 – The time-averaged value of the horizontal velocity (ut−ave) at 3.5 mm
height from the bottom versus the horizontal distance (x) from the tip (Case 6),
which reveals three regions of the flow structure. Vertical dashed lines are used to
delineate the boundary between two consecutive regions.
It is noted that these three regions were observed in all of the experimental cases
which is consistent with the scaling prediction of Mao et al. (2009). According to the
scaling analysis conducted by Mao et al. (2009), the high Rayleigh-number regime is
defined for Ra > Ra3cA
4eηd
∗
m , in which Rac is defined in Equation 4.7 below and A is
the bottom slope (0.1 here). In this flow regime, the three subregions, i.e. conduction,
stable convection, and unstable convection co-exist. Two critical functions f1(x) and
f2(x) that are shown in Equations 4.4 and 4.5 were derived by Mao et al. (2009) to
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characterise the bottom thermal boundary layer flow regimes:
f1(x) = A
−6(d∗m/x)
4eAηx (4.4)
f2(x) = Rac
3(d∗m/x)
4eAηx (4.5)
where η is the bulk attenuation coefficient corresponding to the water depth (h∗ or
Ax) which can be approximated from Equation 4.3. For a given Rayleigh number
Ra, the border (x = x0) between the conduction-dominated region and the stable
convection region can be determined by solving numerically f1(x) = Ra. In addition,
the border (x = x1) between the stable convection region and the unstable convection
region also can be calculated by solving numerically f2(x) = Ra. It is noted that x0
and x1 are considered as the scales corresponding to the borders and they are constant
values in time.
4.3.2 Onset of convection
As mentioned earlier, the adverse temperature gradient may create a condition where
the bottom boundary layer becomes unstable. When the growth of the bottom bound-
ary layer becomes sufficiently large, the boundary layer may be destroyed due to
Rayleigh-Be´nard instability, provided that the local Rayleigh number (RaL) exceeds
the critical Rayleigh number (Rac). The local Rayleigh number definition is analogous
to that of the Rayleigh-Be´nard problem:
RaL =
gγTbδ
3
t
νκ
(4.6)
where Tb is the temperature increase in the bottom thermal boundary layer owing to
the re-emission of the absorbed residual radiation from the bottom boundary to the
fluid as a heat flux, and δt is the thickness of the bottom thermal boundary layer.
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The critical Rayleigh number (Rac) for the thermal boundary layer developing along
an inclined surface is approximated by Kurzweg (1970) as:
Rac =
Rac(0
◦)
cos θ
. (4.7)
where Rac(0
◦) is the critical Rayleigh number for a horizontal thermal boundary layer
and θ is the inclination angle under which the boundary layer is developing. If we
consider that the horizontal thermal boundary layer is confined between rigid and free-
surface boundary conditions, Rac(0
◦) will be 1101, assuming that the rigid boundary
has a fixed temperature. Given that the bottom slope is 0.1, the Rac becomes 1106.
However, it was shown by Lei and Patterson (2002c) and Mao et al. (2009) that its
actual value will not affect the verification of the scaling.
The scale for the onset time of instability was developed by Mao et al. (2009) as:
tb =
(
Rac
Ra
) 1
2 d∗m
2
κ
eAηx/2 (4.8)
where tb is the time of onset of instability in second (s) and η is the bulk attenuation
coefficient (in m−1) relevant to the water depth (h∗ or Ax) which can be obtained
approximately from Equation 4.3. Figure 4.9 depicts time series of the vertical velocity
along the bottom at a certain height versus the distance x for Case 6 as an example.
The lines tb and 0.5tb that are indicated by arrows in Figure 4.9 are corresponding
to the scale for the onset of instability (tb in Equation 4.8) and half of the scale,
respectively. As it can be seen in Figure 4.9, the onset time of instability increases
weakly with the distance x from the tip of the tank, which qualitatively agrees well
with the scale provided in Equation 4.8. As can be seen in Figure 4.9, the onset time
from experimental results is approximated to be about t∗ = 0.5tb because earlier than
that there is no strong vertical velocity signal.
The scale of the border between the conduction and stable convection regions (x0)
and the scale of the border between the stable and unstable convection regions (x1)
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are also drawn in Figure 4.9. It is noted that the lines corresponding to x = x0 and
x = x1 are shown in the figure until the time t
∗ = 0.5× tb(x = x1) because the values
are not valid after the onset of instability. In addition, the scale for x1 is actually
only meaningful at the onset of convection because before that time there exists no
instability to have a border. The line corresponding to x1 specifies the location x
below which there should be no sign of instability and therefore no strong vertical
velocity signal. The scale for the border x1 agrees with the experimental results at the
onset time. It is worth mentioning that as shown in Figure 4.9, the unstable region
extends towards the tip with time. However, it is known that all scales are only valid
until the onset of convection so that after that time, experimental results cannot be
compared with the scaling prediction.
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Figure 4.9 – Time series of the vertical velocity (w) along the bottom at 3.5 mm
height versus x for Case 6. The inclined dotted and dashed lines correspond to the
scale for the onset of instability with factors of 0.5 and 1.0, respectively. The
horizontal lines x0 and x1 show the scale value pertinent to the border between the
conduction and stable convection regions, and the border between the stable and
unstable convection regions, respectively.
As it was mentioned earlier, due to the constraint of the PIV resolution, no ve-
locity can be detected for the region from x = 0 to x = 34 mm. This is because
the interrogation window used for the calculation of PIV vectors has the vertical di-
mension of 3.4 mm, which is greater than the local water depth in this region. Time
series of the horizontal velocity along the slope at a certain height versus x is shown
for Case 6, as an example, in Figure 4.10 to demonstrate the border between the
conduction and stable convection regions from the experimental results. The lines
corresponding to x = x0 and x = x1 are shown in the figure until the approximated
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onset time t = 0.5×tb(x = x1), because the scales are not valid after the onset time of
instability. The line x0 represents the border below which there should be no motion
and accordingly no horizontal velocity.
However, as shown in Figure 4.10, the scale for x0 underestimates the conduction
dominated region compared to the experimental results for t ≤ 0.5tb. It is also worth
mentioning that as shown in Figure 4.10, the conduction dominated region diminishes
over time. Therefore, the border identified in Figure 4.8 (x = 46 mm) is much closer
to the tip compared to the border identified from the experimental results in the
initial stage shown in Figure 4.10. Figure 4.10 also demonstrates that in the initial
stage, the extent of the stable convection region is much smaller than that of the
conduction dominated region.
In addition, from Figure 4.10 it is evident that the extent of the unstable and
stable convection regions grow toward the tip (x = 0) after the onset of instability
as time advances and consequently the extent of the conduction dominated region is
reduced.
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Figure 4.10 – Time series of the horizontal velocity (u) along the bottom at
3.5 mm height for Case 6. The inclined dotted and dashed lines correspond to the
scale for the onset of instability with factors of 0.5 and 1.0, respectively. The
horizontal lines x0 and x1 show the scale value pertinent to the border between the
conduction and stable convection regions, and the border between the stable and
unstable convection regions, respectively.
The flow behaviour can also be detected by analysing the shadowgraph images.
After subtracting a background image- taken before an experiment initiates- from
other shadowgraph images, data is extracted at each time instant at a row along the
slope at a certain height from the tank bed in the shadowgraph images. The result
is the contour plot of grey values against x and time, which is shown for example for
Case 6 in Figure 4.11. Before, further describing the figure, it is useful to describe
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how the pattern shown in Figure 4.11 was produced.
To elaborate, Figure 4.12 shows the shadowgraph images over the region x =
78− 295 mm at four time instants. It is noted that in Figure 4.12 the water surface
and the tank bed are indicated by red and blue lines, respectively, whist the inspection
height (6 mm for Case 6) for extracting data is indicated by a yellow line.
As radiation commences, one dark region immediately below the water surface and
another dark region above the tank bed start to grow in the original shadowgraph
images as shown, for example, in Figure 4.12(a) and 4.12(b). These dark regions
that are delineated by bright bands are the result of the strong temperature gradi-
ents there. In fact, the bright bands that determine the regions are of the highest
second derivative of the temperature profile and therefore, they may be interpreted
approximately as the boundaries of the thermal boundary layers. As the bottom ther-
mal boundary layer grows, its delineating bright band moves upwards. If the bright
band does not reach the inspection height, grey values extracted at the inspection
height remain constant. Hence, when the background image is subtracted from the
original shadowgraph image, they become zero. To illustrate, Figure 4.12(a) shows
the position of the bright band compared to the inspection height (indicated by the
yellow line) for the shadowgraph image taken at t∗ = 3 s. Accordingly, the values ex-
tracted at the inspection height are shown to be zero in Figure 4.11. Once the bright
band reaches the inspection height, as shown in Figure 4.12(b) for example, data ex-
tracted at the inspection height shows a significant rise to values above 200 (grey scale
value) which is shown as a narrow strip for a short time period in the region where
78 mm< x < 295 mm in Figure 4.11. A similar strip is observed in Figure 4.11 for
an almost identical time period in the region where 330 mm< x < 520 mm. Later in
time, when the bright band passes the inspection height, as shown in Figure 4.12(c)
for example, the dark region corresponding to the bottom boundary layer encom-
passes the inspection height. Therefore, values extracted at the inspection height
becomes zero again as shown in Figure 4.11 for approximately time period 40−100 s.
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As plumes start to appear, as shown in Figure 4.12(d) for example, the bottom
boundary layer is destroyed, therefore, the bright band drops in height and disinte-
grates, leading to emerging non-zero grey values.
As shown in Figure 4.11, unfortunately, the onset time cannot be detected, but
plume appearance can be recognised. It can also be clearly seen in Figure 4.11 that
initial rising plumes (appearing about 100 s) are stationary in the x direction as their
locations do not change with time. At a later time, however, plumes are dragged by
the circulation towards the tip (x = 0) of the tank, which appears as inclined bands
in Figure 4.11. Further, the right boundary of the indistinct thermal boundary layer
is shown in Figure 4.11. As can be seen in the figure, this boundary is located near
the tip at early time periods and extends towards offshore regions as time advances.
The growth of the indistinct boundary layer region in time towards offshore is evident
from the comparison between Figure 4.12(a), 4.12(b) and 4.12(c) as well. It is worth
mentioning that from the comparison between the results shown in Figure 4.10 and
Figure 4.11, it can be concluded that the region of indistinct thermal boundary layer
includes both the conduction region and part of the stable convection region, which
is also consistent with Yu et al. (2015).
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Figure 4.11 – Time series of image intensity in greyscale, indicating temperature
signals, extracted at the height of 6 mm from the tank bed along the slope for Case
6. Again, the inclined dotted and dashed lines correspond to the scale for the onset
of instability with factors of 0.5 and 1.0, respectively. The horizontal lines x0 and x1
show the scale values of the borders between the conduction and the stable
convection regions, and between the stable and unstable convection regions,
respectively.
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(a) Shadowgraph-3 s
(b) Shadowgraph-29 s
(c) Shadowgraph-80 s
(d) Shadowgraph-110 s
Figure 4.12 – Original shadowgraph images demonstrating the position of bright
bands which can be interpreted as the edge of thermal boundary layers with respect
to the inspection height (yellow line) of 6 mm for extracting data at different time
instants (Case 6). (a) 3 s. (b) 29 s. (c) 80 s and (d) 110 s. The top and bottom
boundaries are indicated by the red and blue lines, respectively.
To compare the previous results with the experimental results of a lower Rayleigh
number experiment, the time series of the vertical velocity (w) extracted along the
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slope at a specific height for Case 3, as an example, is shown in Figure 4.13. It is
noted that the Rayleigh number in Case 3 is about six times smaller compared to
that in Case 6, refer to Table 4.1. Evidently in Figure 4.13, the instability starts
initially near the deeper end of the tank as opposed to the results for Case 6. Inter-
estingly, the fact that the flow instability initially takes place in the deeper region as
shown in Figure 4.13 agrees well with the direct stability results (Lei and Patterson,
2003a) where it was noted that a two-dimensional flow instability in the form similar
to an internal hydraulic jump is created initially near the end wall. Lei and Patterson
(2003a) argued that the two-dimensional flow instability is due to the discontinuity
of the bottom thermal boundary layer close to the end wall, which is followed by the
three-dimensional Rayleigh-Be´nard instability. Nevertheless, as can be seen in Fig-
ure 4.13, the onset time of instability qualitatively agrees well with the corresponding
scale except for the locations near the deeper end of the tank.
As shown in Figure 4.13, the lines corresponding to x = x0 and x = x1 are shown
until the time t∗ = 0.75 × tb(x = x1), which is deemed to be the approximated
onset time of instability from experimental results since no strong vertical velocity
is observed at earlier times. In addition, the scale ( x1) for the boundary between
the unstable convection region and the stable convection region agrees well with the
experimental results at the onset time of instability as no strong vertical velocity
signal is observed below the line x1. To clarify the boundary between the conduction
and the stable convection regions from the experimental results of the lower Rayleigh
number experiment, time series of the horizontal velocity (u) along the slope at a
certain height is shown for Case 3 in Figure 4.14, as an example. Again, the lines
corresponding to x = x0 and x = x1 are shown until the time t
∗ = 0.75 × tb(x = x1)
in the figure. As shown in Figure 4.14, the scale x0 underestimates the conduction
dominated region compared to the experimental results where t∗ ≤ 0.75× tb(x = x1)
as a region with no horizontal velocity can be seen above the x0 line. This is consistent
with the previously presented results in Figure 4.10.
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Clearly with an increase in the value of Ra in Equation 4.4 and Equation 4.5, the
values of both x0 and x1 decrease. The resulting decrease in x1 is consistent with
the experimental observations from Figure 4.13 to Figure 4.9 for Case 3 and Case 6,
respectively. It is also seen from Figure 4.14 that the conduction dominated region
increasingly become smaller after the onset of instability, which shows an identical
trend to the experimental results of Case 6 as illustrated in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.13 – Time series of the vertical velocity (w) along the slope at 5 mm
height for Case 3. The inclined grey dotted and dashed lines correspond to the scale
for the onset of instability with factors of 0.75 and 1.0, respectively. The horizontal
lines x0 and x1 show the scale values pertinent to the border between the
conduction and the stable convection regions, and the border between the stable
and the unstable convection regions, respectively.
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Figure 4.14 – Time series of the horizontal velocity (u) along the slope at 5 mm
height for Case 3. The inclined grey dotted and dashed lines correspond to the scale
for the onset of instability with factors of 0.75 and 1.0, respectively. The horizontal
lines x0 and x1 show the scale value corresponding to the border between the
conduction and the stable convection regions, and the border between the stable
and unstable convection regions, respectively.
It is worth mentioning that Case 3 has the same experimental parameters as the
previous laboratory experiment (Lei and Patterson, 2002b), the numerical simula-
tions (Lei and Patterson, 2002a, 2003b) and the direct stability analysis (Lei and
Patterson, 2003a). It was reported that the results of the two-dimensional and three-
dimensional simulation are consistent, and further, the direct stability analysis and
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the direct three-dimensional numerical simulation yielded almost the same time of
the appearance of plumes (Rayleigh-Be´nard type instability) approximately at 252 s.
Whilst the previous laboratory investigation (Lei and Patterson, 2002b) utilising only
shadowgraph visualisation had reported the time of plume appearance at about 60 s,
which is not consistent with the stability analysis and the direct numerical simula-
tion result (252 s), the present laboratory investigation supports the direct stability
analysis and numerical simulation result and estimates the plume appearance to be
at 250 s as shown in Figure 4.13 although it varies slightly with the distance from
the tip. It is argued here that the main reasons for such a large variation is the
effect of evaporative cooling on the water surface since the top of the tank was not
isolated from the ambient in the experiment conducted by Lei and Patterson (2002b).
It seems that the evaporative cooling induces a background motion in the fluid that
leads to enhance the evolution of perturbation into instability, therefore it accelerated
the flow instability and the subsequent flow development.
According to Whitehead and Chen (1970), who reported the result of linear sta-
bility analysis and experimental observation of instability in a horizontal fluid layer
with a stable structure underlain an unstable layer that was caused by cooling from
the top, the unstable layer penetrates into the stable layer leading to a lower critical
Rayleigh number. This means that for a fixed Rayleigh number, both the onset time
of instability and the corresponding time for plume appearance reduce.
4.3.3 Wave number
To determine the wave number from PIV results at a time instant, a velocity field
from PIV data - which corresponds to a plane in the middle of the triangular cavity
width- is constructed. Since a 3.5 mm distance from the bottom of the triangular
cavity was used for extracting data to inspect the onset of convection from PIV re-
sults, a row at the same distance from the bottom boundary along the slope in the
constructed velocity field is extracted as the input signal to calculate the spectrum
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using a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Figure 4.15 shows a typical result of the
spectral analysis at a time instant and the corresponding velocity vector field and the
extracted signal. Although a number of plumes can be seen clearly in Figure 4.15(b)
and the corresponding peaks can be identified in the extracted signal shown in Fig-
ure 4.15(c), no meaningful dominant wavenumber could be detected using DFT across
the full length as shown in Figure 4.15(a).
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Figure 4.15 – The spectral analysis of the vertical velocity signal taken at 3.5 mm
from the tank bed along the slope at t∗ = 82 s: (a) Spectrum. (b) Vertical velocity
vector field. (c) The extracted signal of the vertical velocity profile.
However, it is suspected that if the short-term Fourier transform is used such
that the extracted data, at the time instant, is divided into some equal size segments
and a Fourier transform is conducted in each segment, a different result may be
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revealed. It is noted that in that case, overlaps will be considered between two
consecutive segments to lessen artefacts at the boundary. Hence, the operation of
the short-term Fourier transform is carried out using the Matlab library function
Spectrogram. As the result, the extracted signal at t∗ = 82 s is divided into 128-
data-point segments (the signal length is of 634) with a 50% overlap and a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) is calculated for each segment accordingly. The result for
the segment corresponding to 240 mm< x < 360 mm, whose centre is located at
x = 300 mm, is shown in Figure 4.16(a) as an example. As shown in the figure,
the prominent wave number is evident for the corresponding segment. The result
of identified prominent wave numbers of the various segments at the time instant
(t∗ = 82 s) is shown in Figure 4.16(b). As shown in Figure 4.16(b), three prominent
wave numbers are identified demonstrating that the prominent wave number varies
with the distance from the tip, which also indicates the change of stability properties
with the distance from the tip.
The short-term Fourier transform is also performed for the quasi-steady stage
period 263 − 450 s, which is determined from Figure 4.5. Next, the spectra results
are averaged over the time period and prominent wave numbers of different segments
are identified as demonstrated in Figure 4.17 . According to Figure 4.17, the value of
the prominent wave number generally increases with the distance from the tip, which
is consistent with the result of Mao et al. (2010).
By drawing an identical vertical line on the velocity contour plots of Case 6 and
Case 3 in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.13, respectively, at a time instant sufficiently later
from the initial plume appearance and further counting the number of intersecting
strips, it is realised that the number changes between the results shown in Figure 4.9
to Figure 4.13. It is noted that these intersecting strips represent moving plumes in
the figures. For example, at t∗ = 300 s the number of intersecting strips for Case 6
is counted as 11 from Figure 4.9 compared to 8 for Case 3 from Figure 4.13. These
values may represent the wave numbers for the regions where moving plumes are
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seen. Therefore, it can be concluded that the wave number pertinent to the region
of observed moving plumes in an identical time period decreases with the Rayleigh
number.
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Figure 4.16 – The results of short-term Fourier transform conducted on the
extracted signal taken at 3.5 mm from the tank bed along the slope at t∗ = 82 s
(Case 6). (a) The identified prominent wave number for the segment corresponding
to 240 mm< x < 360 mm. (b) The results of short-term Fourier transform for all
segments of the extracted signal.
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Figure 4.17 – Prominent wave numbers identified from the averaged spectra of the
short-term Fourier transform over the quasi-steady state period
(T ime = 263− 450 s).
4.3.4 Velocity along the slope
The horizontal velocity along the slope is investigated for Case 6 as an example. The
other experimental cases provide similar results. It is important to note that for a
small sloped bed, for example the present case (A = 0.1), the velocity along the slope
is almost horizontal. so the difference between horizontal velocity and the velocity
along the slope is negligible. In order to investigate the horizontal velocity along the
sloped bottom from the PIV results, the horizontal velocity that has the maximum
magnitude is extracted along the vertical line at each x location and is used for further
analysis in this section. It is noted that the direction of the horizontal velocity along
the slope is towards the tip and therefore the horizontal velocity vector has negative
sign. The time series of the maximum horizontal velocity in the bottom boundary
layer ((−u)max) and its corresponding depth (h
∗
(−u)max) are demonstrated for four
different locations in Figure 4.18 where Figure 4.18a and Figure 4.18b represent the
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conduction-dominated region and the stable convection region, respectively, whilst
Figure 4.18c and Figure 4.18d correspond to the unstable convection region.
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(d) x = 279 mm
Figure 4.18 – The time series of the maximum horizontal velocity in the bottom
boundary layer ((−u)max) and the corresponding depth extracted along the vertical
line at four different x locations: (a) x = 50 mm. (b) x = 100 mm. (c)
x = 160 mm. (d) x = 279.2 mm.
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In the conduction dominated region as shown for example in Figure 4.18(a), the
value of the maximum horizontal velocity ((−u)max) in the bottom boundary layer re-
mains zero until approximately t∗ = 500 s. The corresponding water depth (h∗(−u)max)
is determined to be zero as well over that time period although it can simply be any
depth because there is not motion at the location over the time period. Thereafter,
(−u)max shows small values over time, which are almost the same value and are
around the resolution of the PIV measurement, whilst h∗(−u)max shows a constant
depth. This implies that after 500 s from the beginning of the experiment, a growing
stable convection region starts to affect this location (x = 50 mm) while the flow is
laminar since water layers remain parallel and consequently (−u)max occurs at the
same depth.
In the stable convection region where Figure 4.18(b) is shown as an example, it is
possible that initially the location stays in the conduction dominated region for some
time as it is observed in Figure 4.18(b) for x = 100 mm. However, after some time
from the initiation of the experiment (−u)max increases with time and becomes almost
constant. This means that flow at that location stays within the stable convection
region. In addition, after the flow is observed at the location, h∗(−u)max shows a
constant water depth indicating that water layers remain parallel and flow is laminar,
with the maximum velocity remaining at the same depth above the bed.
In the unstable convection region, two different trends are observed. In the first
observed trend, the example of which is shown in Figure 4.18(c), (−u)max increases
with time before the onset of convection. After the onset of convection,(−u)max varies
about a constant value until it surges abruptly as it is influenced by a moving plume
coming from upstream. Thereafter, (−u)max shows a quasi-steady behaviour implying
a quasi-regular passing of plumes coming from upstream. It is worth mentioning that
h∗(−u)max shows a constant depth after the onset of convection until the time that
(−u)max rises unexpectedly. This confirms that the location x = 160 mm is within
stable convection regions until it is influenced by moving plumes from upstream.
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The second trend is demonstrated for x = 279 mm as an example in Figure 4.18(d)
where (−u)max increases with time before the onset of instability and it reaches a peak
at the time corresponding to plume rise. Hereafter, it increases and after some time,
it fluctuates about a constant value showing a quasi-steady state behaviour. Further,
as shown in Figure 4.18(d), h∗(−u)max alternately decreases and increases almost in
regular time periods which implies rising and disappearance of plumes. As a plume
rises at the location over a time period, h∗(−u)max (the depth corresponding to (−u)max)
decreases. In contrast, as the plume starts disappearing, h∗(−u)max increases because
the depth related to (−u)max is found to be closer to the source of instability, which
is close to the bottom of the tank.
It is also worth mentioning that as demonstrated in Figure 4.18(c) and Fig-
ure 4.18(d), there is an initial time period when there is no horizontal motion in
the stable and unstable region. This is the time it takes for the sloped bottom to
become heated in order to drive the circulation.
Mao et al. (2009) developed a scale for the horizontal velocity (u) in the transient
stage as provided in Equation 4.9. It is shown that the scale changes quadratically
with time (t∗). To investigate that effect, the average of the maximum horizontal
velocity values in the bottom boundary layer from all x locations (−umax) is calculated
in each time instant and the results are shown in Figure 4.19. Since the scale is valid
until the onset time of instability, only the first 90 s of the −umax curve is compared
with the scale ub−t provided in Equation 4.9 where x is considered as a fixed value since
the averaged value is calculated over all x locations. The comparison is demonstrated
in Figure 4.20 which shows a good agreement between the experimental results and
the scale.
ub−t ∼ Ra
t∗2κ3
h4x
e−Aηx (4.9)
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Figure 4.19 – The spatial average of maximum horizontal velocity from all x
locations (−umax) versus time.
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Figure 4.20 – Comparison of (−umax) with scaling in the first 90 s (before the
onset of instability). It is noted that both axes are normalised.
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In addition, Mao et al. (2009) introduced a steady-state scale for the horizon-
tal velocity (ub−st) given in Equation 4.10 which shows that the horizontal velocity
increases with the distance from the tip (x = 0 mm). In order to use this scale to com-
pare it with the experimental results, the time period where (−u)max shows steady
or quasi-steady behaviour is determined for each location by fitting a horizontal line.
Next, the average value of (−u)max ((−umax)ave) over that period is calculated. To
illustrate, Figure 4.21(a) and Figure 4.21(b) demonstrate the determined time periods
for a location in the stable convection region and a location in the unstable convection
region, respectively, for the purpose of calculating (−umax)ave.
The calculated (−umax)ave against locations (x) is shown in Figure 4.22. In Fig-
ure 4.22, the extent of the conduction dominated region, the stable convection region
and the unstable convection region are marked by  and separated by vertical dashed
lines. As a result, for the stable convection region where x = 40− 140 mm as shown
in Figure 4.22, (−umax)ave can be compared to the scale ub−st. The comparison is
demonstrated in Figure 4.23, which shows a good agreement between the experimen-
tal results and the scale.
ub−st ∼ κ(
A
d
)4x3e−AηxRa (4.10)
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Figure 4.21 – Determined the time period, marked by a blue line, where (−u)max
shows steady or quasi-steady behaviour for the purpose of calculating (−umax)ave:
(a) x = 120 mm that is in the stable convection region; (b) x = 300 mm that is in
the unstable convection region.
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Figure 4.23 – Comparison of (−umax)ave versus scaling, both axes are normalised.
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As it is evident in Figure 4.9- Figure 4.14, the paths over which plumes are carried
towards the tip seem to be almost parallel for each experimental case, implying that
the horizontal velocity that carries a plume towards the tip does not differ significantly
from that of another plume in each experiment. Hence, it is speculated that the scale
provided in Equation 4.10 can be used to compare with the horizontal velocity of
plumes although the scale is derived for the region not affected by the instability.
To examine the plume horizontal velocity, firstly the contour plot of the vertical
velocity (w) in the x-Time domain at a specific height from the bottom for each
experimental case is obtained from the PIV results, for example Figure 4.9 for Case
6.
Then plume tracks over which plumes are carried, almost in the same time period
but in different distance from the tip, are marked manually with very high precision in
each contour plot. For example, using Figure 4.9, plume tracks are marked manually
by dots of different colours and the result is illustrated in Figure 4.24. Consequently,
the average horizontal velocity of each plume across its track (Uhp) is calculated from
the slope. Accordingly, the average horizontal velocity of the plumes (Uhp) in each
experimental case can be compared to the scale ub−st. It is important to mention
that to calculate the scale value of ub−st corresponding to a plume, the centroid of
the marked plume track is considered as the x value in Equation 4.10.
A similar procedure to the aforementioned one is pursued to calculate the hori-
zontal velocity of plumes along the slope (Uhp) from the shadowgraph results. The
only difference is that a contour plot of light intensity, with greyscale units, in the
x-time domain at a specific height from the bottom is used for determining plume
tracks rather than a contour plot of vertical velocity(w) in the x-Time domain at a
specific height.
The calculated plume horizontal velocity along the slope (Uhp) from experiments
versus scaling is shown in Figure 4.25. Thus, Figure 4.25 shows that the steady-state
scale (Equation 4.10) is approximately valid even after the onset of instability. It also
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confirms that the plume horizontal velocity along the slope (Uhp) increases with the
distance from the tip.
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Figure 4.24 – Marked plume tracks on the contour plot of w in x-Time domain for
Case 6, i.e. Figure 4.9.
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4.3.5 Plume rise
The PIV results of Case 6 are used for determining plume rise as an example. Similar
plume rise results were obtained for Case 7 and Case 5 since primary plumes are
rising at fixed locations in those experimental cases. Primary plumes evolve at fixed
locations where they are created, and plumes appearing afterwards are moved by
the circulation. The argument that primary plumes evolve at fixed locations can
be demonstrated in Figure 4.26 which is the expansion of Figure 4.9. As shown in
Figure 4.26, the plumes corresponding to large values of vertical velocity appear as
horizontal lines in the contour plot. The locations that are identified by labels in
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Figure 4.26 are chosen to examine the plume rise.
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Figure 4.26 – The contour plot of vertical velocity (w) showing the location of
primary plumes.
To calculate the plume rise at a chosen location (x) from the PIV results at a
time instant, a vertical velocity profile at the particular x along the vertical line from
the bottom of the tank to the water surface is inspected. The depth that has the
maximum vertical velocity is chosen as the initial position from where the plume rise
depth is sought. The plume rise depth (d∗plume) is determined to be the first position
above the initial position where the vertical velocity becomes zero. This is because
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beyond that position a plume does not penetrate further and therefore there exists no
vertical velocity signal. To illustrate, a typical vertical velocity profile at a particular
location is shown in Figure 4.27 where the plume rise depth (d∗plume) is specified by a
red circle. Hence, plume rise depth can be determined at a chosen location against
time. For example, the time series of plume rise corresponding to the primary rising
plume formed at x = 471.2 mm is shown in Figure 4.28.
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Figure 4.27 – The vertical velocity profile (w) at x = 471.2 mm at 82 s indicating
the plume rise depth (d∗plume) with the marked red circle.
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Figure 4.28 – The plume rise at x = 471.2 mm over time compared to the
theoretical plume rise depth (d∗mixed)- theoretical lower mixed layer depth- (Case 6).
As it can be seen in Figure 4.28, at x = 471.2 mm the maximum plume rise depth
which occurs at 112 s is at d∗plume = 1.87 mm. This means that the primary plume
originating from x = 471.2 mm does not reach the water surface.
The theoretical plume rise depth (d∗mixed) is estimated for the corresponding water
depth (d∗ = 47.1 mm) based on neutral buoyancy depth and considering the effect
of the spectrum of the 3000 K-light source on the induced temperature profile, as
explained in Chapter 2 on page 48. The result is shown in Figure 4.28 indicating that
it underestimates the plume rise compared to the experimental results. However,
it appears that this inconsistency is caused by the fact that the plume rises in the
vertical direction, whereas in the calculation of the theoretical plume rise the direction
of the rising plume is considered perpendicular to the bed, which is not the vertical
direction in the triangular cavity. To illustrate, the temperature profile in a triangular
cavity which is shown, for example, in Farrow and Patterson (1993b) can be compared
with the temperature profile corresponding to the horizontal fluid layer, which was
plotted in Figure 3.2 on page 67.
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The plume rise pertinent to primary rising plumes at the chosen locations, iden-
tified in Figure 4.26, versus time is demonstrated in Figure 4.29 where the vertical
coordinate is normalised by the full depth (d∗ or Ax). The vertical velocity pro-
files at the chosen locations at the time of maximum plume rise are also shown in
Figure 4.30. It is evident in Figure 4.29 and Figure 4.30 that for locations near
the tip x = 163 − 223.9 mm the plume reaches the water surface, whereas for
x = 371.9 − 489.9 mm the plume does not penetrate the full water depth. Since
for all the chosen locations d < 1, the results contradict the claim made by Hattori
et al. (2015a) that the plume penetrates the full water depth if the full normalised
water depth is less than 1 (d < 1).
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Figure 4.29 – Time series of plume rise for different chosen locations. In the
vertical axis, the depth (h∗) is normalised by the full depth (d∗) for each location.
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Figure 4.30 – Vertical velocity profiles at the time of maximum plume rise for
different chosen locations.
Thus, it appears that the penetration of plume into the full water depth (d∗) de-
pends on the local Rayleigh number. For locations near the tip compared to farther
locations, more residual radiation reaches the tank bed and therefore a greater tem-
perature gradient exists in the bottom thermal boundary layer, leading to a higher
local Rayleigh number. Consequently, the penetration of plume in the regions close to
tip is greater than those in locations further from the tip although for all the locations
in this experimental setup d < 1.
It is worth mentioning that primary rising plumes may reach the water surface
depending on their originating locations, whilst those appearing in the quasi–steady
stage, which are of weaker in strength compared to the primary ones, cannot penetrate
the full water depth, as illustrated in Figure 4.6(m) and Figure 4.6(n).
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4.3.6 Plume rise velocity
It was observed that the primary emerging plumes do not move horizontally while
they are rising for Case 6 and similarly for Case 5 and 7. In contrast, it was observed
for Case 1- Case 4 that those plumes are translated along the slope towards the tip
while they are rising. This variation is evident in the comparison between the vertical
velocity contour plots shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.13 corresponding to Case 6
and Case 3, respectively.
To explain this difference, it is argued that in the lower Rayleigh number experi-
ments (Case 1- Case 4), the instability occurs later in time compared to that in the
higher Rayleigh number experiments (Case 5 - Case 7). Hence, in the lower Rayleigh
number experiments, for a longer time period the stored energy in the boundary layer
is carried by the flow in the bottom boundary layer and discharged to the main body
near the tip. This leads to the presence of the relatively more intense circulation at
the plume appearance time, when the energy discharged vertically as the boundary
layer is destroyed, compared to that in the higher Rayleigh number experiments.
As can be seen in Figure 4.6(j), 4.6(l) and 4.9, after the rise of the primary
plumes, subsequently appearing plumes are translated along the slope while rising,
therefore, they are difficult to track and thus are not examined in this section. In
this section, plume rise velocity is calculated only for the primary emerging plumes
for Case 6 as an example. Similar results are obtained from Case 5 and 7. To
calculate plume rise velocity from PIV results, the locations where primary rising
plumes appear are identified as depicted in Figure 4.26. At those locations, a similar
procedure to that used in Section 2.3.5 on page 52 is followed here. As illustrated in
Figure 4.31, the average plume rise velocity is calculated from the depth difference
between the maximum and the initial rise of the plume and the corresponding time
interval. To calculate plume rise velocity from the shadowgraph results, the moving
target detection technique is employed using a code developed according to Stauffer
and Grimson (1999). Utilising the code, the top of the plumes that are detected as
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moving objects are identified and tracked over time. Figure 4.32 shows, as an example,
identified moving objects including plumes over a time period. It is, however, noted
that the detection of plumes is not possible for every time instant and the number
of times a rising plume is detected depends on the noise in the background. This
noise may include other plumes which are emerging from different locations across
the width of the tank (300 mm) and are projected approximately on the same spot.
For the locations, it is worth mentioning that the scale (pixels per mm) changes
across the image due to some skewness/curvature in shadowgraph images. Therefore,
the physical top and bottom boundary of the fluid in a shadowgraph image that
was taken before the experiment began are identified and their difference in pixels is
divided by the vertical dimension in mm for each unique horizontal position across
the width of the image. Thus, the scale in pixels per mm in the vertical direction for
each horizontal position is determined. The results of plume rise velocity calculation
from the shadowgraph and PIV measurements are presented in Figure 4.33. It is
noted that the time interval over which plume rise velocity is calculated may not be
the same for the shadowgraph and PIV results due to the limitation of using the
moving target detection technique.
As can be observed in Figure 4.33, the value of the plume rise velocity calculated
from both the shadowgraph and PIV results increases with the distance from the tip
until it gets close to the end wall where the plume rise velocity reduces. Therefore,
plume rise velocity obtained from the shadowgraph images and PIV measurements
are in qualitative agreement.
However, it is evident that the plume rise velocity calculated from detected moving
plumes in shadowgraphs is greater than that calculated from a plume rise curve
obtained from PIV results, especially for a distance above 300 mm in this experimental
case, as shown in Figure 4.33.
The difference is due to the fact that plume rise velocity is not constant as a plume
rises and the time period over which plumes are detected from shadowgraph images
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sometimes cannot be matched with the plume rise time period from PIV results. The
fact that plumes do not have constant rising velocity is simply demonstrated on the
plume rise curve, obtained from PIV results, shown in Figure 4.31 for x = 471 mm
as an example. As can be seen in Figure 4.31, the plume rise curve has three clear
different slopes over the time at which the plume reaches its maximum rise leading to
three different plume rise velocities over the time period. These three slopes can be
approximately identified in three time periods of 56−89 s, 89−102 s, and 102−112 s as
shown in Figure 4.31. According to Figure 4.33, the plume rise velocity (Vp) obtained
from PIV at x = 471 mm over the plume rise time period (56 − 112 s) is 0.8 mm/s.
However, if Vp is re-calculated from the plume rise curve shown in Figure 4.31 over the
second time period (89 -102 s) which includes the time interval when a rising plume
from a location in vicinity of x = 471 mm is detected in shadowgraphs, namely
92 - 96 s, Vp becomes 1.43 mm/s. This value is very close to 1.48 mm/s that is
calculated from the detected plume in the shadowgraphs using the moving target
detection code and shown in Figure 4.33. However, finding a matching time period
from plume rise curve of PIV results to the time interval over which plume is detected
in shadowgraphs at the vicinity of a particular x was not possible for all identified
plumes. Therefore, re-calculation of plume rise velocity from PIV results over the
time periods corresponding to shadowgraph results could not be performed.
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Figure 4.31 – The plume rise curve obtained from PIV results at x = 471.2 mm
over time (Case 6). Three dashed lines indicates three different rates of plume rise
velocity in three time periods.
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Figure 4.32 – Identified primary emerging plumes using moving target detection
code for Case 6 in three consecutive time instants (a) 92 s (b) 94 s. (c) 96 s, as an
example. It should be noted that each image is comprised of two stitched images:
the bottom one is the original shadowgraph image and the top one is the image that
shows identified moving objects including plumes. Blue and red dots show the
topmost and centroid position of each identified moving object, respectively. It is
also noted that two primary plumes are tracked and indicated by tags in which X
and Y values are in pixels. The X value of a primary rising plume must remain
almost the same over the tracked time period to confirm that the plume is not
moving horizontally while the Y value is dropping as the plume approaches to the
top of the image, which is the origin of image vector.
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Figure 4.33 – Comparison of plume rise velocity (Wp) from shadowgraph and PIV
results (Case 6).
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4.4 Conclusions
The stability of water in a triangular cavity as an idealised model of near shore re-
gions of lakes and reservoirs under radiative heating is examined using concurrent
shadowgraph/PIV measurement and the flow development is described and quanti-
fied. Seven experiments were conducted over the Ra range 6.63E+06−1.49E+08. In
addition, the present investigation provides quantitative results for the temporal and
spatial flow development, onset of instability, plume appearance, horizontal velocity
along the slope, plume rise and plume rise velocity via concurrent shadowgraph/PIV
technique.
Temporal flow development stages (initial stage, transitional stage and quasi-
steady stage) that had been described by Lei and Patterson (2002b) are distinguished
quantitatively from the horizontal velocity change in the bottom boundary layer.
They are also demonstrated by shadowgraph images, indicating the integrated tem-
perature signals along the tank width, together with the concurrent velocity vector
fields obtained from PIV. According to the scaling analysis by Mao et al. (2009),
there should exist three sub-regions, i.e. conduction, stable convection and unstable
convection in the flow regime in all of the conducted experiments since d∗m < 4/η,
A > Ra
−1/2
c and Ra > Ra3cA
4eηd
∗
m , which is confirmed quantitatively through time-
averaged horizontal velocity in the bottom boundary layer and qualitatively in contour
plots of horizontal and vertical velocity along the slope at a certain height.
In a low Rayleigh number experiment, Case 3 for example, the instability happens
initially close to the end wall, which is consistent with the conducted direct stabil-
ity analysis (Lei and Patterson, 2003a) and the earlier three-dimensional numerical
simulation by Lei and Patterson (2003b). Whereas, in a high Rayleigh number ex-
periment such as Case 6 the instability sets in initially in the region close to the tip.
However, it is discovered that the previously developed scale for the onset time of
instability (Equation 4.8) is valid in all experimental cases except for the region close
to the deeper-end wall, using vertical velocity contours plotted at a certain height
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in the bottom boundary layer. The spectral analysis shows that a prominent wave
number corresponding to the full domain cannot be identified, however, a prominent
wave number in each segment of the domain can be identified using the short-term
Fourier transform. From the calculated averaged spectra over the quasi–steady stage
time period, it is shown that the value of the prominent wave number, pertinent to
each segment, generally increases with distance from the tip, which agrees with the
result of Mao et al. (2010).
The horizontal velocity along the slope is investigated and the steady state scale
for the horizontal velocity (Equation 4.10) is verified in the stable convection region
even after the onset of instability when the scale should not be technically used.
Furthermore, the scale is in a good agreement with the horizontal velocity of plumes
calculated from shadowgraph and PIV results.
It is shown from experimental results of Case 6 that at locations x ≤ 223 mm
primary emerging plumes penetrate the full water depth and reach the water surface.
In contrast, at locations x ≥ 371.9 mm primary rising plumes do not penetrate
the full water depth. A similar finding is obtained from the experimental results of
Case 7. In contrast, in Case 5, such plumes do not penetrate the full water depth,
regardless of their originating locations. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
extent of penetration of a plume into the water depth is related to the value of the local
Rayleigh number, which is greater at the locations near to the tip compared with those
farther from the tip. In addition, it is discovered that under the present experimental
configuration (using 3000 K halogen lamp), for a primary plume originating at a depth
where the normalised water depth is less than 1(d < 1), its penetration depends on its
local Rayleigh number and the plume may not penetrate the full water depth, which
contradicts with the claim made in Hattori et al. (2015a).
It is also discovered that a primary emerging plume at a location may penetrate
the full water depth and reach the water surface while later in time the plume rise at
that location is limited by a diffused layer, shown in Figure 4.6(m) and 4.6(n) as an
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example, which forms as the result of the interaction between rising plumes and the
top stratified layer.
The plume rise velocity for different x locations is calculated from plume rise curves
from PIV results and also from detected moving plumes in shadowgraph images via
a moving target detection code. The results obtained using the two techniques are
qualitatively in an agreement indicating the fact that plume rise velocity increases
for the primary plumes that are originating at farther locations from the tip (x = 0).
A velocity scale is yet to develop to compare with the experimental results.
In conclusion, it appears that the flow behaviour and properties may be considered
two-dimensional in this configuration because flow properties such as the time of
plume appearance, the horizontal velocity of plumes and the plume rise velocity were
almost consistent between the shadowgraph and PIV results.
In the study presented in this chapter, a light source of 3000 K colour tempera-
ture was used compared to the 5800 K colour temperature of solar radiation, which
differentiates the light spectrum of the light source from that of solar radiation. In
addition, the radiation heating was applied instantaneously and was kept constant
during the experiments, whereas in nature, the radiation intensity changes during the
day and is affected by cloud cover and the climate. Furthermore, the magnitude of
the Rayleigh number in nature is much greater than the achievable values in the lab-
oratory. The effect of wind, and the heat exchange between the water body and the
ambient were also not considered. Therefore, the conducted experiments examined a
simplified form of the flow that is responsible for the transport and mixing in near
shore regions of lakes and reservoirs during the day.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and further work
5.1 Conclusions
This thesis aims to improve the understanding of mixing mechanisms driven solely
by the absorption of solar radiation in near-shore regions of lakes and reservoirs. In
addition, it aims to provide experimental evidence on the flow induced by the ab-
sorption of solar radiation and to examine previously developed scales that quantify
the flow behaviour. These are attained by performing linear stability analysis in a
parallelepiped cavity and laboratory studies in a parallelepiped cavity and a trian-
gular cavity under a source of radiation which yields a spectrum similar, though not
identical, to that of solar radiation.
In the case of a parallelepiped cavity, the convective flow is created due to partial
absorption of radiation by the bed and re-emission of the absorbed radiation into
the fluid. Therefore, there exists solely a vertical convective flow which promotes
mixing. In Chapter 2, the flow development stages are identified quantitatively. The
potential instability of the thermal boundary layer is examined and the onset of
convection is determined in many experimental cases. The mixing driven by rising
plumes, formed as a result of the instability of the thermal boundary layer, is evaluated
by investigating plume rise depth and plume rise velocity. The previously developed
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scales for the growth of the thermal boundary layer, the onset of convection and plume
rise velocity are compared with the experimental results. In addition, experimental
results of plume rise depth are compared with the theoretical estimation of plume rise
suggested by an earlier study (Hattori et al., 2014a). Further, in Chapter 3, a previous
stability analysis is extended to consider the effect of sidewalls in a three-dimensional
domain so that comparison with the results of spectral analysis of the experimental
data (as described in Chapter 2) becomes possible. It is noted that three-dimensional
stability of such flow in a parallelepiped cavity had not been reported until preliminary
results of such an investigation were published in Naghib et al. (2014).
On the other hand, in the triangular cavity, an underlying circulation – which is
driven by the horizontal temperature gradient – interacts with the vertical convec-
tive motion due to the sloped bottom, which idealises the bathymetry of near shore
regions of lakes and reservoirs. In Chapter 4, experimental evidence of flow devel-
opment is provided for a range of Rayleigh numbers within an order of magnitude,
which is an advance on the single previously-conducted laboratory experiment of Lei
and Patterson (2002b). Moreover, the interaction between the flow induced as the
result of instability of the thermal boundary layer and the underlying circulation is
studied such that different flow regime subregions are identified quantitatively and
their development over time is monitored. Further, the behaviour of rising plumes
is examined through the onset of instability, plume rise depth and the horizontal
and vertical velocities of rising plumes at different distances from the tip of cavity.
The previously developed scales for the onset of instability, the boundaries of the
flow regime subregions and the horizontal velocity along the slope are compared with
experimental results.
In all of the laboratory investigations, concurrent shadowgraph and Particle Im-
age Velocimetry (PIV) techniques are utilised for simultaneous visualisation of the
temperature field and flow measurements. This concurrent technique enables some
limited comparison between two-dimensional and three-dimensional behaviours of the
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convective motions. It is worth mentioning that concurrent use of PIV and shadow-
graph techniques for this type of problem has not been reported previously.
5.1.1 Natural convection induced by absorption of radiation
in a horizontal flat bottom cavity
In Chapter 2, the flow development in a parallelepiped tank is visualised and quan-
tified by concurrent use of shadowgraph and PIV techniques. The identified flow
development is comprised of three stages. In the initial stage, there exists no motion
and conduction is the dominant mode of heat transfer near the bottom boundary
while direct absorption of radiation is observed near the water surface. The second
stage is characterised by the onset of instability and the later formation of rising
plumes, which interact with the thermally stratified top layer. The third stage is the
observation of cyclic flow instability, which is the repeated sequence of the destruction
of the bottom boundary layer followed by reoccurrence of the first and the second
stages. Experiments were conducted for a range of water depths (55 mm−140 mm),
including cases with shallow water depth (i.e. with normalised water depth, d < 1)
and deep water depth (d > 1), for a range of Ra ≈ 3.7 × 107 − 9 × 108 (1/η as the
length scale is used in the definition of Ra). It is noted that in the experiments a
theatre spotlight with 3000 K colour temperature, compared to 5800 K for solar radi-
ation, was used and the incoming radiation was introduced instantaneously and kept
fixed thereafter. The growth of the bottom boundary layer is determined from the
shadowgraph experiments and the results are compared with the scale, revealing good
agreement. The onset of instability is determined from both shadowgraph images and
PIV measurements and the results are in good agreement with the previously devel-
oped scaling approximation. The plume rise depth is approximately determined from
velocity vector fields and shadowgraph images and the results show good agreement
with the theoretical bottom mixed layer depth. Plume rise velocity is also calculated
from both shadowgraph images and velocity vector fields and the results demonstrate
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reasonably good agreement with the scaling result.
It appears that the flow behaviour in the square tank can be almost considered
two-dimensional as the results of the onset of convection, plume rise depth, and plume
rise velocity from analysis of the PIV measurements are of good correspondence with
those obtained from analysing the shadowgraph images. Hence, the understanding of
one mechanism that promotes mixing in near shore regions of lakes, where slope is
negligible, is improved.
In Chapter 3, a three-dimensional linear stability analysis is carried out for the flow
induced by the absorption of radiation in a parallelepiped cavity to identify critical
conditions and flow regimes for various sets of parameters (cavity aspect ratios, time,
water depth) at the marginal state and further to compare laboratory experimental
results with stability results. Such thermal forcing yields a nonlinear temperature
profile that is comprised of a stable thermal structure in its upper part, due to the
direct absorption of radiation, and an unstable thermal structure in its lower part,
due to re-emission of the absorbed radiative heat from the tank bottom into the
fluid. Using a frozen time model this temperature profile, which varies with time, is
introduced into the stability model at a certain time to evaluate the pertinent critical
conditions and instability pattern.
In this investigation, no assumption is made in regards to the form of disturbances
(the direction of wave number/wavelength) considered in the derivation of the pertur-
bation equations. As a result, plumes and diagonal rolls are identified as the primary
modes of instability at the critical state for some sets of parameters, which was not
found in the results of a previous linear stability investigation of such a problem.
It is demonstrated that the Prandtl number does not affect the stability properties
of the flow at the marginal state. The regime pattern, indicating the variation of
mode of instability and the corresponding wave number, calculated from the shape
of the eigenfunctions at the critical state, and the critical Rayleigh number (Rac) are
obtained for various values of normalised water depth (d) and time (t) at different
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aspect ratios. It is found that, with an increase in the aspect ratios (α or β), the
critical Rayleigh number (Rac) decreases, and for equal aspect ratios of 4 (α = β = 4)
the obtained Rac converges to the value calculated for an unconfined fluid layer with
the same parameters. The critical Rayleigh number decreases with an increase in
time, whilst it decreases and then increases as d increases, which is consistent with
previous stability studies of the problem. It is also shown that the wave number of
the primary instability mode increases with the aspect ratio or d; in contrast, the
wave number decreases as t increases.
Spectral analysis is performed to determine the wave number at the critical state
from shadowgraphs and velocity vector fields in each concurrent experiment. The
results are compared with the wave numbers obtained from the eigenfunctions of the
corresponding linear stability analyses. Two dominant wave numbers are identified
from the spectral analysis results of each experiment, whereas the corresponding linear
stability results yield one dominant wave number. The wave number obtained from
the linear stability analysis generally shows a one-wavelength increase to the number
of wavelengths in the cavity domain ( 140 mm) compared to the first dominant wave
number obtained from experimental results. The wave numbers obtained from the
experiments and linear stability analyses show a consistent trend; that is, a general
increase of wave number in bands as the Rayleigh number increases such that, within a
band as the Rayleigh number increases, the value of wave number remains unchanged.
It is noted that the linear stability analysis results are only valid while the growth of
perturbation is linear. Hence, plume characteristics such as plume rise depth, which
are determined by analysing shadowgraph images and velocity vector fields, cannot be
compared with eigenfunctions from the linear stability analyses at the corresponding
time when plumes appear, since the perturbation growth is no longer linear.
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5.1.2 Natural convection induced by solar radiation in a sloped
bottom cavity
In Chapter 4, flow development in a triangular cavity is visualised and quantified
through concurrent use of shadowgraph and PIV techniques. Seven experiments were
performed in the range of Ra ≈ 6.63E + 06− 1.49E + 08, in which maximum water
depth (d∗m) is used in the definition of Ra.
In all experiments, temporal flow development stages, i.e the initial stage, tran-
sitional stage and quasi-steady stage are identified quantitatively from the temporal
variation of horizontal velocity. In addition, it is demonstrated that three sub-regions
– conduction, stable convection and unstable convection – are distinguished in the
flow regime of all conducted experiments. This result is consistent with the classi-
fied flow regime determined from previously developed scales, in which d∗m < 4/η,
A > Ra
−1/2
c and Ra > Ra3cA
4eηd
∗
m . It is further demonstrated that the scale for the
boundary between stable convection and unstable convection regions is in agreement
with experimental results whilst the boundary between stable convection and con-
duction regions is significantly underestimated by the scaling prediction compared to
experimental results. It is shown that for experimental cases close to the lower bound
of the Ra range, the instability initially commences in the region near the end wall,
which is in agreement with a previous numerical study (Lei and Patterson, 2003b)
for a low Rayleigh number case. For experiments with higher Rayleigh numbers, the
instability initially happens near the tip regions. Nevertheless, the scaling predic-
tion for the onset of instability is in good agreement with the experimental results,
except for the region near the end wall. In addition, it is discovered that for the
same amount of radiation heating (I0), the onset of convection occurs slightly earlier
in the triangular cavity compared to that in the parallelepiped cavity at the same
water depth, which may be due to the presence of the underlying background flow.
To illustrate, a comparison between the calculated onset time of convection for Case
5 of the parallelepiped cavity (70− 75 s, refer to page 47) and that for Case 6 of the
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triangular cavity experiment (about 60 s, refer to page 145) at the same water depth
can be made.
It is also found that the horizontal velocity values along the slope are in a good
agreement with the previously developed steady state scale in the stable convection
region, even for a time period after the onset of instability, when the scale should
technically not be used. In addition, it is demonstrated that the horizontal velocity
of plumes obtained from shadowgraph and PIV results are in good agreement with
the steady-state scale.
Regarding plume rise depth, two different categories are observed. In the first
category, which are of lower Rayleigh number in the range of Ra = 6.63×106−1.92×
107, primary emerging plumes move horizontally while they are rising and cannot
penetrate the full water depth. In the second category, primary plumes do not move
horizontally as they are rising. Experimental cases with Ra = 4.47× 107− 1.49× 108
lie in this latter category. Within this category, experiments with equal or higher
Rayleigh number than Ra = 8.7 × 107 display primary emerging plumes that reach
the water surface if emerging from a region where the local full water depth is less than
37 mm. At the locations with local water depths greater than 37 mm such plumes
do not penetrate the full water depth. In the experimental case of a low Rayleigh
number (Ra = 4.47 × 107) in this category, such plumes do not penetrate the full
water depth. Thus, in this category, it is concluded that the plume rise depth varies
with the location from the tip and therefore depends on the local Rayleigh number,
although at all locations the normalised water depth is less than 1 (d < 1). It is also
discovered that at some locations where the primary plumes penetrate the full water
depth, the rise of secondary plumes is limited by a diffused layer resulting from the
interaction between the primary plumes and the top thermally stratified layer. It
is also found that the penetration of plumes into the water depth in the triangular
cavity experiment (plume rise depth h∗ = 9.3 mm in Case 6) is greater than that in
the flat bottom cavity experiment (plume rise depth h∗ = 13.75 mm in Case 5 ) for
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the identical water depth and the radiation intensity (I0).
It is discovered that for primary plumes arising from fixed locations, the velocity
of rise increases with distance from the tip, except for the regions near the end wall.
A scale to allow comparison of this quantity with experimental results has yet to
be developed. It is also found out that for a given radiation heating and a water
depth, the plume rise velocity calculated in the triangular cavity is higher than that
in the parallelepiped cavity. For example from PIV results, the plume rise velocity
for the parameters I0 = 289 W/m
2 and d∗ = 55 mm in the parallelepiped cavity
was calculated to be 0.60 mm/s (the averaged value from Case 5 and Case 13, refer
to page 54), whilst for the same parameters in the triangular cavity (Case 6) it was
calculated to be 0.75 mm/s (refer to page 181).
It appears that flow behaviour can be considered two-dimensional as experimental
results, such as plume appearance time, the horizontal velocity of plumes along the
slope and plume rise velocity, obtained from shadowgraph images are in agreement
with those obtained by analysing velocity vector fields.
5.1.3 Outcomes
Thus, the following aims are accomplished as a result of the research yielding the
content of this thesis:
• To quantify flow development of natural convection induced by absorption of
radiation in near shore regions
• To quantify and characterise plume formation and behaviour, which promotes
mixing in water columns
• To quantify the flow variation with off-shore distance
• To examine the previously developed scales and analyses
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5.2 Implications
In the present investigation of transport and mixing in near shore regions of lakes
and reservoirs in daytime, it was assumed that wind shear force, which is responsible
for deepening the surface mixed layer, is not in effect and heat exchange between the
water body and the ambient is negligible. In addition, the bathymetry of near shore
regions was idealised with a small flat slope (A = 0.1) and the bathymetry of near
shore regions where the bottom slope is almost negligible, such as reservoir sidearms,
is idealised as a horizontal bed. The incoming radiation commences instantaneously
in the laboratory experiments and the intensity is retained constant thereafter. In
nature, however, the solar radiation intensity not only changes in a diurnal cycle but
is also influenced by unexpected climate changes and the percentage of cloud cover.
Hence, the complex reality is simulated at a simplified laboratory scale in the present
study.
Moreover, a light source of 3000 K colour temperature was used instead of solar
radiation (5800 K colour temperature). However, such a light source yields a lower
light penetration depth in a water layer compared to that of solar radiation. For
example, the maximum energy of solar radiation over its spectrum is at the wavelength
λ = 500 nm compared to the corresponding peak at λ = 950 nm for the utilised
light source. According to Hale and Querry (1973), the attenuation coefficient for
wavelength λ = 950 nm is almost 3000 times greater than that for wavelength λ =
500 nm. Thus, according to Equation 4.3, the attenuation coefficient for a 1 m water
layer is calculated to be 6.2 m−1 and therefore the corresponding light penetration
depth is 160 mm for the utilised light source; the penetration depth of light for solar
radiation in a 1 m water layer is expected to be much greater.
This means that vertical rising plumes originating from the instability of the ther-
mal bottom boundary layer, which is created by the absorption of residual radiation
reaching the natural water bed, are expected to be observed in shallow regions of
lakes and reservoirs where the water depth is a few metres. These rising plumes may
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transfer sediments and dissolved and suspended nutrients to water layers near the
water surface and therefore will affect the vertical structure of water quality in the
body of water.
Furthermore, the Rayleigh number (Ra) in nature is typically within the range of
1011− 1012, which is estimated to be at least 1000 times greater than that attainable
in the present laboratory studies and, as mentioned earlier, the light attenuation
coefficient for a water depth subject to solar radiation (5800 K) is much smaller than
that measured for 3000 K colour temperature light source (Equation 2.3). Therefore,
in reservoir sidearms and near shore regions of lakes where the bottom slope is very
small, plume rise velocity would be much higher in magnitude than, for example,
33 mm/minute, corresponding to Case 13 of the horizontal flat bottom experiment
(Ra = 3.43E +08, I0 = 289 W/m
2 and d = 0.65). This would lead to a substantially
higher rate of mixing beneath the top thermally stratified layer than that found in the
present laboratory investigation using the square tank. It is also concluded from the
results of the triangular tank experiments that the plume rise velocity increases with
distance from the shore, hence, such vertical mixing is expected to be more intense
in greater water depths.
On the other hand, the circulation caused by the horizontal temperature gradient
in near shore regions can transport the aforementioned water quality changes and
any abrupt water quality changes, including contamination in water layers near the
surface, horizontally towards deep water regions. To illustrate, in the triangular
cavity experiment, according to Figure 4.25, horizontal velocity of plumes along the
slope for Case 7 (Ra = 1.49E + 08) is approximately 3.5 times greater than that
for Case 2 (Ra = 1.55E + 07), so horizontal velocity of plumes in nature can be
estimated to be at least ≈ 43(3.53) times greater than that is for Case 7, i.e. at least
≈ 39 mm/s (140 m/hr) , which is significant.
Furthermore, it is expected that primary emerging plumes in lakes do not move
towards the shore as they are rising because the Rayleigh number in nature is greater
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than Ra = 8.7×107. Further, at locations where the normalised water depth is greater
than 1, the penetration of such plumes is limited by the top thermally stratified
layer. However, at locations with a normalised water depth of less than 1, whether
such plumes mix the water columns thoroughly or not depends on the local Rayleigh
number. In addition, after the rise of primary plumes, the rise of secondary plumes
will become increasingly limited as time advances. This means that mixing caused
by the secondary plumes in the water volume generally will be limited in depth and
the depth of the unmixed upper layer will increase with time.
Thus, it appears that the flow induced by the absorption of radiation in shallow
waters of lakes and reservoirs occurs in practice and is indeed of great importance in
promoting mixing and transport in near shore regions of lakes and reservoirs, a small
scale of which was studied through laboratory experiments in this thesis.
Although some limitations are considered in the present study, this thesis evidently
enhances the understanding of mechanisms, induced by absorption of radiation, that
promote mixing and transport in near shore regions of lakes and reservoirs, which has
not done before.
5.3 Further work
Although the conducted experiments have substantially improved our understanding
of mixing and transport in near shore of lakes and reservoirs, it is still worth perform-
ing similar experiments using a light source of 5800 K colour temperature, which has
identical light spectrum to solar radiation, to simulate the real situation in nature in a
more accurate manner. Using a light source of a xenon lamp ( 6000 K colour temper-
ature), it is possible to obtain a higher Ra than what was obtained in laboratory in
the present investigation, but a more advanced optical setup is required to maintain
the light spatial uniformity. It is also suggested that standalone PIV experiments in
the field could be performed using natural solar radiation and the results compared
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with those from laboratory experiments.
For continuation of the laboratory investigation in the square tank, it is suggested
to verify the plume rise velocity numerically. It would also be interesting to add
the heat exchange effect on a controlled ambient condition, to examine the stability
properties of flow, the extent of mixing and development of the top stratified layer.
Experimentally, it would be of interest to consider the effect of wind on the flow
field state where the water body is thermally stratified and plumes do not penetrate
the full water depth. Through this investigation, the impact of wind shear force on
destratifying the top thermally stratified layer may be determined. Moreover, the
interaction between the vertical convective flow, in the form of rising plumes, and the
mixed surface layer caused by the wind shear force can be studied. Another experi-
mental investigation that is worth pursuing is to introduce a horizontal throughflow
from a side in the channel cavity so that flow development and stability properties
can be checked and the interaction between rising plumes and the horizontal flow
can be examined so that a critical Reynolds number describing the behaviour of the
interaction can be found.
The three-dimensional linear stability of any convective flow induced by an inter-
nal heat source in a parallelepiped cavity, without making any assumption regarding
the form of the instability pattern in derivation of perturbation equations, can be
performed using the developed stability model, as it allows the introduction of an
arbitrary temperature profile. To further extend the linear stability model, a modifi-
cation to the top boundary condition to consider the heat exchange between the water
body and the ambient is suggested, which would allow a more realistic view of the
real situation in the near shore regions of lakes, where the slope is almost negligible.
Adopting a sloped bottom geometry is another modification to the present stability
model which would be interesting to carry out, so that the onset of instability and
stability characteristics in the near shore regions of the lakes can be simulated. It
is also advantageous to conduct some numerical simulations of mixing and transport
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in near shore of lakes and reservoirs in order to compare the numerical results with
those of the performed experiments.
From the experimental results of the conducted laboratory investigations in the
triangular cavity, the direction of the instability rolls cannot be confirmed as either
longitudinal or transverse. Therefore, a PIV investigation in two different directions,
normal to each other, or PIV measurements in two parallel planes must be conducted
concurrently to determine the type of instability rolls. The scales defining the bound-
ary between the conduction and stable convection regions and also the boundary
between the stable convection and unstable convection regions need to be improved
such that they consider horizontal conduction and temporal evolution of these regions.
Further, a scale for plume rise velocity should be developed. Another suggestion is
to perform experiments in the triangular cavity using the same light source but in-
troducing a cyclic thermal forcing, such as introducing a ramp radiative heating as
the first phase and then a ramp surface cooling as the second phase to simulate the
diurnal cycle, which provides a more realistic thermal forcing to that which occurs in
nature.
Shadowgraph visualisation technique may be replaced by an experimental tech-
nique to provide more accurate information of the temperature field. It may be
possible to conduct concurrent Schlieren-PIV to obtain real time temperature data,
instead of temperature gradient, but the light source used in the Schlieren technique
must be much more powerful than the source of heat. Laser Induced Fluorescence
(LIF) technique was conducted to obtain the temperature field but was unsuccessful
due to the low temperature gradients experienced during the experiments and the
sensitivity of the dye (Rhydomine B) currently used in this technique. It may be
possible to use a more sensitive dye and apply a greater incoming radiation to use
this technique.
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